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THE INVITATION TO THE VARANGIANS*

OMELIAN PRITSAK

1. THE SOURCE EVIDENCE

One of the earliest recorded episodes in East European ("Russian"/"Ukrainian") history is the famous invitation to the Baltic Sea "Varangians," allegedly extended by the inhabitants of the Novgorod region, that a prince be sent "to rule over us and give proper justice." In response, according to the usual analysis, a Varangian from a group known as the Rusь (= Rus') was sent: Rjurik, his two brothers, and "all the Rusь" arrived, and from them the whole land and its inhabitants came to be called Rusь. The later rulers of Kiev, Novgorod, and other principalities took great pains to establish their legitimacy by tracing their descent to Rjurik.

Modern scholars have been reluctant to accept such a simple account of the origins of a major state organization. During the last two centuries, investigators have been particularly concerned with the ethnic identity of Rjurik and that of the inveter. Conflicting speculations have engendered lively and sometimes bitter controversy, too often marred by modern nationalistic passions. I will not touch on the history of studies about this episode;1 instead, I would like to present

(continued on page 11)

---

* This article is part of a six-volume study, entitled The Origins of Rusь, which is being prepared for publication. Certain statements made here are based on the detailed argumentation presented in volume 5 of that work. It is a pleasant duty to express my gratitude to Professor Horace G. Lunt, my colleague and friend, who skillfully made the textual rearrangements necessary to convert a chapter from a lengthy study into this short independent article, which he also furnished with several philological footnotes. However, all responsibility for the article's hypothesis and proofs remains my own.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOVGOROD FIRST</th>
<th>HYPATIAN</th>
<th>LAURENTIAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Въ времена же Киева и Щека и Херова новгородцам людям, рекоми Словени, и Кривцам и Мери.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6367/859 A.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Словени свою волость имѣли, а Кривцам свою, а Мери свою; каждо своемъ родомъ владѣли; а Чюль своимь родомъ; и дань даху Варягомъ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>от мужа по бѣлѣмъ вѣреници; [Т. бѣлѣ и]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>а иже баху у нихъ, то ти насилье дѣяху Словеномъ, Кривичемъ и Мериемъ и Чюлъ.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>И въсташа Словени и Кривцам и Мери и Чюль на Варягъ, и изгнаша я за море;</td>
<td>3 Имаху дань Варяги приходящихъ изъ заморья</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>и началъ владѣти сами собѣ и города ставити.</td>
<td>4 на Чюлъ, и на Словѣнехъ, и на Мѣряхъ и на Всѣхъ [и на] Кривичахъ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>И въсташа сами на ся воевать,</td>
<td>5 A Козаре имаху вѣречь на Полыныхъ, и на Сверхъ и на Вятчихъ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 имаху по бѣлѣ и вѣреници тако отъ дѣмы.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6370/862 A.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 И изгнашъ Варягъ за море,</td>
<td>Изынаша Варягъ за море,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 и не даша имъ дани;</td>
<td>и не даша имъ дани,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11 и почаса сами въ собѣ володѣли;</td>
<td>и почаса сами въ собѣ володѣли,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13 и не бѣ въ нихъ правды.</td>
<td>и не бѣ въ нихъ правды.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
И бысть межи ими рать велика и усобица,
И въсташа град на град,
И не было в них прады.
И рьша к себѣ:
Князя пошемь,
иже бы владѣль нами и рядил ны по праву.
Идоща за море к Варягомъ

И рьша:

Земля наша велика и обилица,
а наряда у нас вѣкту,
да понйдите к намь книжить и владѣть нами.
Изъбрала ся 3 брата с роды своими,
и пошла со собою дружину многу и прельзну.
И приидаша
к Новгороду

* Ипат, Лав : всѣ; РА: вси.

15 и въстапъ родь на рѣд, 16 и бышь усобица в них.
14 и воевати сами на ся пошла.
15
13
17 И рьша:
18 пошемь сами в себѣ князя.
19 иже бы володѣть нами и рядил по рѣду, по праву
20 Идоща за море к Варягомъ
21 к Руси.
Сице бо зналъ ты Варягъ Русь, иже се друзья зовутся Святъ,
друзи же Урмани, Англиче, ины Готы, тако и си.
22 Рьша
23 Русь
 Чтодъ, Словень, Кривичи и Бесь *:
24 земля наша велика и обилица, а наряда въ ней вѣкту.
25 Да понйдите книжит и володѣть нами.
26 И изъбрала ся трие брата с роды своими.
27 и пошла по себѣ всю Русь и приидаша
28 къ Словеномъ пятье.

(и) бышь в них усобица.
И воевати пошла сами на си.

(И) рьша сами в себѣ:
Понйдемъ себѣ князя,
иже бы володѣть нами и судилъ по праву.
Идоща за море к Варягомъ
c к Руси.
Сице бо съ зважу ты Варягъ Русь,
яко се друзья зовутся Святъ,
друзи же Урмани, Англиче, друзья Готы, тако и си.
Рьша
Руси [из РА; Лав. Русь]
Чтодъ, Словьны, и Кривичи, и Бесь * :
земля наша велика и обилица, а наряда въ ней вѣкту.
Да понйдите книжит и володѣть нами.
И изъбрала ся 3 брата с роды своими.
пошла по себѣ всю Русь,
и приидаша
[Р к Словеномъ первое.
И съде старьшины
в Новьгородь бь имя ему Рюрик;
а другими съде на Бѣльзерѣ
Синеусь;
а третьей въ Изборскѣ, имя ему
Труворъ.
И от тѣхъ Варягъ,
находикъ тѣхъ,
прозвава ся Русъ,
и от тѣхъ словет Руская земля;
и суть новгородцы люди до
dисщего дня отъ родъ варяжска.

По двою же лѣту умеръ Синеусь
и брать его Труворъ.
И прив власть единъ Рюрикъ,
обою брать власть,
и нача владѣти единъ.

29 И срубила городъ Ладогу
30 И съде старьшины
31 въ Ладозѣ Рюрикъ,
32 а другими Синеусь на Бѣльзерѣ.
33 а третьимъ Труворъ въ Изборскѣ.
34 И отъ тѣхъ Варягъ
35 прозва ся Русская земля.
36 прозва ся Русская земля.
37
38
39
40 По двою же лѣту умеръ Синеусь
и брать его Труворъ.
41 И прив Рюрикъ власть всю одинъ.
42
43 И пришедъ къ Ильмеру и сруби
городъ надъ Волховомъ, и
прозвава и Новгородъ, и съде ту книжа.

и срубила городъ Ладогу и съде
въ Ладозѣ
старьшины
Рюрикъ,
а другими Синеусь на Бѣльзерѣ,
а третьемъ Изборскѣ, Труворъ.

(И) отъ тѣхъ (Варягъ [ТРА])
прозва ся Русская земля,
новгородцы [Р Новгородъ]
ти суть люди новгородцы
отъ родъ варяжска,
преже бо была Словь.

По двою же лѣту Синеусь умере
а [ТРА и] брать его Труворъ.
И прив власть Рюрикъ
[Р всю] [Р одинъ]

[Р. те саме]
an analysis of the rather scanty source material and attempt a fresh evaluation.²

The "Invitation to the Varangians" is recorded only in the native chronicles of Old Rus': there is no trace of it in Byzantine, Scandinavian, Islamic, or other written sources. Of the many variants the chronicles offer, only three need be taken into account here—the three which represent the earliest extant stages of Kievan annalistics.³ The Novgorod First Chronicle reflects the earliest compilation, dated about 1071, although the modifications made by a later Novgorod editor must be reckoned with. The Laurentian Chronicle reflects the final version of the compilation known as the Pověst' vremennyx lět or "Tale of Bygone Years" (ca. 1123), whereas the Hypatian Chronicle is the second variant of the PVL (the Mstislav Monomaxovič redaction, ca. 1119). One sign of the differences among these versions is that the story of Rjurik is recorded under the year 6362/854 in the Novgorod First Chronicle, while in the Hypatian and Laurentian it is divided into two entries: 6367/859 and 6370/862.

Since the only research method possible for us is comparison, the texts of these three chronicles are given here. Italicized words and passages are those that seem, on grounds we will discuss, to be insertions.⁴

2. WHO INITIATED THE INVITATION TO THE VARANGIANS?

The Novgorod First Chronicle (NFC) has, on the whole, preserved the oldest stage of the tradition while reflecting knowledge of life in

² See the texts on pp. 8-10.
³ Concerning the Old Rus' chronicles (letopisi) see Aleksej A. Šaxmatov, Razs-kanija o drevnejšix russkix letopix svodax (St. Petersburg, 1908); Mixail D. Prielkol, Istoriija russkogo letopisaniya XI-XV vv. (Leningrad, 1940); Dimitrij S. Lixaev, Russkie letopisi i ix kul'turno-istoriöeskoe znание (Moscow, 1969). See also Mark X. Aleksovskij, Povest' vremennyx let (Moscow, 1971).
⁴ The texts are quoted here according to the following editions: (NFC) = A.N. Nasonov, ed., Novgorodskaja pervaja letopis' (Moscow and Leningrad, 1950), pp. 106-107; Laurentian Chronicle (Lav) = Evgenij F. Karskij, ed., Polnoe sobranie russkix letopisij (hereafter PSRL), vol. 1:1, 2nd ed. (Leningrad, 1926), cols. 19-20; Hypatian Chronicle (Hyp) = A.A. Šaxmatov, ed., PSRL, vol. 2, 2nd ed. (St. Petersburg, 1908), cols. 13-14. Spelling has been partly normalized. Some insignificant modifications based on related manuscripts are added in square brackets. Numerals are added to provide references to individual passages.
the north. It emphasizes that the invitation concerns the citizens of
towns (gorody/grady), and not tribes or clans (rody):

и начаша владѣти сами собѣ  (11) And they began to govern
и города ставити...  (12) and to build towns...
И въста град на град,  (15) and town rose against town
и не бѣше в нихъ правды.  (13) And there was no law among

The Kievan editor of the PVL, on the other hand, had no knowledge
of the Baltic system of town self-government that we have ample
reason to believe existed in Novgorod and other northern towns. He was
used to the Polanian-Derevlianian type of tribal-territorial organization
based on the rod, that is, on the concept of “kin” having the
extended meaning of “clan” or “tribe.” The editor simply misunder-
stood his sources. He misinterpreted the judicial term pravda ‘law’
(i.e., a direct and correct mode of action, as opposed to a devious or
illegal one) by taking it in the moral sense of “truth” (as opposed to
falsehood). The loss of the correct jurisdictional definition entailed a
major change in the force of the passage:

и почаша сами в собѣ  (11) And they began to govern among
волода́ти  (13) And there was no truth among them,
и не бѣ в нихъ правды,  (14) And kin rose against kin.
и вѣста родь на родь.  (15) and town rose against town.

The important notion of importing a legal code for the towns was thus
lost.5

2.1 Both the Laurentian and Hypatian versions of the PVL associate
the towns with ethnic names that we can assume refer to tribes.6 The

5 It is a well-known fact that the Prava rus’skaja, the first legal code in Eastern
Europe, was produced by the traveling merchants (frequentantes) of the city of Great
Novgorod, which belonged to what I call the cultural sphere of the Mare Balticum
(Baltic Sea), a colony of the cultural sphere of the Mare Nostrum (Mediterranean Sea).
The original code of Novgorod was probably one of the early (Franco-Frisian) redactions
(not preserved, unfortunately) of the “Merchant Law of the Island of Birka (Bjarkejar-
rétt),” typical for the Baltic cultural sphere after 800 A.D. and prior to the emergence
of the Hanseatic League. More on this important topic is contained in volume 5 of
The Origins of Rus’.

6 It is clear that the larger plenja or “tribe” included (or could include) more
than one rod. The early chronicles do not make the exact relationship clear. In the
variants of this particular episode, only the term rod occurs (for the NFC, see passage 2).
editor has set up a kind of code that equates the tribal names, which suit the Kievan understanding of the situation, with the names of towns known to the Kievan of about 1100. After noting that the Varangians are newcomers, the above passage then continues (PVL, Lav col. 20):

a первые населения в
Новгород Словьне;
(в) Полотские Кривичи;
в Ростов Меря;
в Белоозер Весь;
в Муrom Муroma;

But the first settlers in
Novgorod [were] the Slovène [Slovenians];
in Polock—the Krivičians
in Rostov—the Merians;
in Bélozero—the Ves’ [Vepsians];
in Murom—the Muomians.

2.2 The list of tribes that appears in the invitation itself contains discrepancies, but these can be readily explained. The chief difficulty arose because the group called Ves’ in the passage given in 2.1 was not clearly known to the Kievan editors of about 1100, and was equally unfamiliar to later scribes. Whether the old name was Věs or Vesi, it quickly became confused with the pronoun vsi ‘all’ and possibly with the Slavonic noun všeh ‘village’ (well known from the Gospels and from translations such as those of Hamartolos). Thus, the PVL phrase in passage 4 may be normalized to a later na vsêx Krivičëx ‘on all Kriviči.’7 This, in turn, presumably arose from an attempt to “correct” the misunderstood original text: “na Vši [Vesi] i na Krivičës.” Similarly, in passage 23, the Laurentian text actually reads “Krivičëi vsja zemlja naša velika”: the expected nominative všeh or všeh has been taken over into the next clause to become a modifier: “all our land.” Study of the manuscript tradition enabled scholars to restore the original text in these instances long ago: the Ves’ disappear from the chronicle after 882.

It is noteworthy that the distant Kievan retained the ethnonym Ves’ (although it is distorted in four of seven passages), but the Novgorodians, presumably neighbors of the Ves’, make no reference to the name at all.8

7 This perfectly grammatical phrase was copied into most later chronicles. But it should be pointed out that nowhere in the early accounts is there any indication that sub-groups of the Kriviči acted so independently that the annalist would feel it necessary to underline their unity in this particular instance.
8 The Ves’ appear only in lists, never as independent actors. The name occurs: (a) in a long list of the inhabitants of Japheth’s allotment of land (Lav col. 4, Hyp col. 4); (b) in another enumeration of who lived where (Lav col. 10, Hyp col. 8); (c) in a list of tribes paying tribute to the Rus’ (Lav col. 11, Hyp col. 8); (d, e, f) in the three passages
2.21 The NFC lacks the introduction of the redactions represented by the Laurentian and Hypatian chronicles, where the Ves’ are mentioned three times. It also omits the passage cited above in 2.1 and the account of Oleg’s campaign of 882. Indeed, our only comparison must be indirect: a juxtaposition of items 4 and 23 in the southern accounts of the invitation to the Varangians with the elements in items 2, 3, 6, and 7 of the Novgorod account.

2.22 In items 4 and 23, the Čud’ and the Slovène stand together at the head of the lists, but the Novgorod editor has relegated the Čud’ to last place. It may well be that he considered the Novgorodians, including himself, as Slovène. Local pride may have impelled him to give precedence to his own group. On the other hand, it seems obvious that the meaning of the term Čud’ had changed.

The earliest sources, whether written or oral, must have had separate names for two closely related groups of Fennic-speaking peoples: Čud’ for those to the west and north of Novgorod, ancestors of the Estonians and Vots (later Vod’); and Ves’ (or Vessa) for those to the east and northeast, presumably the ancestors of the Vepsians. In modern times, the Russians called the Vepsians Ėud’ or Ėuxari. Surely this name was established a thousand years ago, at a time when the Slavic newcomers had occupied choice positions in formerly Fennic territory, and after the time when the first Slavic settlers had reason to make careful distinctions among their neighbors.9

When the Novgorod editor removed the Čud’ from the favored first position, he probably put their name at the end of the list. Later copyists, believing that the term Ves’ referred to the people now called Ėud’, simply deleted the name altogether.10

discussed above; and finally (g) in a list of soldiers Oleg took on an expedition in 882 (Lav col. 22, Hyp col. 16). But, based upon the Oriental and Old Norse sources, one may assume that both the Ves’ and the Čud’ were important competitors of the Slovène for domination in the North. After the latter’s final victory, the ruling strata of the newly created Great Novgorod thoroughly destroyed all vestiges of the former glory of their predecessors. A detailed analysis of the existing data is given in volume 5 of The Origins of Rus’.

9 The long silence in written sources about the Vepsians and the clear evidence that the group had been in the area continuously since well before 850 has made scholars cautious about identifying the Ves’ with modern Vepsians. The term Ėud’ has been applied over the centuries to various Fennic groups in the northern lake area and especially to the Estonians. See V. V. Pimenov, Vepsy (Moscow and Leningrad, 1965), for a detailed discussion.

10 References to the Ėud’ in the PVL (s.a. 907, 980, 988, 1030, 1071, 1113, 1116) generally refer to the Ests and to the area west and northwest of Novgorod. In the NFC s.a. 989 (p. 161) is another item, noting that Gīb Sviatoslavich “fled beyond Volok;
2.23 In the two Kievan redactions of the *PVL*, the list of tribes paying tribute to the Varangians includes five names. However, when the editor repeats the list with the invitation itself (item 23), the name *Merja* 'Merians' is omitted. I submit that this is not an accidental omission, but that the name was not present in the original text of the invitation.

2.3 If these considerations are accepted, the tradition of the invitation is seen to refer to five towns, disguised by the Kievan chronicler as tribes who participated in the action. The code and equivalent towns are these:

1. Čud' = (Old Ladoga, although the town is not mentioned directly)
2. Slověne = Novgorod
3. Merja = Rostov
4. Ves' = Beloozero
5. Kriviči = Polock.

3. DID FIVE "TRIBES" OR THREE "TOWNS" PARTICIPATE IN THE INVITATION?

An important discrepancy is now apparent: although five tribes are listed as extending the invitation, only three brothers came to be rulers. Why were two groups discriminated against? Let us examine their residences to see what information these provide.

3.1 The oldest brother settled in (Old) Ladoga, as the Hypatian Chronicle rightly states. The fact that the NFC has Rjurik settle in Novgorod is surely a change due to local patriotic sentiment (as was moving the Čud' out of first place in the initial listing in item 2).

Since Ladoga is situated in the old Čud' territory and the leading role in the invitation was played by the Čud'-Ests-Vots, we might expect that and the Čud' killed him." This presumably refers to the Zavolok Čud' to the northeast of Beloozero, the group Pimenov argues are Vepsians. In any case, Pimenov adds an impressive body of evidence to indicate that the main territory of the Ves' was west of Beloozero, extending well into Novgorod's domain. In the sixteenth century Novgorodian and Muscovite officials apparently referred to any Fennic population in the Novgorod area as Čud' (Pimenov, p. 183). This usage may well have been established earlier, so that the scribe of the oldest copy of the NFC that contains the beginning of the *PVL* (the *Komissionnyj spisok*, mid-fifteenth century) already considered the special name Ves' redundant, for the Čud' were mentioned, too.
Ladoga would be the town named here. This expectation is supported by archaeological evidence. Old Ladoga is the oldest town in the northwestern part of Eastern Europe: archaeologists date its founding to the seventh or early eighth century.11

Ladoga’s importance declined, however, and as A.N. Nasonov has demonstrated,12 the town was integrated into the territory of the Slovène sometime in the 1040s or 1050s, thus becoming a part of the Novgorod principality. Therefore, some decades later the Novgorod chronicler could afford to overlook Ladoga’s former position and substitute for it the contemporary Slovène economic and political center—Novgorod.

3.2 The second brother settled in Bélozero, on the territory of the Ves’. Here, too, archaeology is helpful. Excavations of the “Old Town,” seventeen kilometers to the east of the present Bélozero [Béloozersk?] have established the presence of a town population there during the ninth to thirteenth century.13

3.3 Relatively little is known about Izborsk, the town of the third brother. However, archaeologists have shown that its political successor, Plaskov or Pskov, had some significance in trade and commerce from the eighth century.14 Surely, then, it is correct to regard Izborsk and Pskov as the old, pre-Novgorodian centers of the territory of the Slovène “tribe” (Wends).15

3.31 Novgorod was established some time later: archaeologists date its founding to no earlier than the end of the ninth century.16


12 A. N. Nasonov, “Russkaja zemlja” i obrazovanie territorii drevnerusskogo gosudarstva (Moscow, 1951), pp. 73-74.


This means that Old Ladoga is some two centuries older, and Izborsk and Pskov about one hundred fifty years older than Novgorod.

3.32 All this suggests that at various times the Slovène had different economic-political centers, whose chronology and succession were approximately as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8th-9th centuries</td>
<td>Izborsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th-10th centuries</td>
<td>Pskov/Pskov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th century</td>
<td>Novgorod</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 The archeological evidence thus belies the insertions made in the story by Novgorod chroniclers and used in subsequent accounts.

3.5 It seems clear, then, that the invitation was issued at the initiative of the citizens of only three towns, corresponding to the number of brothers. Their relative rank is indicated by the order of listing:

1. Rjurik: Old Ladoga = Čud’
2. Sineus: Bëlooozero = Ves’
3. Truvor: Izborsk = Slovène

3.51 The Slovène apparently played a minor role in the episode. The “invitation” came primarily from the two Fennic towns of Old Ladoga and Bëlooozero, represented by the “tribes” of the Čud’ (Ests/Vots) and the Ves’ (Vepsians).

3.52 As for the Krivičians (Polock) and the Merja (Rostov), their names were added to the list later, because the chroniclers interpreted the great conquests subsequently made by the Polock as part of the alleged activities of Rjurik.17

3.6 These facts and considerations lead us to the following conclusions. The invitation to the Varangians was initiated not by tribal organizations, but by the citizens of two Fennic towns—Old Ladoga (the center

---

17 See PVL, s.a. 6370/862. A chapter in volume 5 of The Origins of Rus’ deals with the relations between Polock/the Krivič and Rostov/the Merija.
of the Čud'/Vot') and Bēlozero (the center of the Ves'/Vepsians)—together with the citizens of the Slavic town of Izborsk (then the center of the Slovène).

All three centers were interconnected by waterways and belonged to the sphere of the Baltic Sea; each was also situated near a major lake. Old Ladoga, closest to the Baltic Sea, occupied the central position among them and therefore assumed the leading role.

4. WHO WAS INVITED?

4.1 All three accounts of the invitation contain the identical phrase (item 20), "They went overseas to the Varangians."19

4.2 The NFC has preserved the original text, which omitted item 21—the phrase "to the Rus'"—and the list of different Varangian peoples that followed.20

The second list of "tribes," following the words rkoša/rēša 'they said' (item 22), must also be viewed as an insertion. The variation rēša Rusi 'they said to the Rus', as opposed to rēša Rusъ 'said the Rus', is a later complication that involved speculations on the part of editors in the eleventh to fourteenth century as to whether there were Rus' among the inviters or not.

4.3 After accepting the invitation, the three brothers took with them (item 27) either "a numerous and most wonderful družina," according to the NFC, or "all the Rus'," according to the other two versions.

4.4 The term vsja Rus' 'all the Rus' clearly refers to Rus' in the sense of the domain governed by the "great prince of Rus'," attested to as early as the year 971, when the great prince of Rus' Sviatoslav (pri Sviatoslaṿ veličôm knjazı rusṭem) concluded a treaty with the Byzantine emperor John I Tzimisces (969-976).21

---

18 This is typical of the so-called Birka period in the culture of the Mare Balticum (about 800-975), as discussed in my Origins of Rus'.
19 "Varangian" in this context refers to the members of a multinational, professional society participating in the maritime activities of the Baltic. It is not a specific ethnic term, but is comparable to a general one like "Cossacks."
20 This list will be examined below.
21 PVZ, s. a. 6479/971 = Lav, PSRL, vol. 1:1, 2nd ed., col. 73.
Яко же кляхся ко царем греческим и со мною:  
(1) боляре и (2) Русъ вся,  
да хранимъ правая свъщенъ.

As I have sworn to the Greek emperors, and with me:  
(1) the boyars and (2) all the Rus',  
let us keep this righteous agreement.

This passage makes it clear that "all the Rus'" within the governance of the great princes of Rus' refers to their дружина or retinue.

4.41 This usage also occurs in a passage of Constantine Porphyrogenitus (948-950), where Πάντες οἱ Ρως = вся Русь.22

4.42 In the eleventh century, the term "all the Rus'" was replaced by that "all the land of Rus'." Thus the Ecclesiastical Statute of Volodimer (Cerkovnyi ustav Volodimera) refers to Volodimer:23

Иже крести всю землю Русьскою; "who christened the whole land of Rus'." In describing the second translation of the relics of Saints Boris and Gleb in 1115, the NFC states:24

съвокупишася братья  
Вышегородъ  
Володимеръ, Олегъ, Давыдъ  
и вся Русская земля

In Vyšegorod gathered the brothers [i.e., fellow-princes]
Volodimer, Oleg, David
and all the land of Rus'.

In the PVL's description of the oath at Ljubeč in 1097, all the princes meet and agree to peace and cooperation; if anyone breaks the agreement:

Да будеть на нь хресть  
честный и вся земля  
Русская 25

Let the honorable Cross be against him and all the land of Rus'.


24 NFC, ed. A. N. Nasonov, p. 20, s.а. 6623/1115.

Other examples of this usage of “all the land of Rus’” are found s.a. 1145 and 1154.\textsuperscript{26} 

4.43 The phrase \textit{muži zemlji Rusko} ‘men of the land of Rus’’ is not as common. However, it does occur in Great Prince Svyatoslav Vsevolodich’s invocation (1185).\textsuperscript{27} 

4.5 The editor of the Kievan \textit{PVL} considered Rjurik the founder of the Kievan dynasty: therefore, obviously, Rjurik had to be a “great prince of Rus’.” The old terminology for the retinue of such a prince was “all of the Rus’” (although in the editor’s contemporary parlance it would have been “the whole land of Rus’”). It was thus natural for the \textit{PVL} editor to replace the word \textit{družina} of the older Novgorod text by the term “all the Rus’,” the term that had been correct in Kiev at the court of the great prince of Rus’ ca. 1116-1123.

4.6 Following the list of the residences of the three Varangian brothers there is an obvious editorial insert (items 34-39) which is particularly clumsy in two of the three variants:

\begin{tabular}{lll}
\textbf{NOVGOROD FIRST} & \textbf{HYPATIAN} & \textbf{LAURENTIAN} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{And from those Varangians,} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{those newcomers,} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{they were named} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{Rus’} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{and from them is known} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{the land of Rus’} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{and} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{the people of Novgorod are} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{to this very day} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{of the kin of the} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{Varangians} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{was named} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{the land of Rus’} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{Novgorodians, and} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{the people of Novgorod are} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{of the kin of the} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{Varangians;} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{for formerly they} \\
\multicolumn{3}{l}{were Slovéne.} \\
\end{tabular}

4.61 Novgorod was never called “the Land of Rus’”: this is proved in the texts of the chronicles and in other documents.\textsuperscript{28} Moreover, as noted above (3.31), Novgorod surely did not exist as a city at the time.

\textsuperscript{26} NFC, ed. A. N. Nasonov, p. 27 (s.a. 1145); Kievan Chronicle in Hyp, ed. A. A. Šaxmatov, \textit{PSRL}, vol. 2, 2nd ed., col. 469 (s.a. 1154); col. 478 (s.a. 1154).

\textsuperscript{27} Kiev Chronicle in Hyp, ed. A. A. Šaxmatov, \textit{PSRL}, vol. 2, 2nd ed., col. 645 (s.a. 1184): \textit{О люба моя братья и сыновья и муж землі Рускої.}

\textsuperscript{28} See, e.g., Nasonov, “\textit{Russkaja zemlja},” pp. 28-50, 69-92, and passim.
the invitation to the Varangian brothers was extended, which must have been well before 900 (see below).

Therefore the rendition of Rjurik's activities in the Hypatian Chronicle that ascribes to Rjurik of Ladoga the idea that Novgorod was his residency, created by the Novgorod chronicler, is clearly a later editorial addition.

Furthermore, important traditions that cannot be discussed here ascribe the founding of Novgorod to another man, Gostomysl.29

4.62 Kiev became known as Rus' only after it had been conquered by the great prince Igor (of the Rus' Volga Kaganate), no earlier than the 930s.30

Basically all three chronicles agree thus:31 NOVGOROD FIRST, p. 107 HYPATIAN, col. 17 LAURENTIAN, col. 23

И съде Игорь книжа в Кьвев
и бьшя у него и бьшя у него
Варязи мъщи Словьнъ и Словъни и Варязи
и прочии [и оттолъ] и прочии [и оттолъ]
прозвашася Русью прозвашася Русью, i.e.:
s.a. 6362/854 s.a. 6390/882

"Igor settled in Kiev, reigning as prince
There were with him Varangian warriors, Slovène and others, who from that time were [also] called Rus'."

Thus, I submit, there can be no doubt that the invitation was extended only to the Varangians. The word Rus' that follows the word Varangians in the PVL (items 21, 27, 36 of the passage) is merely an editorial addition made when the text was revised sometime after 1072.

5. THE DATE OF THE INVITATION

The dates in the early part of the PVL, including that of the invitation to the Varangians, are speculations made by the scholarly chroniclers of the eleventh to thirteenth centuries; they are not to be accepted as

29 Concerning Gostomysl see A.A. Saxmatov, Razyskanija o drevnjších Russkih lêtopisnych svodax (St. Petersburg, 1908), pp. 311, 517-518; Nasonov, "Russkaja zemljaja," pp. 69, 72, and the relevant chapter in my Origins of Rus', volume 5.
31 One should take into account that the editor of the PVL replaced Igor with Oleg as the conqueror of Kiev, certainly in agreement with his Kievo-centric conception.
valid. It is clear from other Rus’ian sources that the invitation must have been extended before Great Prince Oleg of Rus’ concluded a treaty with the Greeks in 911. Most likely, the treaty was connected with the extensive piracy of the Vikings in the mid-ninth century, known to us from Western sources.33

* * *

The invitation to the Varangians was initiated by the citizens of two Fennic towns, Old Ladoga and Bëloozero, along with the citizens of the Slavic town of Izborsk, sometime after the mid-ninth century but no later than 910.

The invitation was extended only to the Varangians.

The term Rus’ in the text of the invitation was added by the PVL editor sometime after 1072.

Novgorod could not have played any role in the invitation of the Varangians because at that time it did not exist as a town. The town of Izborsk was then the center of the Slovène.

There is no source basis for the theory, long dominant in scholarship, which claims that Rus’ came into being because a group of five “Slavic” tribes invited the Rus’ clan to Novgorod in 862.

Every part of such an argument is wrong, for:

The inviters were not five tribes, but the citizens of three towns;
They did not invite the Rus’ians, but the Varangians;
The chief inviting town was not Novgorod, but Old Ladoga;
The year 862 as the date of the invitation is fictitious.

The entire conception behind this argument is merely a repetition of the subjective speculations of the Old Rus’ian chroniclers. Therefore it must be corrected rather than accepted as a fact of history.

Harvard University


33 It is necessary to stress that contrary to the views of the so-called Normanist school (which postulates the direct importation of a monolithic and monolingual higher Scandinavian culture that was still non-existent at the time into the Volga-Dvina-Dnieper area) I regard the “Vikings” as the developing society of the Mare Balticum region. The “Swedes,” the Rus’, the Varjagi, etc., appear as a polyethnic, multilingual and non-territorial community composed of “nomads of the sea” and urban dwellers in partly “Oriental” (i.e., owned and controlled by lords) and partly “polis” type towns and trading settlements. In the professional society of the Mare Balticum, as described above, all peoples along its shore were equal participants: Norsemen (Scandinavians), Wends (Slavs), Balts, and Finns.
TWO EARLY SLAVONIC GHOST-WORDS: ИКОНИОНЪ and ИКЪЛПИНАНЬ

HORACE G. LUNT

The major collection of lexicological data from manuscripts written in Rus during the eleventh to fourteenth centuries was compiled by I. I. Sreznevskij, with the help of his students, in the 1860s and 1870s and was published posthumously under the modest title Materials for a Dictionary of the Rusian Language.¹ In his attempt at least to record all items in the texts he excerpted, Sreznevskij often included words that he did not try to account for. Since it is unlikely that these volumes will be replaced for many years to come,² we must continue to try to interpret passages which Sreznevskij did not elucidate.

In the Izbornik of Svjatoslav (1073), a passage translated from a letter of St. Basil contained two words Sreznevskij did not understand. Under ikonion on he gives a cross-reference to ikolpina, at which entry he reproduces the passage with no attempt at interpretation: "Зелие жест иконион, како же и мно жест икольпина; ни белени никто же ум ини не зобле, ни пуса кусите" [the punctuation is Sreznev-

¹ The language of the manuscripts of this period is an East Slavic version of Slavonic (i.e., a local modification of Old Church Slavonic) that was common to the ancestors of modern Ukrainians and Belorussians as well as to the Great Russians who lived in Old Rus'. I therefore venture to use the neologism Rusian to refer to it, as an equivalent of the clumsy and misleading term used by careful Soviet scholars drevnerus'skij (древнерусский) jazyk or davnoras'ka (спинорусская) move. A discussion of these terms and the object they are intended to refer to is to be found in Lunt 1975 (see list of references, p. 28).

² The Soviet Academy of Sciences has been working for years on a Slovar' drevnerusskogo jazyka XI-XVII vv., envisioned as encompassing the written culture of this early Russian period, but publication has repeatedly been postponed. In any case, it excludes many major sources, among them the Izbornik of 1073, on the grounds that the manuscripts are religious in content and South Slavic in origin. The first fascicle of another Academy project, entitled Slovar' russkogo [1] jazyka XI-XVII vekov, appeared in 1975. Judging from this first volume, this "Russian" dictionary will not replace Sreznevskij for the early period, for though it furnishes some words not in Sreznevskij it unaccountably omits others. The principles for the selection of sources and examples are unclear and the definitions are not fully reliable (cf. the review in Language 53 [1976], no. 3).
These phrases are near the end of Basil’s answer to the question why Christians, too, do not eat everything (poće to i my vsego ne jamiś). This same passage from Basil is found in a completely different Slavonic translation in the Efremovskaja kormčaja, a Russian manuscript usually dated to the early twelfth century. Benešević’s edition conveniently provides the Greek text (p. 524), which of course solves the major problems of what the passage means.

St. Basil explains that we don’t eat everything simply because not everything is good for us: our own excretions, for example. Obviously, we must distinguish the useful from the harmful in greens (vegetables) or meat: epeι lachanôn estìn kai to kôneion ‘since even hemlock is a green.’ The Izbornik version of this phrase should be cited thus: imže zelîje jestb i konionb. Therefore Sreznevskij’s entry ikonionb is to be erased from our dictionaries of Russian (and a future comprehensive thesaurus of Old Church Slavonic) and replaced by konionb, which is merely an untranslated reproduction of the Greek kôneion ‘hemlock, comium maculatum,’ a plant which looks rather like parsley.

The next phrase is more interesting: hōsper kreas estìn kai to gypeion ‘just as even vulture-flesh is meat.’ And it continues, “but anyone in his senses would neither eat henbane (hyoscyamus) nor touch dog, unless there is urgent necessity.” Thus Sreznevskij’s odd-looking entry ikšûpinab loses not only the unwarranted middle v, which is not in the manuscript, but both the first and last syllables. The first, i, is the intensive “kai, also, too,” while the final n’b is a scribal error for the conjunction nō ‘all’ homōs, but.’ The n is provided with the diaritic mark that otherwise usually indicates a palatal ĥ (distinguished quite regularly in the Izbornik and certain other early Russian manuscripts, as well as in the Old Church Slavonic codex Suprasliensis). The confusion of the “soft” syllable *n̄b with the “hard” syllable *n̄a suggests that the scribe did not understand the passage, for otherwise he uses ĥ and n very correctly, and the lack of punctuation at an important syntactic break strengthens this supposition. For “kai to gypeion. all’ homōs” we can then read “i kšûpina; nō” and the longer context may be transcribed thus (with modern punctuation): jakûže i mjaso jestb i kšûpina; nō [= nō] i belena niktože umb ĭmy ne zobl’e, ni pęsâ kusîb, ašî ne velika nuždbja bude.3

3 These sentences are garbled in the translation recorded in the Efremovskaja kormčaja, “Poneže zelije jestb i belem jakûže mjaso suh . nō obrače . ne jastb niktože . umb imêja ni pęsâ prikosnet jca.” Kôneion is represented by belem, which in fact means
The equivalent of *to gypeion* 'vulture’s (i.e., vulture’s flesh)' is simply *kslpina*, a word not recorded in the dictionaries. It consists of the root *klo̱p-* and the suffix -in-(a), obviously identical with one that occurs in texts that go back to translations surely made early in the OCS period—*udavlēnina* ‘the meat of a strangled animal’ (Acts 15:20), and *idolōzrenenina* ‘the meat of sacrificed animals’ (Nomokanon, *Ustjužskaja kormčaja*, cf. Prague *Slovnik*)—as well as in twelfth-century Russian copies of texts that probably go back to tenth-/eleventh-century Bulgaria—*věřerčina* ‘squirrel-meat,’ *medvēdina* ‘bear-meat,’ *dičina* ‘meat of game.’ In Jaroslav’s Church Statute, surely compiled in the eleventh century, we find *kobylna* ‘mare’s-meat’ and *teterevina* ‘grouse-meat,’ while modern Ukrainian has *husjatyna* ‘goose-meat’ and *holub’jatyna* ‘pigeon-meat,’ to cite only words referring to birds. 

A noun *kslp*, from which *kslpina* would be a normal derivative, can be established for early Slavic, but its meaning is certainly not “vulture.” The descendents in Kashubian, Sorbian, and Serbo-Croatian dialects (Hercegovinian) all mean “swan” (Slawski 1952 - s.v. *klo̱p*; 1960). Modern Russian has *klo̱pik* and, according to the seventeen-volume Academy dictionary, *klopica*, which are both defined as “spoonbill.” Vasmer, however, cites *klopica* ‘Schwanenjungfrau, swan-maiden,’ which Trubačev renders, surely correctly, as “young female swan.”

Vasmer cites Ukrainian *klopec* ‘Seeadler’ (Berneker writes *koupěc*;

“henbane” (Ukrainian belēna, Russian belenā), a plant that is poisonous but far less dangerous than hemlock; but where the Greek has *hyoskyamos* and the *Izbornik* correctly *belena* (genitive of negation, cf. Sreznevskij s.v. *belena*), the *Kormčaja* has nothing. Nor is any equivalent given for “vulture-meat.” It is difficult to see what use this whole passage could have been to the readers of this Slavonic text, poorly translated and distorted as it is. The *Izbornik* version is literalistic and not easy to understand, but it is better.

Vasmer’s source is very likely Berneker (s.v. “kslp”), who defines *klopica* as “Schwanenmädchen (in Märchen);” he is presumably referring to a tale such as *Morskoj nar i Vasilisa Premudraj*, from Afanas’ev’s collection (pointed out to me by Professor Edward L. Keenan). There, however, although the *klopica* does turn into a maiden, surely the proper meaning is “young female swan,” for at the outset one is not supposed to know that the bird is in fact a magical person. It is a pity that Trubačev did not emphasize the folkloric context of this word, since no other dictionary equates *klopec* with the swan. Even Dal’ in his common entry for *klope, klopica* and *klopk*, defines them all simply as “spoonbill.” In Afanas’ev’s *Skazka o molode-udaļce, molodil’nyx jabolokax i živoj vodě*, the *pitsa-kolpalica* is taken by all editors to be a *klopica*, but it is a meat-eating bird which carries the hero and his bride from the nether world and thus not the usual swan-maiden figure. In any case, the two tales are from the Voronež and the Tambov regions, well beyond the ordinary known range of the spoonbill (see fn. 5). It is surely incorrect to render *klopica* as “spoonbill” in English here, as does Guterman 431 ff. (also *kolpalica*, 319 ff.).
Trubačev translates ‘rod pelikana’), although this word is not in Hrinčenko or any of the recent dictionaries; kölpyk -yça ‘spoonbill’ is only in Andrusyshen-Krett. The common denominator of these various modern dialectal Slavic meanings is “large white bird.”

Sreznevskij lists kolпо, the expected East Slavic form of *kblpо after about 1300, with two examples. One, the phrase zemlju ... běljušču sja aki kolpo, fits the meaning “white bird” (and parallels a usage recorded by Dal’ for kolpica), but is not specific. The other is a sixteenth-century gloss to sirīn, an untranslated Greek word seirēn in Isaiah 43:20. We cannot assume that the glossator knew what, in this instance, the Greek means (modern scholars suggest several kinds of birds) and therefore we have no clue as to just what the gloss meant. It is tempting to see a connection between the siren of classical mythology (also seirēn in Greek) and the swan-maiden of the North—both dangerous, part-human female figures who lure men to death with song. This would fit the less menacing kolpica of Afanas’ev’s fairy tales in the nineteenth century. The combined East Slavic evidence, while not fully decisive, makes the meaning “swan” quite plausible for older *kblpо and derivatives.

Why did the tenth-century Bulgarian translator choose kspina to render “vulture-meat”? Two major possibilities suggest themselves. Least likely is that *kspо had taken on the meaning “vulture” in the translator’s local dialect. Surely the agreement of modern Hercego-vinian and northwest Slavic dialects on the meaning “swan” makes it quite probable that *kspо meant “swan” in Simeon’s Bulgarian lands as well, although other types of large white birds might have taken on that label. St. Basil’s text is difficult, and the translation of this whole passage is not fully clear; perhaps the translator did not know precisely what sort of bird a gyps was and just selected some bird at random. Yet, he must surely have understood the gist of the passage, and we can assume that he selected a bird he considered, for some reason, to be inedible.

In Slavonic translations of equal antiquity the word lebedb is used (see Sreznevskij). It occurs in Deuteronomy 14:16 in the list of animals Jews are forbidden to eat, and Gregory of Nazianzus mentions

5 Russian kolpica, Ukrainian kolpyča is the generic term used by professional ornithologists for the crested white spoonbill, Platalea leucordia, a moderately large wading bird closely akin to the ibis. It is generally a southern bird, now found in the USSR only in the Danube delta, though formerly it also nested in marshlands at the mouths of other rivers emptying into the Black Sea.
skvrmnavo lebedb, referring to the constellation, in a denunciation of astrologers. There is a remote chance that some echo of one of these passages might have affected the translator. But surely it is far more likely that he was motivated by something in his own tradition.

Basil gives two examples of inedible meat and greens: hemlock and vulture, henbane and dog. Hemlock was apparently unknown to the Slavic translator, or known only by a Greek name. Henbane, however, must have been familiar to him, for he knew its proper Slavic name and we can assume that he had some knowledge of the plant's poisonous characteristics and its medicinal and magical uses. The tabu against eating dog is widespread, perhaps the translator believed that Basil's vulture was intended as a parallel example of tabu. In translating, he felt that the swan would better express this idea to his readers.

Moszyński reports a widespread reverence for the swan across northeastern Europe and Asia, with a specific prohibition against eating swan in the Vologda region of Russia (570-572). This is surely a survival of a pre-Christian tabu. The swan, particularly the singing swan, a northern bird, was connected with the cult of Apollo in ancient Greece. Menges (p. 1, fn. 2) points out that the swan was a totem-animal among certain Turkic tribes; perhaps this

6 The swan is depicted on objects found in northern Italy at a site dedicated to Apollo-Belenus. The Celtic Belenus, apparently also the god of light and the sun, was chiefly the god of healing (de Vries, 75-6, 132). The name is cited in connection with the etymology of Slavic terms for henbane (Vasmer, s.v. "belena"), which is one of the oldest known pharmaceutical plants. It was widely used as a pain-killer, especially for toothache, and caused blurred speech and vivid hallucinations; it was also used in charms and witchcraft. To be especially effective, it had to be gathered at the time of the summer solstice (Handwörterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens 1, s.v. "Bilsenkrat"). This suggests a connection with the sun-god, an association strengthened by the names of the plant given in Dioscurides, a first-century medical writer (Berendes, 402-3). The usual Greek is hyoskyamos 'pig-bean' but other names—which very likely stem from later interpolators—include Dios kyamos 'Zeus-bean' and pythonion (surely, as Berendes suggests, referring to the Pythian Apollo). The Romans are said to call it apollinaris, i.e., "Apollo-plant" (and is this indeed the term used by Pliny in his Natural History, though he ascribes the plant to Hercules; XXV 35). The Gauls are said to call it belomuntuia, a form etymologists associate with Belenus (Vasmer cites the variant belinuntia). Perhaps pagan Slavs also considered both the swan and henbane sacred to the sun-god; if so, St. Basil's reference to henbane may have influenced our translator to substitute the swan for the vulture.

7 The "splashing of swans' wings" in verse 76 of the Slovo o polku Igorević clearly represents an evil omen; Menges takes it as an allusion to the Polovcians with their swan-totem. The verse associates a personified obida 'injury, injustice' with the forboding noise of the swans in a manner that has reminded many commentators of the swan-maiden of other tales.
memory survived among upper-class Bulgars in some form or other. Inasmuch as it was generally forbidden to eat the flesh of any totem-animal, this would account for a tabu. It is thus quite possible that even an educated man at Simeon’s court, still in the second generation after the official conversion of Bulgaria to Christianity, might have singled out the swan as an obvious example of a bird that no right-thinking person could possibly eat. At any rate, the conjecture that \textit{kalgina} means “swan-meat” in the \textit{Izbornik} of 1073 is fully plausible.

To summarize, Sreznevskij’s entries \textit{ikonion} and \textit{ik\kblpina} are to be deleted and two new entries devised that would include this basic information:

- \textit{ikonion} (Greek \textit{k\öneion}): hemlock, conium maculatum—\textit{Izb} 1073 135d.
- \textit{kalgina}: meat of the \textit{*kalg}, a large white bird, probably swan (represents \textit{to gypeion ‘vulture’s [sc. flesh’]})—\textit{Izb} 1073 135d.

\textit{Harvard University
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THE ORIGINS OF THE OFFICIAL MUSCOVITE CLAIMS TO THE "KIEVAN INHERITANCE"

JAROSLAW PELENSKI

No other historico-ideological assertion of the Muscovite government and ruling elite has made such a powerful impact on modern Russian historical thought, as well as on Western scholarship dealing with the early history of the Eastern Slavs, as Muscovy's claim to the Kievan inheritance. Its impact has been so strong and so all-pervasive that, until very recently, Muscovite views on Kievan Rus' and her history, and particularly Muscovy's assertions that she succeeded to Kiev by right of inheritance, were accepted by a large number of historians as matters of fact, beyond the limits of permissible inquiry and critical examination. Some caustic remarks by P.N. Miljukov¹ and by A.E. Presnjakov² questioning Muscovite perceptions of the Kievan inheritance and bringing up some related problems that seemed to cast doubt upon them were conveniently overlooked. The profound influence of the historical ideas and ideological propositions of the Muscovite chroniclers and publicists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries on Russian historiography has not diminished from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries up to the present day.

The classical controversy over the Kievan inheritance between the "Northerners" and the "Southerners," i.e., between Russian historians and Ukrainian historians, which began in the nineteenth century and culminated in Myxajlo Hrušev's’kyj’s "rational organization" of early East Slavic history,³ has not effectively disturbed traditional patterns

¹ P.N. Miljukov, Glavnye teëenia russkoj istoriëeskoj myśli, 3rd ed. (Moscow, 1913), pp. 174-177.
of thinking that are always so difficult to revise. National historiographies have devoted a great deal of effort to discussing the influence of the Kievan heritage, or at least its most outstanding features, on subsequent socio-political organizations (for example, the Suzdal'-Vladimir Grand Principality and Muscovite Russia, in the case of Russian historiography, and Lithuania-Rus' and subsequently the Cossack Ukraine, in the case of Ukrainian historiography). But the problems of the origins of these claims, their dating, and their promulgators have received only scant attention. Both Miljukov and Presniakov, for example, refer only in very general terms to Muscovite diplomats, bookmen, and "philosophers" of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; neither has written explicitly on these problems.

The first attempt to deal more specifically with the origins of the Muscovite preoccupation with the Kievan succession was undertaken by D. S. Lixačev in the process of trying to prove that Russian culture in general, and Muscovite culture and chronicle-writing in particular, were permeated by a new historicism—an assumption that also served as the crucial argument for his hypothesis about the existence of an Early Renaissance movement in Russia in the late fourteenth and the first half of the fifteenth century.4

The application of the combined concepts of historicism and Early Renaissance to the Muscovite culture of this early period not only raises a number of questions of a semantic nature, but also poses serious methodological and theoretical problems concerning Lixačev's understanding of these ideas. Lixačev's use of the concept of historicism is at the same time monogenistic and surprisingly sweeping. He reduces historicism to a simple interest in history or participation

in a history-related endeavor. His distinction between "real/realistic" historicism and medieval historicism is not very helpful in clarifying his meaning of the term. His thesis about the existence of "monumental historicism" in the literature and chronicle-writing of Old Rus' from the eleventh to the thirteenth century is even more ambiguous, mainly because his dating of historicism back to the Middle Ages brings forth additional questions with regard to his methodological and conceptual approach. In the study of modern intellectual history, the origins of historicism—i.e., of a history-oriented mode of thinking and of a general theory of history and culture—have been traced back to the early eighteenth century, that is, to the Enlightenment in France and England, and subsequently to German Classicism and Early Romanticism.

Lixaev consistently avoided considering the classical discussions of historicism (Troeltsch, Hintze, Meinecke, Popper) in his studies on Russian culture, which may partially explain his surprisingly uninhibited use of this concept. A manifest interest in history or a general preoccupation with history is not necessarily identical with historicism. A historicist approach to history and culture implies an active rethinking and redefining of a historical process, preferably in its own terms, possibly in terms of a superimposed historical perspective. The earliest manifestations of such an approach to history in the West can be detected in Humanism and in the Renaissance, although the revival and the reception of classical antiquity that took place then was formalistic and mechanical, and therefore lacked a genuine historicist quality.

Lixaev's assumption that the historicist mode of thinking was present in Muscovite Russia at the end of the fourteenth and the beginning of the fifteenth century does not stand up to scrutiny. His hypothesis is based primarily on the revival of chronicle-writing in

---

5 Lixaev, Kul'tura Russi, p. 57.
7 For the most fundamental study of historicism as a phenomenon of intellectual and cultural history, see Friedrich Meinecke, Die Entstehung des Historismus, 3rd ed. (Munich, 1959). The concept of historicism was applied to the history of plastic art in the nineteenth century: L. Grote, ed., Historismus und die bildende Kunst (Munich, 1965). Lixaev's introduction of this idealistic and genetic German concept in the Soviet Union in 1946 coincided with attacks on the works of M. Hruševskyj and his school for having "imported" German theoretical concepts from Hegel and Ranke, which in fact Hruševskyj never utilized in his work (cf. J. Pelenski, "Soviet Ukrainian Historiography after World War II," Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 12, no. 3 [1964]: 377-378).
Muscovy, as reflected in the compilation of the Troickaja letopis' (TL) under the auspices of Metropolitan Cyprian during that time. The TL represented an official, or semi-official, codex composed in the metropolitan’s chancery. It included the Povest' vremennyx let (PVL) following either the Laurentian recension or a closely related text. For the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, it incorporated Suzdalian and Vladimirian historical materials, also based on the Laurentian version or other closely related sources; its entries from 1305 to 1408 represent a very valuable source and the only contemporary Muscovite chronicle now extant.

The study of the TL was greatly facilitated by A.A. Saxmatov’s discovery of the Simeonov Chronicle (SCh) and by his finding that for the years 1177 to 1393 both chronicles are virtually identical. This, in turn, proved to be immensely helpful for M.D. Priselkov’s reconstruction of the TL text. The TL also included information pertaining to the history of the Rus’ lands when they were under the sovereignty of the Lithuanian Grand Principality, and of other Russian states such as Novgorod and Rjazan’. Lixačev claims that the inclusion of the PVL in the TL by the Muscovite compilers indicates that they were aware of the Kievan tradition and of Moscow’s assumed exclusive right to the Kievan inheritance. Its inclusion can also be interpreted in other ways, however. Since most Rus’ian chronicles contain the PVL, we can assume that it was standard procedure for editors and compilers of Rus’ian chronicles to begin their compilations with the PVL or a synopsis of it, for it was the earliest existing text they had available.

8 Lixačev, Kul’tura Rusi, pp. 64-67; Lixačev, Kul’tura vremen Andreja Rubleva, pp. 100-103.
10 The text of the Nikifor Simeonov Chronicle was published in Polnoe sobranie russkih letopisej (hereafter PSRL), 18 (1913), under the editorship of A.E. Presnjakov.
The First Novgorod Chronicle (INCh) of the "older" recension (about mid-fourteenth century), as well as of the "younger" recension (about mid-fifteenth century), also included edited Kievan historical materials, as do the Tverian and Pskovian codices, compiled around the middle of the fifteenth century. In fact, the most consistent and historically integrated codices were provided by the editors and compilers of the Hypatian and the Laurentian chronicles, which were completed long before the TL. The TL reflects the all-Rus'ian perspective, however, not so much of the Muscovite state as of the Moscow-based Metropolitanate of "Kiev and all Rus'." At the time of Cyprian's tenure, the Metropolitanate was attempting to preserve a united ecclesiastical organization for all Rus', an endeavor supported by the Patriarchate of Constantinople for practical and political reasons. Thus it may be argued that the inclusion of the PVL does not represent a reevaluation of the history of the Kievan Rus'—not even in terms of a hypothetical "medieval" or providential historicism. The latter variant of "historicism" cannot be attested in Muscovite historical writing earlier than the sixteenth century, where it is found in the Voskresensk, L'vov and Nikon chronicles. It is particularly evident in the Kniga stepennaja, where the new historical and ideological perspective was superimposed on the history of early non-Muscovite Rus'.

The dating of the origins of the official Muscovite claims to the Kievan succession is complicated by the appearance of these claims in some texts that traditionally have been regarded as belonging to the so-called Kulikovo cycle. Until very recently, the majority of scholars who have studied these sources tried to date them soon after the Battle of Kulikovo (1380). However, some scholars have begun to question

---


12 I have serious reservations about applying the term Renaissance to cultural developments in Muscovite Russia in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The limits of space preclude a fundamental critique of Lixččev's notion of the Russian Early Renaissance in this article, but the use of this concept as applied to Muscovite Russia is even more problematic than the assumptions about the presence of historicism in the culture and art of Muscovy.
these early attributions, and to revive and refine some of the tentative suggestions made by A.A. Šasmatov, who proposed different dates. Since it is impossible to deal adequately with the cumulative problems of all the texts of the Kulikovo cycle here, I shall present my own chronology of the texts in question, concentrating my analysis on those texts that are of an official or semi-official nature, with a few additional remarks about the unofficial Zadonschina. At the same time, I shall propose a reinterpretation of the crucial Kievian references.

It appears that the earliest text that refers to the Kulikovo Battle is the concise version of the Short Chronicle Tale (1380), entitled O velikom poboshe, iže na Donu of the reconstructed TL, the SCh, and the Rogozhskij letopisec.13 This Short Chronicle Tale is the most factual; in its style and composition, it perfectly fits into the general pattern of the Muscovite annalistic tales contained in the TL and its control text, the SCh.14 It was most probably written for the Letopisec velikiy russkij (an official Muscovite chronicle), which, according to Priselkov, covered events up to the death of Dimitrij Ivanovič [Donskoj] (1389).15 It can be assumed that the Short Chronicle Tale about the Kulikovo Battle was composed before the death of Dmitrij Ivanovič, possibly very soon after the battle, i.e., in the 1380s. The ideological claims and justifications found in this Tale are limited. According to its author, Dmitrij Ivanovič fought “wishing to defend his patrimony, for the holy churches and for the true [Orthodox] faith and the whole Russian land.” The term “whole Russian land” was used in fourteenth-century Russian sources rather loosely, and it usually referred to Northeastern Rus’ or ethnic Great Russian territory, but not to Southern, or Kievian, Rus’.16

---


13 Its similarity to the Tale About the Battle on the Voža River” prompted Salmina to suggest that both texts had the same author (“Letopisnaja povest’,” pp. 356-359).

14 For the various uses of the concept vsja russkaja zemlja from the twelfth to the fifteenth century, see L. V. Cerpinin, “Istoričeskie uslovia formirovanija russkoj narodnosti do konca XV v.,” in Voprosy formirovanija russkoj narodnosti i nacii: Sbornik statej (Moscow and Leningrad, 1958), pp. 61-63, 79-88. One example from the INCh will suffice to illustrate the Northeastern Russian meaning of vsja russkaja zemlja in the fourteenth century. The entry about the Mongol-Tatar invasion of Tver, under-
The second major text devoted to the Kulikovo Battle is the Expanded Chronicle Tale, entitled \textit{O poboïšče iže na Donu, i o tom, kniaz' velikij kako bilsja s ordoju} in the Fourth Novgorod Chronicle (IVNCh),\footnote{PSRL 2nd ed., 4, pt. 1, nos. 1-2 (1915-1925): 311-325.} or \textit{Poboïšče velikogo kniazja Dmitreja Ivanoviča na Donu s Mnamjem} in the First Sophia Chronicle (ISCh),\footnote{PSRL 6 (1853): 90-98.} in the Nikanor Chronicle (NCh),\footnote{The Nikanor Chronicle was published under the editorship of A. N. Nasonov in \textit{PSRL} 27 (1962). For the text of the Tale, see pp. 71-76.} and in other compilations, although with various changes and adjustments. Two views can be found regarding the dating of the Expanded Chronicle Tale and its relationship to the short version. The first, following the lead of S. K. Šambinago, assumes that the Expanded Chronicle Tale is the earlier version and that the Short Chronicle Tale represents an abridged form.\footnote{S. K. Šambinago, \textit{Skazanie o Mamaju om poboïščе} (1907), pp. 1-2.} The second school of thought, introduced by A. A. Saxmatov, holds that the Expanded Chronicle Tale is later. According to M. A. Salmina's analysis, it was composed in the second half of the 1440s, after the Battle of Suzdal' (1445) and before 1448,\footnote{Salmina, "'Letopisnaja povest'," pp. 364-376, including the literature on the subject.} the year of the compilation of the hypothetical Codex of 1448,\footnote{A. A. Saxmatov was the first to suggest the existence of a Codex of 1448 ("Obšče-russkie letopinye svody XIV i XV vv.\ldots", \textit{Zurnal Ministerstva narodnogo prosveženija} (hereafter \textit{ŽMNP}), n.s., 1909, no. 9, pp. 98, 104; \textit{Obzornie russkie letopinye svodov XIV-XVI vv.} [Moscow and Leningrad, 1938], pp. 151-160). Recently Ja. S. Lur'e revived the Saxmatov thesis and offered additional evidence to substantiate Saxmatov's views that it was an all-Russian codex ("K probleme svoda 1448 g.\ldots," \textit{TODRL} 24 [1969]: 142-146; and "Obščerusskij svod—protograf Sofijskoj I i Novgorodskoj letopisel.\ldots," \textit{TODRL} 28 [1974]: 114-139).} and it reflected the political atmosphere of the beginning of the last phase of the great Muscovite civil war (1444/46-1453). Salmina's hypothesis may still be in need of refinement, but she is certainly on the right track in dating the text after the Battle of Suzdal'.

It can be argued that the account of the Battle of Kulikovo in the Expanded Chronicle Tale represented, among other things, an ideological response to the crushing defeat of the Russian army by the military forces of the emerging Kazan Khanate in the Battle of
Suzdal' (7 July 1445), in which Grand Prince Vasiliy II was taken prisoner. The dynastic struggle between Vasiliy II and Dmitriy Semjaka made the Tatar problem, now in its Kazanian version, particularly acute, since both contenders sought the support of Ulu Mehmet, the Kazanian khan, in their endeavors to seize the throne of the Muscovite Grand Principality; in addition, Vasiliy II was using "service Tatars" in his struggle with Semjaka. Tatar influence during the final years of the Muscovite civil war (1446-1453) is clearly reflected in the Pastoral Epistle of the five Russian Bishops (one of the five was the future Metropolitan Iona), dated 29 December 1447.23 It appears that the later texts of the Kulikovo cycle have more relevance for the ideological justifications of the Muscovite-Kazanian struggle and the Muscovite relations with the Golden Horde from the time of the invasion of Edigü (1408) to 1480, than for the history of the Kulikovo Battle and its significance for the Muscovite political thought of the late fourteenth and the early fifteenth century. The Expanded Chronicle Tale refers hardly at all to the Kievian inheritance: one perfunctory comparison of Oleg of Riazan' with Sviatopolk [Oka-janny], and one vague reference to Boris and Gleb.

Of special significance to the problem of the Kievian succession is the Vita of Dmitriy Ivanovič [Donskoj], a work thematically connected with the texts of the Kulikovo cycle, although of a different genre and date. The earliest and the most complete of the known texts of this Vita are the Slovo o žitii i o prestavlennii velikogo kniazja Dmitrija Ivanoviča carja rus'skago, which appears in the IVNCh under the entry for 1389,24 and the O žitii i o prestavlennii velikogo kniazja Dmitrija Ivanoviča, carja rus'skago, in ISCh under the same date.25 The latter text, with some editorial adjustments and emendations, was incorporated into the official Muscovite chronicles of the 1470s.26 The earliest Muscovite account of Donskoj’s death is found in TL and in Sch in an annalistic necrolg, entitled O prestavlennii velikogo kniazja Dmitrija Ivanoviča, and composed in a form similar to the necrologs written for the Muscovite rulers before and after him.27

25 PSRL 6 (1853): 104-111.
26 PSRL 27 (1962): 82-87 (under the year 1387); PSRL 25 (1949): 215-218.
27 "O prestavlennii velikogo kniazja Danila Moskovskago" under the entry for 1304,
The dating of the *Vita* of Dmitrij Ivanović presents a number of problems. The chronicles into which it was integrated and the contents of the *Vita* itself must be analyzed together in order to obtain a plausible dating. Even A. A. Saxmatov, the founder of modern critical studies of the Russian chronicles, assumed that it had been composed soon after the death of the prince by someone who had attended the funeral. The first to question this early dating was V. P. Adrianova-Peretc, who, because of the stylistic peculiarities of the text—i.e., *pletenie sloves* (the "braiding of words")—came to the conclusion that it could not have been written before 1417-1418, and was probably even later than that. A. V. Solov'ev's attempts to antedate the *Vita* to the 1390s and to attribute it to Epifanij Premudrij do not hold up under scrutiny, and are further examples of his excessively optimistic approach to the study of old Russian literature. Recently, M. A. Salmina, on the basis of an analysis similar to that used for the Expanded Chronicle Tale of the Kulikovo Battle, has dated the text around 1444-1447, that is, just before the compilation of the hypothetical Codex of 1448. Salmina assumes, of course, that the variant of the *Vita* found in the IVNCh was included in the hypothetical Codex of 1448, and that it reflects, as does the Expanded Chronicle Tale, the political conditions of Muscovy during the civil war in the later part of the 1440s.

But even if one were to assume the existence of the hypothetical Codex of 1448, doubts can be raised concerning its inclusion of the *Vita* of Dmitrij Ivanović. In contrast to the Expanded Chronicle

and "V leto 6848 (1340) prestavljajč velikij moskovskij Ivan Danilovič" (Priselkov, *Troickaja letopis*, pp. 351, 364; cf. also *PSRL* 18 [1913]: 85, 93. "O prestavlenii velikogo kniazja Vasilija Dmitrieviča" under the entry for 1425, and "O prestavlenii velikogo kniazja Vasilija Vasil'eviča" under the entry for 1462 (*PSRL* 27 [1962]: 100, 123).

28 A. A. Saxmatov, *Otrzy o soljenii S. K. Sambisinoj" Povesti o Mamaevom poboiče"* (St. Petersburg, 1910) (also separate offprint from "Očet o 12-m prisuždenii premii mitropolita Makarija"), p. 119.


32 The date 1448 had been set by A. A. Saxmatov on the basis of the computation of certain holidays. However, Saxmatov changed his opinion on this matter ("Kievskij Načalnyj svod 1095 g.," in A. A. Saxmatov, 1864-1926 [Moscow and Leningrad, 1947], p. 135).
Tale about the Kulikovo Battle, which was included, for all practical purposes, into every manuscript copy utilized for the edition of the *IVNCh*, the *Vita* of Dmitrij Ivanović was incorporated in only some of them. According to F. P. Pokrovskij and A. A. Šaxmatov, the Copies N, G, and T were dated earlier than the other manuscripts utilized for the second edition of the *IVNCh*.

Salmina is undisturbed by the fact that Copy A ends with the entry for 1447, Copy N with 1437, and that the final entry for Copy T is unknown. Her assumption seems to be that the *Vita* constituted an integral part of the hypothetical Codex of 1448, but, particularly in view of Copy N, she evidently came to the conclusion that all the copies that included this *Vita* and became the basis for the second edition of *IVNCh* were taken down at a later time. The textual history of the *IVNCh* justifies this reasoning; in its various manuscripts, especially after the events of 1470s and the final annexation of Novgorod (1478), heavy layers of Muscovite political propaganda came to be incorporated into it over time.

Salmina also believes that the *IVNCh* version of the *Vita* of Dmitrij Ivanović is closest to the original work because it is the most complete text. The texts of the *IVNCh* and *JSCh* are in fact virtually identical, except for an extensive and rhetorical middle section in the "Praise for Dmitrij Ivanović," a section which is found only in *IVNCh*. However, a different conclusion can be drawn from these

33 The following copies were used by F. P. Pokrovskij, the editor of the second edition of the *IVNCh* (publication of the edition was supervised by A. A. Šaxmatov):

Stroev Copy, from the last quarter of the fifteenth century, covering historical materials from 912 to 1477 (St);

Sinodal' Copy, copied in 1544, beginning with the *PVL* and ending with the entry for 1477 (S);

Public Library Copy (Frolov), taken down in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century, starting with *PVL* and ending with 1447 (P);

Academy of Sciences Copy from the first half of the sixteenth century, opening with *PVL* and concluding with the entry 1447, like P (A);

Golicyn Copy, from the first half of the sixteenth century and ending with the year 1516 (G);

New-Russian Copy, from the last quarter of the fifteenth century, starting with the *PVL* and ending with the entry for 1437 (N);

[F. P.] Tolstoj Copy, taken down at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century, lacks the beginning and the end of the manuscript, and covers only the years from 1382 to 1418 (T).

34 The text of the *Vita* was published from Copy A with variant readings from G, N, T. The *Vita* was not included in St, S, P.
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facts. One is certainly justified in arguing that the middle section of the “Praise” was lacking in the original work, which was presumably identical to the text in the *ISCh*. Furthermore, there seems to be no logical reason why the Novgorodian chroniclers should have included ideologically-imbued Muscovite texts into their own codices. Lur'e, for example, explains the inclusion of the Expanded Chronicle Tale about the Kulikovo Battle in *IVNCh* as a reflection of the formation of a pro-Muscovite faction in Novgorod by the 1440s, but this is rather unlikely. Such a faction could only have emerged in Novgorod a decade or so later, as a result of the Muscovite campaign against that city in 1456 and the Treaty of Jażelbicy concluded in the same year; consequently, this would be the earliest possible date for the inclusion of pro-Muscovite materials in the *IVNCh*. However, there is no conclusive evidence it was done even then.

Thus we are left with the text of the *Vita* in *ISCh* as being the safer of the two earliest ones. This brings us to the question of when it was included into *ISCh*. It was incorporated in all of the known manuscript copies that served as basis for the edition of *ISCh*, with one exception—namely, the Voroncov manuscript. *ISCh* is a Muscovite chronicle that exists in two recensions: the first was compiled in 1422, and the second ends with an entry for 1456. While Šaxmatov emphasized the similarity of the second recension of the *ISCh* (or a hypothetical Codex of 1456) with the official Muscovite Codex of 1479, Priselkov advanced the hypothesis that the Codex of 1456 was in fact a chronicle written in the metropolitan’s chancery. He also suggested that both the metropolitans and the grand princes had chronicles compiled throughout the fifteenth century, and that the two chronicles (the recensions of 1426 and 1463) existed before the compilation of the Muscovite Codex of 1472. The

32 For an analysis of the campaign and the resulting developments, see L. V. Cerepnin, *Obrazovanie russkogo centralizovannogo gosudarstva v XIV-XV vekax* (Moscow, 1960), pp. 817-825.
idea that there were two separate lines of Muscovite chronicle-writing (grand princely and metropolitanan) during the fifteenth century is rather doubtful, but there is no reason to question the hypothesis of a Codex of 1456, which reflected the interests both of the grand prince and the metropolitanate. The assumption that such a codex existed is as valid as the notion that the hypothetical Codex of 1448 existed. It is also much more likely that a pro-Muscovite text such as the Vita of Dmitrij Ivanovitch was first incorporated in a Muscovite chronicle, of which ISCh seems to be a much closer version than IVNCh, and that it was included not in the later 1440s, but in the mid-1450s, and specifically in the Codex of 1456.45 The internal evidence of the Vita strongly suggests the political circumstances, the time of writing, and the author of this work. The Vita of Dmitrij Ivanovitch [Donskoj] is an exceptional document loaded with Muscovite ideological content.46 In it (for the first time, to my knowledge) a direct claim to the Kievian dynastic succession was made for a Muscovite ruler. The opening statement to the Vita reads as follows:

This Grand Prince Dmitrij was born to his honorable and venerable father, Grand Prince Ivan Ivanovitch, and his mother, Grand Princess Aleksandra, and he was a grandson of Grand Prince Ivan Danilovitch, the gatherer of the Russian land[s], [and] he was the most fertile branch and the most beautiful flower from the God-planted orchard of Car Vladimir, the New Constantine who baptized the Russian land, and he was [also] a kinsman (srodnik) of Boris and Gleb, the miracle-workers.47

This statement on the direct and uninterrupted dynastic continuity

45 Ja.S. Lur’e has postulated the existence of a Codex of 1453 on the basis of the manuscript GBL M. 3271, the main entries of which end with the year 1453 ("Nikanorovskaja i Vologodsko-Permskaja letopis kak otrazenie velikoknjažeskogo svoda načala 70-x godov XV v.," Vspomagatel’nye istoričeskie discipliny [hereafter VID], 5 [1973]: 225, 238, 249-250). However, the manuscript in question does not contain the crucial text of the Vita of Dmitrij Ivanovitch and does not include any material of relevance for its dating. For a good outline of the contents of GBL M. 3271, consult the informative study by I.M. Kudrjavcev, "Sbornik poslednej četverti XV-načala XVI v. iz Muzejnogo sobranija," Zapiski Otdela rukopisej Gosudarstvennoj biblioteki im. Lenina 25 (1962): 220-288, especially 225-233.

46 It is surprising that such an astute specialist in the field of Old Russian literature as John Fennell could have written: "Indeed, there are few biographies of laymen in medieval Russian literature that are so strikingly lacking in ‘message’ or political tendentiousness. As the sharp historical outline of earlier works has faded here [in the Vita—J.P.], as fact has given way to generalities, so has ideology receded into the background. For once we are not expected to learn a political lesson from a text" (J. Fennell and A. Stokes, Early Russian Literature [London, 1974], p. 133).

from the Kievan ruler Vladimir I definitely represents a major departure from the statements on the dynastic lineage that appeared in the annalistic necrologies of the previous Muscovite rulers. Those found in TL and the control text of SC/III that list the names of the dynastic ancestors start from the Suzdal'-Vladimir Grand Principality. For the purpose of genealogical linkage, two rulers were carefully selected. The first, Vladimir I, whose role in the baptism of the land of Rus' is emphasized, is elevated to the position of a car, a title he never held. The second, Ivan Danilović [Kalita], is given the extraordinary epithet of “gatherer” of Russian lands, apparently alluding to his successful Russian policies. Finally, Dmitrij Ivanović is referred to as a blood relative of the first, martyred saintly princes of Rus’.

The Vita abounds with terms designed to strengthen claims to the inheritance of Kievan Rus’ and to enhance the position of the Kievan and, even more, of the Muscovite ruler to the highest political rank. Dmitrij Ivanović is referred to nine times as car—a title he, like Vladimir, had never dreamed of attaining. Terms such as carstvo, carski, carskovač are used quite frequently with regard to his reign; and the concept russkaja zemlja is employed in the text twenty-two times. Furthermore, the author of the Vita twice maintains that the russkaja zemlja is a votčina (patrimony) of the Muscovite ruler.

This last assertion reflects the traditional Muscovite legal theory concerning the relationship between the ruler and the land. Like its Western equivalents, Russian patrimonial theory made no distinction between the private and public spheres in the realm of law and political domination (Herrschaft). In political terms, the claim constituted a sweeping extension of the relevant statement in the Testament of Dmitrij Donskoj, in which he bequeathed the Principality of Vla-

48 In the Troickaja letopis' and the SC/III, the relevant phrases read as follows: (1304) “prestaviv knjaz' Danilo Aleksandrovic, vnuk Jaroslavljia Vsevolodovici (1238-1246), pravnik velikogo Vsevoloda [Jur'evic (1176-1212)...].” (1340) “prestaviva konja velikoj moskovskoj Ivan Danilovic, vnuk velikogo Aleksandra [Jaroslavljia (1252-1263)], pravnik velikogo Jaroslava [Vsevolodovici].”

49 Solov'ev, TODRL 17 (1961): 104, n. 47.

50 For the classical Western definition of patrimonial theory, see M. Weber, Economy and Society: An Outline of Interpretative Sociology, ed. G. Roth and C. Wittich, 3 vols. (New York, 1968), 3: 1013, 1028-29, 1085-86. The best historical discussion of the concept of patrimonialism and the scholarly controversies concerning the actual existence of a patrimonial state in medieval Germany has been provided by O. Brunner, Land und Herrschaft, 4th ed. (Vienna, 1959), pp. 146-164. For a discussion of the meaning of the term votčina in the old Russian sources and the literature on the subject, see Pelenski, Russia and Kazan, pp. 76-78, n. 1.
dimir, in theory a territory of the grand prince, whoever he might have been, to his son. This step had not only been a major departure from the old assumption that Muscovy alone was a patrimony of the Muscovite rulers, but it also signified the merging of the Vladimir Grand Principality with the Principality of Moscow. 51 The "Praise for Dmitrij Donskoj" in the Vita concludes with the most extravagant upgrading of Dmitrij Donskoj, placing him above Vladimir I, and a downgrading of the significance of Kievan Rus', followed by a glorification of the all-Russian and imperial Muscovite ruler and his country. Paraphrasing the famous Praise of Vladimir I by the Metropolitan Ilarion, the author of the Vita exclaims:

The Roman land praises Peter and Paul, the Asian [land] John the Evangelist, India [praises] the Apostle Thomas, [the land of] Jacob, the brother of the Lord; Andrew the Apostle [is praised] by the Black Sea Coast (pomor'e), Car Constantine by the Greek land, Vladimir [is praised] by Kiev and the neighboring towns (Kiev s okrestnymi grady). You, however, Grand Prince Dmitrij [Ivanović], are praised by the whole Russian land. 52

A document such as the Vita of Dmitrij Ivanović, in which the status of the Russian ruler is elevated to that of a car and his position in the world is exalted, could hardly have been written during a Muscovite dynastic civil war, and certainly not when the Muscovite Grand Principality, in spite of all its intra-Russian expansionism, was only an insignificant territorial state. A text with such exaggerated political claims could only have been written after the fall of Constantinople (1453), when the Muscovite ecclesiastical and political establishment had begun to recognize the religio-political significance of the Council of Florence (1438-39) and, in view of the conquest of Constantinople by the Turks, to offer its ideological interpretation of those two epochal events. 53 Only in Muscovite texts of the Florentine cycle can one find claims and assertions analogous to the Vita of Dmitrij Ivanović. The two texts of relevance for our discussion are the Povest' Simeona Suždalca, kako rimskij papa Evgenij sostavljal os'myj sobor

51 For the texts of the Testaments of Dmitrij Donskoj and an English translation, see R.C. Howes, trans. and ed., The Testaments of the Grand Princes of Moscow (Ithaca, N.Y., 1967), pp. 126-130; 208-217, especially pp. 127, 212 (the relevant phrase reads: "And, lo I bless my son, Prince Vasilij, with my patrimony, the Grand Principality").


53 For an informative and perceptive discussion of the theological and political currents at the Council of Florence and its impact on posterity, as well as the literature on the subject, see I. Ševčenko, "Intellectual Repercussions of the Council of Florence," Church History 24, no. 4 (1955): 291-323.
so svoimi edinomyšlenniki, and the Slovo izbrano ot svjatyt pisanij eže na latynu i skazanie o sostavlennii osmago zbora latynskago i o izverženii Sidora prelesnago i o postavlennii v rustej zemli metropolitov. O sije poxvala blagověrnomu velikomu knjazju Vasil'ju Vasil'evičju vseja Rusi.

In both accounts the title of car is used for the Russian Grand Prince Vasilij Vasil'evič (1425-1462): in the Povest' of Simeon of Suzdal' the term belij car, meaning "white car," is applied once, and in the Slovo izbrano the term car is employed fourteen times, not to mention a frequent appearance of the variants of the term in this text. The only other contemporary Russian source that uses the terms car, carskij, carstvujuščij in reference to a Russian ruler—namely, the Tverian grand prince Boris Aleksandrovitch (1425-1461)—is a Tverian ideological treatise, entitled Slovo poxval'noe o blagověrnom velikom knjazž Borisě Aleksandroviče, written, in my opinion, after the fall of Constantinople, most probably in 1454 or 1455.

In all three treatises—that is, the two "Florentine" texts and the Vita—Vladimir I and his role in the baptism of Rus' is prominently acknowledged. The Tale of Simeon of Suzdal' was definitely written after the fall of Constantinople, in the late 1450s, and the extensive Slovo izbrano in the early 1460s. The Slovo izbrano seems to provide the closest parallel to the Vita of Dmitrij Donskoj in its glorification of the Russian ruler (Vasilij II). The praises in both works are strikingly similar in terms of style (pletenie sloves).

Almost a century ago, A. Pavlov advanced the hypothesis that

54 For the texts of the Tale of Simeon of Suzdal', see V. Malinin, Starec Eleazarova monastyrja Filofej i ego poslanija (Kiev, 1901), apps. 17 and 18, pp. 89-114.
55 For the text of the Slovo izbrano, see A.N. Popov, Istoriko-literaturnyj obzor drevnerusskih polemičeskih sočinenij protiv latinjan (Moscow, 1875), pp. 360-395.
57 F. Deletorskij showed that Simeon's Tale was written many years after the Council of Florence but before 1458 ("Kritike-bibliograficесkij obzor drevne-russkikh skazanij o florentskoj unii," ZMN 300 (1895): 131-184, especially 138-144. Cf. idem, "Florentijskaja unija (po drevnerusskim skazanijam) i vopros o soedinennii cerkvej v drevnej Rusi," Strannik, September-November 1893, pp. 442-458.
Paxomij Logofet (the Serbian) was the author of *Slovo izbrano*, as well as of some works attributed to Simeon of Suzdal'.\(^5^9\) Pavlov based his argument on stylistic analysis, on the use of the title *car*, and on the presence of political terms stressing the God-given nature of the Muscovite ruler's power. Other Russian scholars have disagreed with Pavlov's hypothesis. F. Delektorskij, for example, claimed, without evidence, that Russian authors had been using the title of *car* quite frequently by that time.\(^6^0\) Another author maintained that the *Slovo izbrano* was "imbued with vital Muscovite patriotism" and that Paxomij Logofet, who was a Serbian and who "worked for money, had no reason to be a Russian patriot" and therefore he could not have written the *Slovo*.\(^6^1\) Conclusive evidence exists, however, that Paxomij knew Simeon of Suzdal', the author of the Tale, and that both lived in the Troice-Sergiev Monastery until 1458-1459.\(^6^2\) It is quite possible that Paxomij Logofet helped Simeon of Suzdal' to compose his Tale, or parts of it.

The preponderance of evidence points to Paxomij Logofet as the most probable author of the *Vita* of Dmitrij Ivanovič. He might have written it at the request of Muscovite authorities during his stay in the Troice-Sergiev Monastery, following the fall of Constantinople, but before the compilation of the Codex of 1456—that is, in 1454 or 1455.\(^6^3\)

The other two principal texts of the Kulikovo cycle, i.e., *Zadonščina* and the *Skazanie o Mamaevom poboišči*, need not concern us here. The *Zadonščina* never became part of the official Muscovite political

---

60 Delektorskij, *ZhMNP* 300 (1895): 154. M. Cherniavsky repeated Delektorskij's claim; moreover, he maintained that the title *car* had been used in Russian documents (*AI*, 1 [1841], nos. 44, 56, 60, 61, 63) ("The Reception of the Council of Florence in Moscow," *Church History* 24, no. 4 [1955]: 347-359, especially 358, n. 30). A rechecking of the five documents quoted revealed that the title *car* does not appear in them.
62 Pavlov, *Kritičeskie opyty*, p. 100. Paxomij Logofet was an intellectual who worked for different employers (from both Novgorod and Moscow) and, for a price, could adjust his views according to the wishes of his employers. He could easily assume a more patriotic Muscovite tone than any of his Muscovite contemporaries.
63 The following sentence in the *Vita* fits particularly well into the context of the "Florentine" texts and is definitely premature for the period of Dmitrij Donskij: "ty že stolp nečestiju razdrušil es'i v ruskoj zemli i ne priměsi sebe k bezumnym stranam na krestianskuju pogibel'" (*PSRL* 6 [1853]: 110). Cf. also Salmina, *TODRL* 25 (1970): 102-103.
lent, and it seems not to have been widely distributed, judging
by the limited number of its manuscript copies.64 However, several
important references to the Kievan succession found in the text of
the Zadonščina pose certain problems for the student of Muscovite
ideology. Their study has been complicated by the tendency to date
this text as closely as possible to 1380, although the arguments in
favor of this early dating are unconvincing, at least for me. In my
judgment, this work was composed after the Expanded Chronicle
Tale,65 and after the Vita of Dmitrij Ivanovič, as well.66

It is also very improbable that the early chronological attributions
of the Skazanie o Mamaevom poboišče will stand up to critical
scrutiny.67 Even if one were to assume that the text of the Skazanie
of the London (British Museum) manuscript of the Vologda-Perm
Chronicle (VPCh), which concludes with entries under 1499 and dates
from the second half of the sixteenth century, reflects the earliest
variant of the basic recension of the Skazanie,68 it cannot be dated
earlier than into the late 1480s or early 1490s,69 although a strong case
could be made for dating it later, into the 1520s-1540s.70 The diffi-
culties in dating the Skazanie combined with its limited official use
(it is found only in one provincial, but official codex, the VPCh),
force us to eliminate it from the present analysis.

The composition of the Vita of Dmitrij Ivanovič Donskoj and its
inclusion into the Muscovite Codex of 1456 can be characterized as
the first major step in the development of the official Muscovite
claims to Kiev. The significance of this Vita for the emergence of

64 For the most recent critical edition of the Zadonščina texts and the extensive
literature on the subject up to 1965, see Slovo o Polku Igorevi i pamjatnik Kulikovskogo
cikla, pp. 535-556; 557-583. For a recent reconstruction of an ideal text and an
English translation, see R. Jakobson and D.S. Worth, eds., Sofonija’s Tale of the
65 Salmina, “‘Letopisnaja povest’,” pp. 376-383.
66 I shall present my arguments for this dating in another study.
67 For the most recent dating of the Skazanie between the middle of the fifteenth
and the early sixteenth century and the literature on the subject, see M.A. Salmina:
“K voprosu o datirovke ‘Skazanija o Mamaevom poboišče,’” TODRL 29 (1974):
98-124.
68 The VPCh has been published in PSRL 24 (1959) under the editorship of M.N.
Tixomirov. For the text of the Skazanie from the London copy, see ibid., pp. 328-344.
69 I hope to offer my hypothesis for the dating of this work elsewhere.
70 V.S. Mingalev, “‘Letopisnaja povest’ – istočnik ‘Skazanija o Mamaevom poboišče,’”
Trudy Moskovskogo istoriko-arxitekturnogo instituta 24 no. 2 (1966): 55-72; “Skazanie o
Mamaevom poboišče” i ego istočniki (Avtoreferat kand. dissertacii; Moscow and Vilnius,
Muscovite governmental pretensions to the Kievan inheritance was further enhanced by its incorporation, albeit with some editorial modifications, into the official Muscovite codices of the 1470s, in which additional dynastic claims were raised. The newly articulated claims represented the second stage in the evolution of Muscovite political thought concerning the Kievan succession. The editors of the Muscovite Codex of 1472 as reflected in the NCh, for example, not only integrated the Vita into their work, but formulated their own version of the dynastic translatio theory from Kiev through Suzdal'-Vladimir to Muscovy. The latter version appears in the annalistic Tale under the entry for 1471, entitled "About the Novgorodians and Vladhya Filofej." The Tale is devoted to the problem of the struggle between the Novgorodian irredentist faction, which wished to preserve the Novgorodian constitutional system and ecclesiastical autonomy, on the one hand, and the pro-Muscovite group, which supported Muscovite attempts to subordinate Novgorod to Muscovy, on the other. The leaders of the irredentist faction were trying to realize their objectives by inviting Mixail Olel'kovyč of Kiev, a prince with indisputable Orthodox credentials, who came from the Rus' lands of the Lithuanian Grand Principality, as the prince-protector of the Novgorod city republic. The Tale also dwelt on the Muscovite diplomatic preparations aimed at Novgorod's subordination.

Two expositions of the dynastic translatio theory appear in the Tale. One was allegedly made by the leaders of the pro-Muscovite faction; another, similar statement was put forward by the Muscovite envoys on behalf of Ivan III Vasil'evič.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pro-Muscovite Novgorodian Leaders</th>
<th>Ivan's [III] Envoys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;From antiquity we [the Novgorodians] have been the patrimony of those...&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;From antiquity, you people of Novgorod have been my patrimony, from...&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

71 For a detailed recent treatment of the relationship between the Muscovite grand princely codices of the 1470s and the NCh, as well as the VPCh, and the literature on the subject, see Ja. S. Lur'e, "Nikanorovskaja i Vologodsko-Permskaja letopisi kak otrazenie velikokniažeskogo svoda načala 70-x godov XV v.,” VID 5 (1973): 219-250.
72 For the text of the Tale, see PSRL 27 (1962): 129-134. The most recent literature on Novgorodian affairs, as well as Muscovite policies aimed at the incorporation of Novgorod, is written from the Muscovite point of view. For the two most prominent examples of the Moscow-centered interpretations of Muscovite-Novgorodian relations in the 1470s and the literature on the subject, see Čerpnin, Obruzovanie, pp. 855-874, and V. N. Bernadskij, Novgorod i Novgorodskaja zemlja v XV veke (Moscow and Leningrad, 1961), pp. 264-313.
Grand Princes, from Rjurik, our first Grand Prince, who with his two brothers has been willingly invited from the Varangians by our own land. Afterwards, Grand Prince Vladimir, [Rjurik's] great-grandson was baptized and [he] baptized all our lands: the Rus' [land] and our Slavic [land], and the Meria [land] and the Krivičian [land], and the Ves', called the Bělozero [land], and the Murom [land], and the [land] of the Vjatičians, and [many] other [lands]. And from that Grand Prince, St. Vladimir and to our [present] lord Grand Prince Ivan Vasil'evič... our grandfathers and our ancestors, from Grand Prince Vladimir, who baptized the land of Rus', the great-grandson of Rjurik, the first Grand Prince in our land. And from that Rjurik and up to this day, you have recognized only one [ruling] gens (rod) of those grand princes, first [those] of Kiev, and [then] Grand Prince Vsevolod [III] Jur'evič [and Grand-Prince] Dmitrij [Ivanovič] of Vladimir. And from that Grand Prince and until my time, we, their kin, rule over you, and we bestow upon you [our mercy] and we protect you against [all adversaries] and we are free to punish you if you shall not recognize us in accordance with the old tradition (po starine).”

These pronouncements of the Muscovite court were incorporated into the Muscovite Codex of 1479 and SCh, and this suggests that they were fundamental assumptions of official Muscovite political theory in the last quarter of the fifteenth century.

The Muscovite claims to the Kievan dynastic legacy were expounded at the beginning of the three-century-long contest between Muscovy and Poland-Lithuania for the lands of Old Rus'. While political and military struggles were conducted to conquer as much territory and as many cities as possible, an ideological contest was waged for all of Old Rus'. During its first phase, this struggle centered on the important Great Russian, albeit non-Muscovite, territories—namely, Great Novgorod and the Grand Principality of Tver (1449-1485). Its outcome was the annexation of those two Russian states—a major

75 PSRL 18 (1913): 226-227.
76 Most of these fundamental assumptions were used not only for the justification of Muscovite expansionism in Russia proper but also in conjunction with the annexation of non-Russian ethnic territories, as, for example, the Kazan Khanate in the sixteenth century. Cf. Pelenski, Russia and Kazan, especially chaps. 6 and 7.
77 An outline of the major methodological and theoretical problems connected with the study of this contest in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries is presented in my unpublished study entitled “The Contest between Muscovite Russia and Poland-Lithuania for the Lands of Old Rus' (1450s-1580s).”
Muscovite victory. Particularly in the process of annexing Novgorod, Muscovy formulated an ideological program that remained in use until the end of the sixteenth century. However, these claims were also employed in anticipation of the second major phase of this contest, which was conducted for the Great Russian border areas, and also for the Belorussian territories and the lands of Ukrainian Rus'. Five major wars (1487-1494; 1500-1503; 1507-1508; 1512-1522; 1534-1537) were waged and they resulted in Muscovy's annexation of the lands of Černihiv and Novhorod-Sivers'kyj, Brjansk, Homel, and Starodub in 1503, and Smolensk in 1514.78

In the second phase of the struggle, the annexation of Kiev was also a major goal of the Muscovite ruler. Over a period of eleven years (1493-1504), the Muscovite court formulated its claims for all of Rus' against the Jagiellonian double monarchy. The views expressed during this period can be regarded as the third stage in the development of Muscovite thought concerning the Kievan inheritance. The Muscovite court advanced its pretensions cautiously, step by step. In a radical departure from the traditionally established arrangements between Muscovy and Poland-Lithuania concerning the titles of their respective rulers, the Muscovite court, in a charter of 4 January 1493 that verified the credentials of its envoy Dmitrij Davidovič Zagrijazskij, used for the first time the phrase "Sovereign of all Rus’" as part of the title of the Muscovite ruler.79 The Muscovite envoy was instructed to avoid any confrontation regarding the use of this sweeping term; still, the wording of the title and the note of instruction made it clear that Ivan III was claiming sovereignty over all lands of Rus'.80 The Lithuanians were well aware of the significance of this addition, but were unable to negotiate in the summer of 1493 any change in the Muscovite position.81

78 For the best factual accounts of these wars, albeit from the Muscovite perspective, see G. Karpov, "Istoria bor'by Moskovskogo Gosudarstva s Pol'sko-Litovskim," Čtenija v Imperatorskom Obščestve istorii i drevnosti rossijušskix, pt. 1, 1866, bk. 3, pp. 1-140—pt. 2, 1866, bk. 4, pp. 1-154; E.I. Kašprovskij, "Bor'ba Vasilija III Ivanoviča s Sigismundom i Kazimiroviovčem iz-za obladanija Smolenskom (1507-1522)," Sbornik Istoriko-philologičeskogo obščestva pri Institute knjazja Bezborodko v Nežine 2 (1899): 173-344; K.V. Bazilevič, Vnesšenija politika Russkogo centralizovannogo gosudarstva (Moscow, 1952), F. Papée had touched upon some aspects of the first of these wars in his informative work, Polska i Litwa na przelomie wieków średniich, vol. 1 (Cracow, 1904), pp. 132-150.
79 Sbornik Imperatorskogo russkogo istoričeskogo obščestva (hereafter SIRIO) 35 (1882): 81.
80 SIRIO 35 (1882): 82.
81 SIRIO 35 (1882): 103-108.
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The Muscovite court, in addition to adhering to its original claim, refined its wording from the point of view of its own patrimonial theory by maintaining that the Muscovite ruler had included in his title only those lands that he had received "from his grandfathers and ancestors and that from antiquity he has been by law and by birth the Sovereign of all Rus'. "82 In diplomatic terms, Muscovy scored a temporary, but nevertheless important, success by forcing Lithuania to recognize the phrase "Sovereign of all Rus'" as part of the title of the Muscovite ruler in the Peace Treaty of 1494.83 This triumph reflected the great change that had taken place in the relations between Muscovy and Poland-Lithuania since the Treaty of 1449. That treaty had been concluded between Kazimierz Jagielloñczyk and Vasilij II with the aim of delimitating each ruler's spheres of influence in Rus'. In it, the word Rus' did not even appear in the title of the Muscovite ruler, who was referred to simply as moskovskij, whereas his Polish-Lithuanian counterpart was designated as ruskij.84

In addition to the claim implicit in the change of this title, the Muscovite court, at the very outset of the sixteenth century, promulgated a patrimonial justification for its expansionist aims in the lands of Old Rus'. This justification was simultaneously advanced in diplomatic negotiations with the Hungarian king Wladyslaw Jagielloñczyk and the Polish-Lithuanian ruler Aleksander Jagielloñczyk in 1503-1504. The two statements of the Muscovite government are almost identical in terminology.

**Muscovite Response to the Hungarian King**

"And we responded to the Hungarian king's envoy that his patrimony [Alek- sander Jagielloñczyk's] is the Polish land (ljackaja zemļa) and the Lithua- nian land (litovskaja zemļa), but [that] the whole Russian land is our patri- mony from antiquity. And those cities, which with God's help we conquered from the Lithuanian [Grand Prince],

**Muscovite Responses to the Polish-Lithuanian Ruler**

"And not only those cities and pro- vinces which are now in our hand are our patrimony, [but] the whole Russian land, according to God's will, is our patrimony from our ancestors and since antiquity."85

"It is well known to our son-in-law, the King and Grand Prince Aleksander, that all the Russian land, according to

---

82  *SIRIO* 35 (1882): 107.
83  *SIRIO* 35 (1882): 125, 129.
85  *SIRIO* 35 (1882): 380.
are our patrimony and we shall not return them. And whichever Russian cities are still [in the possession] of the Lithuanian [Grand Prince, namely] Kiev, Smolensk and other cities of the Russian land, with God’s help, we would like to obtain all this patrimony which is ours.”

God’s will, is our patrimony from our ancestors and since antiquity... and his patrimony [Aleksander’s] is the Polish land (laskaja zemlja) and the Lithuanian land (litovskaja [zemlja])... And not only those cities and provinces that are now in our possession are our patrimony, [but] the whole Russian land, Kiev and Smolensk and other cities that he holds in the Lithuanian land, according to God’s will is our patrimony from our ancestors and since antiquity.”

These statements reveal some confusion in the delimitation of the patrimonies; Kiev and Smolensk are both claimed as part of the Russian patrimony and referred to as being in the Lithuanian land. The constant and often ambiguous use of the terms zemlja and votčina is indicative of the fact that the Russian patrimonial law of the Muscovite period lacked a sophisticated theoretical framework, limiting itself to a few general assumptions regarding the focus of territorial possession and political domination.

The Russian, as well as the Polish, preoccupation with Kiev as the symbolic capital of Old Rus’ lasted throughout the sixteenth century. The Muscovite court culminated its claims to Kiev and all Rus’ lands with the assertion that Moscow was the “second Kiev.” Much earlier, the Polish-Lithuanian side rejected Muscovite expansionist claims, as well as the Muscovite ruler’s insistence on being addressed as the “Sovereign of all Rus’,” as unjustified, since the larger part of Old Rus’ was under the sovereignty of the Polish Kingdom, i.e., the Polish-Lithuanian state. In connection with the annexation of the Ukrainian lands of Old Rus’ into Crown Poland at the Diet of

86 SIRIO 41 (1884): 457.
87 SIRIO 35 (1882): 460.
88 The claim that Moscow was “the second Kiev” was most explicitly formulated in the Kazanskaja istorija, whose author or authors stated that “the capital and the most famous city of Moscow shineth forth as a second Kiev...” (G.I. Moiseeva, ed., Kazanskaja istorija [Moscow and Leningrad, 1954], p. 57). A parallel to this statement is found in the last sentence of the Otryvok russkoj letopisi, which reads: “May we see as ruler in Kiev, the Orthodox Car, Grand Prince Ivan Vasil’evič of all Russia” (PSRL 6 [1853]: 315). For additional comments and the literature on this problem, see Peleski, Russia and Kazan, chap. 7.
89 “... v korelevstvii pod korelevstvom est’ bol’saja čast’ Rusi,...” (Akty, otnosjačieszja k istorii Zapadnej Rusi 1 [1846]: 347-348).
Lublin (1569), the Polish ruling elite and the Polish king Zygmunt II August formulated their own set of legal and historical pretensions to Kiev and the whole land of Rus'.

The first phase of the official Muscovite claims to the Kievian inheritance extended over a period of approximately half a century (1454/5-1504). They originated at the time of Muscovite ideological awakening that had followed the Council of Florence and the fall of Constantinople, when the Muscovite political and ecclesiastical establishment saw its chance to strengthen its position not only in Russia but in all of Eastern Europe, as well. These ambitions were reinforced by Muscovy’s successes in her expansionist policies, especially in Novgorod, where dynastic claims had been successfully applied, and subsequently, with the annexation of the Russian border areas, a large part of the Belorussian, and some Ukrainian lands.

Between the initial implementation of these dynastic pretensions to Novgorod in the early 1470s and the full formulation of the claim to the whole Rus’ in 1493-1504, there was a period of about two decades when Muscovy’s foreign policy, and especially her relations with the Crimea, underwent a major transformation. In particular, Mengli-Girey’s campaign against the Kievian area and the sack of the city of Kiev in 1482, which had resulted from the reversal of alliances in Eastern Europe and close Muscovite-Crimean cooperation, may have delayed for a time the development of Muscovite ideology.

This slow pace may also have been due to the static and traditionalist tendencies of Muscovite legal and political theory. By the beginning of the sixteenth century, however, a fairly coherent set of claims to the

---


91 For factual accounts of the sack of Kiev in 1482, see Papée, Polska i Litwa, pp. 83-92; and Bazilevič, Vnešnja politika, pp. 192-199. The actual attitude of Ivan III toward Kiev and Kievian sacred places and ecclesiastical treasures is best reflected in the following statement of the oppositional Muscovite codex: “Kniaz’ že velikij posla k Mengiręju k Krymskomu, povel’ voevati korolevu zemlju; Mengiręž že s silou svojoj vzja Kiev, vsja ljudi v polon povede, i derzhatelja Kievskego svede s soboju i s Žeňoj i s děťmi, i mnogo pakosti učinil, Pečerskuju cerkov i monastyř razgrabil, a inii běžali v pečeru i zdrokajšia, i sudy slubeby Sof'j velikoj, zolotý potři’ da diakov, prisial k velikomu knjazju” (PSRL 6 [1853]: 234).
Kievan inheritance had been formulated, based on the uninterrupted dynastic continuity of the Rurikides, on the Kiev-(Suzdal’-) Vladimir-Moscow *translatio* theory, and on traditional patrimonial law.
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THE ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF THE CITY OF ODESSA IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

PATRICIA HERLIHY

The tongue of golden Italy resounds along the gay street where walks the proud Slav, Frenchman, Spaniard, Armenian, and Greek, and the heavy Moldavian, and the son of Egyptian soil, the retired Corsair, Morali.

Alexander Pushkin (1820s)

In the streets [of Odessa] one hears Russian, English, Italian, German, Tatar, Polish, Turkish, Greek, Armenian, Moldavian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Dalmatian, French, Swedish and Spanish, and these are not spoken merely by passing strangers, but by the regular inhabitants.

J.G. Kohl (1830s)

There [in Odessa] the Russian jostles a Turk, a Frenchman an Arab, an Englishman an Armenian, an Italian a Bulgarian or Walachian, a Pole a Circassian, a Hungarian a Persian or Bokharan.

Daniel Wegelin (1840s)

Among the cities of the Russian Empire in the nineteenth century, Odessa was distinctive for several reasons. Until the incorporation of Warsaw into the empire in 1863, it was the third largest city in Russia, a position it held from mid-century. For most of the nineteenth century it was the fastest growing major city in the Russian Empire, rivaling in its rate of expansion such American cities as Chicago.

1 For a bibliography on the history and growth of Odessa in the nineteenth century, see Patricia Herlihy, "Odessa: Staple Trade and Urbanization in New Russia," Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 21 (1973): 184, n. 3. I would like to thank Dr. Barbara A. Anderson for the opportunity of reading her unpublished dissertation, "Internal Migration in a Modernizing Society: The Case of Late Nineteenth-Century European Russia" (Princeton University, 1973).
And the ethnic composition of its population was the most complex of all large imperial cities.

This paper will be concerned with this last aspect of Odessa's development in the nineteenth century. In examining the ethnic composition of Odessa, we shall make particular use of the rich data contained in the first All-Russian Imperial Census of 1897. This census, although late, allows reliable comparisons between Odessa and other cities of the empire; it also contains a comprehensive listing of inhabitants by native language and by citizenship. All persons in all linguistic groups are classified by occupation, social class, religion, age, marital status, and literacy. This detailed survey affords numerous insights into the composition and contributions of non-Russians to the social and economic life of Odessa. The 1897 census, in sum, presents a solid, if static, picture of Odessa at the end of the century. Earlier, fragmentary data permit us to construct a more dynamic picture of Odessa's social development over the preceding decades. Consular reports, newspapers, travel journals, and imaginative literature, as well as subsequent official and non-official histories of Odessa, permit us to see well, if not always to measure, the growing city and the groups which formed it.

THE AGGREGATE POPULATION

At the time of the census the population of Odessa, including its suburbs, was 403,815 persons (the city alone numbered 380,541 inhabitants). In 1897, Odessa was still a growing community. Since 1856, its population had increased at an extraordinary rate—3.42 percent annually, compounded and calculated on an average yearly basis.²

² Pervaya vseobshchaya perepis' naseleния Rossiiskoi imperii, 1897 г., prepared by the Tsentral'nyi statisticheskii komitet Ministerstva vnutrennikh del, under the supervision of N. A. Troinitskii, 80 vols. in 24 (St. Petersburg, 1899-1905). The data for Odessa appear in vol. 47; for St. Petersburg, in vol. 37; and for Moscow, in vol. 24. For a brief history of the census and a critical evaluation of the results, see V. K. Voblyi and P. I. Pustokhod, Perepisi naseleния (Moscow and Leningrad, 1940), pp. 97-98, and B. Ts. Urlanis, Rost naseleния v SSSR (Moscow, 1966), p. 17. For additional and more lengthy criticisms of "the first and last census of Tsarist Russia," with a bibliography and résumés in French and English, see A. I. Gozulov, Perepisi naseleния SSSR i kapitalisticheskikh stran (Moscow, 1936), pp. 185-221.

³ For the populations in 1856 of Odessa (101,302 persons), St. Petersburg (490, 808), and Moscow (368,765), respectively, see Statistische Tabelle des russischen Reiches für das Jahr 1856 in ihren allgemeinen Resultaten zusammengestellt und herausgegeben auf Anordnung des kaiserlich-russischen Ministeriums des Innern durch das statistische Central-Comité, ed. E. Olberg (Berlin, 1859), p. 113.
The comparable average annual rates of growth, over exactly the same period, are 2.34 percent for St. Petersburg and 2.56 percent for Moscow. From 1897, Odessa's headlong expansion shows signs of slowing; between that year and 1904, the average annual growth rate had dropped to 3.09 percent. But not until after 1905 does the city experience a really precipitous decline in its rate of expansion.⁴

Of the 403,815 persons living in Odessa in 1897, foreign subjects numbered 19,422. Many more were immigrants from within the Russian Empire. In 1897 only 43.6 percent of the population had been born in the city. Another 9.6 percent had been born in the Kherson gubernia, which included Odessa, while 44.3 percent of the population had birthplaces in other parts of the Russian Empire. Within this category are to be found numerous Russian subjects whose native language was not Russian: Jews, Poles, Ukrainians, Belorussians, Lithuanians, and so forth. Surprisingly, only 2.5 percent of the population had been born in foreign countries, despite the fact that nearly twice that percentage were foreign subjects. Presumably, many babies had been born in Odessa to foreign parents. The basic ethnic mixture of Odessa consisted of these foreign subjects, of Russians, and also of Russian subjects who spoke languages other than Russian as their native tongue.

In Odessa in 1897, 57.78 percent of the population (all ages included) could read, a literacy rate somewhat lower than that for St. Petersburg (62.6 percent) and slightly higher than the rate for Moscow (56.3 percent). In Odessa, however, literacy shows a distinctive association with age. In St. Petersburg the literacy rate peaks among school-age children and diminishes at the older levels of the population. This certainly reflects the lack of educational opportunities in the past and probably also the continuing immigration of illiterate peasants into the city. In Odessa the peaks of literacy are not found among the young school children. Rather, the highest rates are recorded in the groups between the ages 15 and 19, and between 30 and 39. The delayed bulge

---

⁴ An American reporter wrote in 1910 that Odessa's population was 520,000, "but there has been a steady decrease during the last five years, which is due to the rivalry of other ports which are attracting trade because of better harbours, better railway connections and better facilities for doing business. The strong and violent socialist element in Odessa has also injured the city by frightening away capital and preventing the establishment of manufacturing industries because of the fear of labour strikes." He also suggested that the tsar was deliberately fostering Mykolaiv to favor his friends and harm the Jewish capitalists in Odessa. See William E. Curtin, Around the Black Sea (New York, 1911), pp. 327-28, 336-38.
in the literacy rate coincides at least in part with the age groups of the heaviest immigration into the city. The administrative, educational, mercantile and cultural positions available in the city required literate persons to fill them. Perhaps even more than St. Petersburg, Odessa attracted those who could read.

According to the census there were fifty languages other than Russian spoken in Odessa by 166,345 individuals (41.20 percent of the population). Most of these people probably acquired Russian during their lifetime, but their literacy was calculated on the basis of their mother tongue. Fully 28.4 percent of Odessa’s inhabitants reported Yiddish as their first language. But language alone does not reveal the true extent of the Jewish population. According to the 1897 tables, 138,935 persons, or 34.41 percent of the population, professed the Jewish religion. Presumably, most Jews who did not speak Yiddish as a first language were Russian speakers by upbringing. The next largest communities of foreign speakers were the Poles (4.3 percent), Germans (2.5 percent), and Greeks (1.5 percent). Russian, Ukrainian, and Belorussian were spoken as mother tongues by 237,525 persons—58.8 percent of the city’s population. In Moscow about 95 percent of the inhabitants spoke these languages, and in St. Petersburg, 87 percent. In Odessa only 56 percent of the people belonged to the Orthodox faith (or a schismatic sect thereof); in St. Petersburg 85 percent of the population were Orthodox, as were 93 percent of the inhabitants of Moscow. If we take either language or religion as an index, it could be affirmed that as late as 1897, Odessa was little more than half-Slavic in its ethnic composition.

The structure of the population in Odessa shows several distinctive characteristics. There were relatively more women in the Black Sea port than in the two northern capitals. The sex ratio for Odessa was 116 males for every 100 females, which compares with 120 males per 100 females in St. Petersburg and 133 in Moscow. It may be that these last two cities were more advanced industrially than was Odessa, and were therefore attracting young males in proportionately greater numbers to work in their factories. Still, a principal reason for the relatively large numbers of women was cultural rather than economic.6

5 We are cautioned by the Jewish Statistical Society in Russia to count Jews on the basis of religion rather than language: Evreiskoe naselenie Rossii po dannym perepisii 1897 g. i po novishim istochnikam (Petrograd, 1917), p. iii. The same group, using the figures for religion and for the city with suburbs, concluded that the Jewish population for Odessa in 1897 was 35 percent of the total: ibid., p. 72.

6 The sex ratios of persons in the population age 20 to 29 were 177 men per
The Jewish population contained more women than men (sex ratio = 98). If the Jews are subtracted from the population of the city, then the sex ratio among gentiles in Odessa is 130, almost as high as Moscow's (133). The size of the Jewish community in Odessa, and the large numbers of women within it, thus helped tip the ratio for the city as a whole. Among the Russians men outnumbered women by 120 to 100; among the Ukrainians, males held an even greater preponderance—159 to 100. The predominance of males among Odessa's gentiles reflects the fact that many non-Jews were students, soldiers, convicts and seasonal workers who were bachelors or had families elsewhere. The Jews, in contrast, when they immigrated, seem to have done so as entire families. Their households, as we shall see, contained large numbers of children and were not lacking in females.

In Odessa, as elsewhere, girls entered the labor force, especially domestic service, at a very young age. Out of every 100 male workers in Odessa, only two were age 14 and under. But nearly six girls of every 100 female workers were 14 and under. The demand for domestics and seamstresses drew girls into the city when they were still quite young. Women began to work earlier and they worked longer than men, all the while for inferior pay. It is, however, interesting to note that among the Russian women, 33.33 percent were independently employed, as opposed to only 19 percent of the Jewish women. This seems to reflect the peculiar strength of the Jewish household in Odessa, which tended to retain its females and did not send them forth in large numbers to household service or to outside employment.

Sex ratios can also tell us something about the cultural life of the city. Although the number of French in Odessa was small (0.3 percent of the population), French women outnumbered males by nearly 164 to every 100 males. Those among them who were employed were nearly all governesses or teachers. The high literacy rates for Italian, American, English and German women, compared with males of the same nationalities, indicate that Odessa attracted many trained and

---

7 Although Jewish immigration into Odessa was substantial, the population does not show the bulge of males in the young adult years characteristic of other ethnic groups. Among Jews, the sex ratio of those age 20 to 29 was 99 men per 100 women. Clearly, Jewish men did not immigrate unaccompanied by women. The cohesiveness of the Jewish family is also shown in the illegitimacy rates (0.1 percent of all births among the Jews, and 11.9 percent, more than ten times greater, among the Orthodox). See The Jewish Encyclopedia (New York and London, 1905), s.v. "Odessa," citing rates for 1902.
plucky foreign women, who took up positions in the wealthy house-
holds and schools of the city. Finally, Odessa, like all large cities
in the Russian Empire, attracted elderly women, many of them
widows, some of them with means. For age 60 and older, the number
of men per 100 women falls to only 86. Females nearly equal males in
number during childhood, fall well behind them during young adult-
hood, and dominate the ranks of the elderly. The relatively large
numbers of women in Odessa and its attractiveness to the elderly
testified to the elegance, amenities and cultural appeal of this southern
seaport and summer resort, and served to stimulate the demand for
theater, music, fashionable clothes and luxury commodities.

The patterns of marriage observable in Odessa are also distinctive.
Although women were present in somewhat larger numbers than in
other towns, males showed no particular zeal to marry. Among the
total population of males, only 45.36 percent were married in Odessa,
below the 49.5 percent in St. Petersburg and substantially lower than
the 57 percent found in Moscow. The most obvious explanation for
this large proportion of bachelors in Odessa is the presence of a
sizeable military garrison: 16 percent of the working male population
were in the armed forces. Only 9 percent were so employed in St. Pe-
tersburg, and less than 5 percent in Moscow. Odessa was founded
with a view to defending the imperial frontiers, and it remained an
armed outpost in 1897.

Odessa also attracted many young men who were interested in
pursuing careers in commerce or in the liberal professions. Intellectuals
and dissidents also gathered there. Just as Novorossiia (New Russia)
had traditionally been a haven for run-away serfs, prisoners, and
the lawless, Odessa, its capital, drew émigrés from many societies.
Unattached, impetuous males, living in crowded quarters, sought the
many inns, pubs and clubs for the exchange of stimulating ideas (as
well as for the consumption of stimulating beverages). The University
of Novorossiia, located in Odessa, and several scientific and learned
societies also provided focal points for the exchange of ideas among
both Slavs and Western Europeans. The active port and easy com-
 munications abroad added further to the intellectual vitality of the
city.

With a social composition that included numerous, young, un-
attached males, and with a cosmopolitan cultural atmosphere and good
contacts with the outside world, Odessa understandably became one
of Russia’s major centers of political activism. As early as 1821 the
Greek secret society, the Hetaireia, was established in the city; it went on to plan the Greek national uprising against the Turks.\(^8\) Bulgarian patriots (notably Vasil Aprilov) made the city a center in their efforts to raise Bulgarian national consciousness.\(^9\) In 1861 a joint Polish and Ukrainian revolutionary committee set up its illegal headquarters in Odessa. From there it spun a conspiratorial network stretching to Kiev, Warsaw, London, Paris and Genoa.\(^10\) Jewish liberals, reformers, and Zionists found Odessa hospitable to their movements.\(^11\) Russian radicals also favored Odessa; the Independent Society functioned there, and several Decembrists were from the city.\(^12\) The first labor union in Russia was formed in Odessa, although the city was not as industrialized as St. Petersburg or Moscow.\(^13\) The Black Sea port was the major distribution point for Herzen’s illegal paper, Kolokol, as well as the home of the most radical, legally printed paper, Odesskii vestnik. The rapid movement of men and goods through the port made censorship difficult—and the censors of Odessa had long enjoyed a reputation for corruption. Even the land frontier was difficult to patrol; contraband, whether in goods or ideas, slipped easily over the border. With reason, therefore, three-quarters of a century before the 1905 revolution and the Potemkin mutiny, Nicholas I marked Odessa as “a nest of conspirators.”\(^14\)

\(^8\) G.L. Arsh, Eteristskoe dvizhenie v Rossi: Osvozhditel’naia bor’ba grecheskogo naroda v nachale XIX i russko-grecheskie sviaz (Moscow, 1970).


\(^13\) Itenberg, Soiuz rabochikh, pp. 31 ff.

\(^14\) Quoted by Borovoi, “Kolokol,” p. 195. Borovoi also attributes a “revolutionary tradition” to Odessa. A visiting Englishman observed in the 1820s that Odessa was the seat of Polish agitation: “Odessa was one of the chief seats of the conspiracy against Russia, and is viewed with proportionate suspicion by the government” (James Webster, Travels through the Crimea, Turkey and Egypt, 2 vols. [London, 1830], 1:
In spite of the considerable numbers of single males, the average size of households was comparatively large at Odessa. The census does not give exact figures, so we must estimate average household size on the basis of aggregate information. Although this limits the precision of the estimates, still the figures retain a comparative value. In Odessa, if we exclude convents, barracks, prisons and other groups not based in the natural family, the average household size was 4.1 persons; the same figures, calculated by the same methods, are 4.01 for Moscow and only 3.78 for St. Petersburg.

Why were households larger in Odessa? We can only speculate about the answers. Single young men from distant areas were likely to lodge in the homes of relatives living there. The Jewish population in particular seems to have lived in large households, with members well balanced between the sexes and with relatively numerous children. Perhaps, too, in this commercial city young men remained long in their households of origin, as they acquired the training and

42). Webster claimed that despite governmental suspicion, “There is, perhaps, more political freedom enjoyed in this town [Odessa] than in any other of the empire. This probably arises from the high and liberal character of Count Woronzow [Vorontsov], the present Governor-General of New Russia” (ibid., 2: 342). A quarter of a century later, another Englishman repeated the assertion: “There is a great deal more liberty enjoyed by the inhabitants than by those of any other town in the empire” (Laurence Oliphant, The Russian Shores of the Black Sea in the Autumn of 1852 [New York, 1854], p. 234).

15 Households ( khoziaistva ) are grouped in the census according to the following number of persons: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-10, and more than 10. It should be noted that these household figures include only the head of household and his relatives, not lodgers or servants. Without the complete, ungrouped distribution, it is impossible to calculate precisely the average household size. We estimated the average by adding to the distribution the number of one-person units (not regarded as households by the census takers) and by assuming an average size of 8 for all households in the category 6-10, and an average size of 11 for those in the category, more than 10.

16 The census gives no direct information on family size for the various ethnic groups. It does, however, list according to ethnic groups those employed in some occupation, whom it calls “independent,” and those “members of the family” who were economically dependent upon them. The ratio of dependents to employed workers would thus reflect family size (of course, a single family could well have more than one member employed). For the city of Odessa as a whole, there are 146,646 independent men and 51,546 independent women, or a total of 197,610 persons. Again for the city proper, the male “members of the family” number 58,713, and the female 124,218, for a total of 182,931. The ratio of dependents to employed is therefore 0.93. Among the Jews, considered separately, there are 37,054 independent men and 11,970 independent women; and 24,102 and 50,560 male and female family members, respectively. Among the Jews, the ratio of dependents to employed is 1.52—more than a third greater than that found in the entire urban population. Although we cannot convert these ratios into exact estimates of family size, it is manifest that the Jews were supporting numerous dependents in their households. For further comment, see below, pp. 65ff.
awaited the success which allowed them to marry. Finally, the large average size of households may perhaps be an early sign of Odessa’s slowing growth; perhaps its economy in 1897 was not buoyant enough to allow young people to marry at an early age and set up their own families. Large households tend to be the mark of a stagnating, rather than a growing economy.

The social divisions or soslovia of the population further differentiated Odessa from the two northern capitals; in the latter, peasants formed the largest single class.\(^\text{17}\) Since there was no category for industrial laborers, these workers appear in the census as “peasants” since they were recent emigrants from rural areas. The fact that Odessa had comparatively fewer “peasants” among its inhabitants does not imply, as one might think, a greater degree of industrialization, but the contrary. The inflated numbers of those classified as meshchanin—petty bourgeois—in Odessa, in comparison with the other two cities, indicate the vitality of trade and small crafts in the southern port and the large Jewish population.

ETHNIC COMPONENTS OF THE POPULATION

In surveying the various ethnic groups in Odessa, we shall begin with the largest—the Slavic-speaking peoples. Among the Slavs, the Russians predominated; they formed almost exactly one-half of the population (50.78 percent). The figure may, however, be inflated by a tendency on the part of many non-Russians to report Russian as their native language, and thus claim for themselves membership in the politically dominant group. In 1880, according to one observer, one-third of the family names in the city were Ukrainian, but in 1897, less than one out of ten inhabitants reported Ukrainian as their mother tongue.\(^\text{18}\) Although the exact size of the Russian component in Odessa’s

\(^\text{17}\) In the census of 1897 the population was classified by class according to the following categories: (1) hereditary nobles and their families; (2) personal nobles, officials, and their families; (3) clergy and their families; (4) personal and honorary citizens and their families; (5) merchants and their families; (6) petty bourgeois; (7) peasants; (8) military Cossacks; (9) aliens; (10) native Finns without class; (11) persons not belonging to the above classes; (12) persons of unspecified class.

\(^\text{18}\) V. Zagoruiko, Po stranitsam istorii Odessy i Odessikhiny, 2 vols. (Odessa, 1957-60), 2:42. Zagoruiko cites a book by a Dr. Pantiukhov, published in 1885, in which the author noted that one-third of Odessa’s population bore Ukrainian names; one-third, Russian, Polish, Armenian, and Greek names; and one-third, Jewish and other names. Zagoruiko believed that the Ukrainians made up a large portion of the population, but he did not venture to say that they formed the major part.
population is questionable, still there can be no doubt that this was the largest single ethnic group in the urban population.

In terms of employment, more Russians living in Odessa in 1897 are found in "private work and service" than in any other occupation. This category, while it included some managers and employers, was largely made up of unskilled labor: servants, day laborers, and the like. The Russians so employed numbered 15,743 out of 75,983 males. The second largest occupational group of Russians (11,734) comprised those in the armed forces. In third place came the construction workers (5824). Smaller, but still important groups of 2000-3000 Russians were engaged in the carrier trade (postmen, carters, and the like); the processing of food; carpentry and wood products; and the clothing industries. All these last occupations conferred relatively low status in the social hierarchy. But Russians were also well represented among those in government service (2224); men who lived from stocks and savings (2616); and those supported by land rents (1954). These occupations conferred relatively high prestige. In sum, the Russians fill the lowest and the highest ranks of Odessa's society, but are singularly absent on the middle levels of the social pyramid, where most shopkeepers and small manufacturers are found.

This distinctive distribution of Russians in Odessa's society partially reflects the pattern of Russian immigration into Novorossiia. The opening of this new territory had attracted land speculators, developers, and some nobles who were anxious to duplicate on the southern steppes the manner of life they had known in the central regions. In Gogol's Dead Souls, P.I. Chichikov purchased his "souls" ostensibly to settle them on land in Novorossiia; the government, he explained, granted free land to those who brought the labor to work it.19 In real life, Mikhail Vorontsov, governor-general of the region in the 1820s, transferred some of his peasants—live ones—from his less productive estates in central Russia to the new land. His palace in Odessa, although recently damaged by fire, is still one of the great monuments of the city. Besides opportunities in agriculture, the growth of governmental bureaucracy also attracted Russians. On the other end of the social scale, the work available in the booming port and the nascent industries drew large numbers of unskilled, often illiterate workers.

The social position of Russians in Odessa was a microcosm of their

---

19 Nikolai Gogol, Dead Souls (London, 1931), pp. 132, 199.
status in the empire as a whole. They dominated the land-holding aristocracy and the government service, and they also helped fill the lowest social orders; but they contributed relatively few members to Odessa’s middle class.

The census of 1897 allows us to investigate, although indirectly, the fertility and the natural increase of the various components of Odessa’s population. We can calculate ratios between the numbers of young children in the population and women of child-bearing age. These child-woman ratios indirectly reflect both the fertility of women and the survival of their offspring, and give us a rough but usable way of measuring the comparative success of the various ethnic groups in rearing children. The age categories utilized in the census require that we consider women between 20 and 39 as representative of all women able to bear children. In Table 2 in the Appendix, we have calculated ratios between women in that age category with babies less than one year of age, and then with children from one year to nine years inclusively.

Russian women were considerably more prolific than Ukrainian, Polish, and German females. For every 100 babies born to the Russian women and surviving up to age 1, there were 87 Ukrainian, 73 Polish and 64 German babies born and surviving.20 One factor here was the large number of unmarried, employed women among these last groups. German women, for example, frequently served as teachers and governesses, and many doubtlessly returned home to marry. Then, too, with the exception of the Germans, these last groups were generally on a lower socioeconomic level than the Russians, and this apparently affected the size of their families. On the other hand, Russian women were distinctly less fertile than Jewish wives; for every 100 babies born and surviving in Russian families, there were 127 Jewish babies. We shall presently examine some of the reasons for this remarkable contrast.

Ukrainians formed another large group of Slavic speakers in Odessa. Although Odessa is located in the Ukraine, only 9.39 percent of its population were registered as Ukrainians in the city and suburbs. In the city alone, only 5.66 percent reported Ukrainian as their mother tongue. These percentages, as we have seen, may well be too low, but the Ukrainian component at Odessa is still surprisingly

---

20 These figures are comparative indices of the child-woman ratios, which result when the figure for the Russian babies and women is set equal to 100. The data on which this calculation is based are given in Table 2.
small. In founding Odessa, the Russian government deliberately encouraged Russians to move to the area with their serfs, and it invited foreign settlers; but it did not actively recruit Ukrainians. The Ukrainians who immigrated to Odessa were predominantly poor, male and unmarried. Very few were rentiers of any sort. Of the 11,172 Ukrainian men living in Odessa, only 224 were supported from interest on savings or stocks, and only 100 from land rents. In the first quarter of the nineteenth century, we know of at least two extremely wealthy Ukrainian capitalists—Iakhnenko and Symyrenko—but they were exceptions.21

More Ukrainians were in the military than in any other occupational category. About 14 percent of the males were to be found in the local quarries and mines. (Only 1.5 percent of Russian males were miners). Among Ukrainians, 12 percent were in manufacturing on a small scale and about 8 percent were in transport. The Ukrainian carter, the chumak, had long been a familiar sight on the roads to Odessa, carting grain from the hinterland to the port. By 1897 the railroad had largely supplanted the ox-drawn wagon, but Ukrainians continued to work on the still important river barges.

Few Ukrainian women came to Odessa (the sex ratio among Ukrainians was 159), and they appear with comparatively few babies in the census. Moreover, rates of child mortality must have been high among them.22 All these characteristics seem to be linked with their low socioeconomic status.

Among the Slavic groups in Odessa, there were some 1100 Belorusians in the city, exclusive of its suburbs, and a few Serbs, Slovenes, Bulgarians and Czechs. The other sizeable Slavic group was the Poles, who numbered about 17,000 in the city itself. In their socioeconomic position and their demographic characteristics, they resemble both the Russians and the Ukrainians. They included relatively more rentiers than the Ukrainians (259 Poles supported themselves from land rents and another 335 from interest and dividends), and some Poles appear in the relatively skilled occupations of tailor, metal worker, and even medical doctor. But many Poles were also employed in low-level occupations. A large proportion (4144) were soldiers. The second largest group (1490) were day laborers and servants.

21 Zagoruiiko, Po stranitsam, 2:36. Zagoruiiko notes that there were many large landlords in the southern Ukraine, but few made their homes in Odessa. See also ibid., 1:73. There were sufficient Ukrainians in the city, however, to patronize plays given in Ukrainian; see ibid., 2:123.
22 See below, p. 20, and Table 2 in the Appendix.
The high sex ratio (191) and low child-woman ratios among the Poles would indicate a population predominantly composed of the poor.

After the Slavs, the second major component of Odessa's population were the Jews. Most of Odessa's Jews were Russian subjects, although there was a group of foreign Jews as well, chiefly from Austria. Subject to various civil disabilities, the Jews were frequently regarded as foreigners, but they were in fact among the earliest settlers of the region. Jews were probably already in the area when the Russian state acquired the small Turkish fort that became the site of Odessa. The city possessed a Jewish cemetery soon after its founding in 1794. Catherine II, while hardly partial toward the Jews, encouraged their settlement in Novorossiia. Alexander I, in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, tried to establish colonies of Jewish cultivators on the virgin lands of the region.

The hardships of rural life on this new frontier led many colonists to give up farming in order to settle in the growing city of Odessa. Other Jews streamed to the city from the formerly Polish provinces and from Galicia. By 1828, according to the city's newspaper, the population of Odessa, which then numbered 32,995, contained 4226 Jews—12.81 percent of the total. According to the same newspaper, a new Jewish school had been founded in 1827; within it, some 200 pupils were learning Hebrew, Russian, and German. By 1844, Jews made up some 33 percent of the guild membership of the city, although still comprising a much smaller proportion of the population. In 1856, when they formed 10.3 percent of the urban population, Jews made up 46 percent of the guild membership. The American consul reported in 1856 that Odessa contained three synagogues (one of which served Karaite Jews) and 36 Jewish houses of prayer.

---

23 For the early arrival of Jews in Odessa, see the entry "Odessa," in The Jewish Encyclopedia (New York and London, 1905).
24 The Jewish Encyclopedia, s.v. "Odessa."
26 S.Ia. Borovoi, Evreiskaia zemledel'cheskaia kolonizatsiia v staroi Rossii (Moscow, 1929), pp. 43ff.
27 Journal d'Odessa, 6/18 October 1828.
28 Journal d'Odessa, 20 July/1 August 1827.
29 A.A. Skal'kovskii, Population commerciale d'Odessa (Odessa, 1845), p. 4.
30 National Archives, Washington, D.C. (hereafter NA), Dispatches from U.S. Consuls in Odessa, 12 April 1856.
In 1843, in one of its sporadic anti-Semitic campaigns, the Russian government sought to restrict the activities of foreign Jews in the empire. The then governor-general of Novorossiia, Prince Vorontsov, petitioned the authorities in St. Petersburg to exempt his region from the new regulations. He argued that many of the bankers in Odessa were Austrian Jews whose departure would disrupt the business of the city.31

The size and economic importance of Odessa’s Jewish community continued to grow after the Crimean War and during the period of the Great Reforms. Several Greek firms departed the city, and Jewish merchants took their place as shippers and bankers. Although the cereals of the southern Ukraine faced increasing competition on world markets, still the export retained importance, and the Jews were coming to play an ever larger role in it.32 Conversant with the ways of the Russian peasant and landlord, well-informed in foreign commercial practices, the Jews provided a vital link between native suppliers and foreign consumers of Russian wheat. Some observers ascribed the success of Jewish merchants to their alert use of the telegraph to ascertain European grain prices, and others, more simply, to their invaluable “universal connections.”33

The 60s and 70s of the nineteenth century represented almost a golden age for Odessa’s Jews. As one visitor remarked: “Judaism held up its head as it never dared to do in Moscow or St. Petersburg.” The same commentator further noted the handsome synagogues, the participation of Jews in municipal management, and their contribution toward the social life and the culture of the city. So satisfied were the Jews with their condition, he affirmed, that few ever converted to Christianity.34

In 1863 the French consul reported that Jews were free to follow professions and some became bourgeois notables. They could hold office, and, in his words, were liberated from the “moral ghetto” in which they were confined elsewhere in the empire.35 To be sure, in

31 Archives du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères, Paris (hereafter AMAE), Odessa, vol. 6, f. 344, 14 December 1843.
33 PRO, FO 65, vol. 647, 4 February 1863.
35 AMAE, Odessa, vol. 9, 4 January 1863.
the same year, the British consul related the incident of a Jewish banker who aspired to election to the Club of Notables but was rebuffed in his efforts. It is significant, however, that he tried, and significant, too, that the British consul noted "general public indignation" in the city over his humiliation.36

From the late 1870s the status of Jews in Odessa entered a period of slow deterioration. The Ignatiev or May Laws of 1882 and the crop failures of the early 1890s injured both the social position and the economic status of Odessa's Jews.37 Mounting discrimination and poor economic times prompted many Jews to emigrate to Germany and the United States. The hostile attitude of Alexander III and his anti-Semitic ministers, and the pogroms which darkened the epoch further promoted emigration. On the other hand, the Russian government never officially encouraged the exodus of Jews. In fact, Russian law did not even recognize a right of emigration.38

Odessa was not spared the social disorders of the period. In 1884, Prince Demidoff (or Demidov) San Donato sought to explain the deepening hostility toward the Jews and the acts of destruction against their property perpetrated in Odessa, Kiev, and Rostov-on-the-Don; he affirmed that "a considerable portion of the population of these towns consists of trading and industrial classes inimically disposed toward the Jews, for there is very dangerous rivalry in almost every branch of trade and industry."39 The frugality, sobriety, energy, and, above all, the success of the Jews aroused animosity among their competitors. The discriminatory laws of the empire further imparted the belief that the Jews were somehow foreign and disloyal, and this in turn invited further persecution. Odessa in particular was "distinguished for its turbulent instincts and for its readiness to manifest them in some form or other." The restless, rootless, mateless men of Odessa were not only potential revolutionaries, but could also turn into hoodlums when moved by fear, frustration, or greed.

36 PRO, FO 65, vol. 647, 23 February 1863.
37 The May Laws were designed to evict Jews from rural areas where they had gone from overcrowded cities and towns. See I.M. Rubinow, Economic Condition of the Jews in Russia, Bulletin of the Bureau of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, September 1907 (reprint, Washington, D.C., 1908), p. 492.
38 Hans Rogger, "Tsarist Policy on Jewish Emigration," Soviet Jewish Affairs 3, no. 1 (1973): 26. For an example of this policy in practice, see NA, Odessa, 8 December 1880. A Jewish boy of 14 who had left Odessa as a baby, become an American citizen, and could no longer remember Russian, was seized and put into the army in Odessa upon his return there, on the basis that he had no right to emigrate.
39 For this and the following quotation, see Prince Demidoff San Donato, The Jewish Question in Russia (London, 1884), p. 98.
According to the census of 1897, the Jews remained chiefly traders and shopkeepers. Of the ten occupations in which most of their numbers were enrolled, four categories involved some kind of trade (in agricultural products, grain, clothes, and general trade), and a fifth included middlemen or brokers. Jews were not, on the other hand, numerous in industry. Only in the manufacture of metal and wood products are there any significant numbers. Over 5000 males (out of 37,000) were engaged in the making of clothes. Clearly, these were tailors rather than industrial workers. Another 3000 men were employed as servants and day laborers, and slightly more than 1500 served in the armed forces. Unlike any of the ethnic groups we have so far considered, the Jews belonged pre-eminently to the middle classes of society.

In many respects the Jews seem to have been the most stable component of Odessa’s population. The sex ratio among them is nearly normal (98 men per 100 women), and the Jewish household appears to have been large and cohesive. Jews were also the fastest growing major group in the city. In 1873, members of the Jewish faith constituted 26.55 percent of Odessa’s population. By 1892 the portion had grown to 32.96 percent; and by 1897 it rose further to 34.41 percent. Concurrently, the Orthodox population at Odessa declined from 64.79 percent in 1873 to 57.46 percent in 1892. It reached a new low of 55.93 percent in 1897. Despite all the efforts of Alexander III to promote Russification and Orthodoxy, Odessa was rapidly becoming a predominantly Jewish city. While this indicates that conditions were still favorable for Jews in Odessa, it doubtlessly also contributed to the antagonism of many gentiles toward them.

The growth of Odessa’s Jewish community was partially due to continuing immigration, but also to high fertility among Jewish women and comparatively low death rates among their children. Table 2 in the Appendix shows that Jewish women of child-bearing age appear in the census with considerably more babies under age 1 than do the women of any other of the groups surveyed. If we compare the Jewish women with the number of older children, age 1 to 9, in the census, then the number of Jewish children increases in relation to two groups, the Ukrainians and the Poles, while remaining stable in relation to the Russians. This suggests that child mortality was particularly high among the Poles and Ukrainians, who included, as we have stated, many disadvantaged members of urban society.

Not all the Jews of Odessa were wealthy, and this high rate of
survival was not entirely a reflection of affluence. Stable family life and the traditional care of Jewish mothers for their children doubtlessly also contributed. The Jewish family and child benefited from both material and cultural resources.

Mortality rates for the Jews had been lower than those for the general population well before 1897. In a survey conducted in the 1860s, the redactors noted that the mortality rate among Jews was distinctly low. A book commemorating the centennial of the city specified the advantage in 1895: from the ages of 6 to 15, only 5 Jewish children died per 1000 whereas 9 non-Jewish children perished. The authors concluded that the Jewish population in Odessa was growing at the rate of 36.4 per 1000, while the gentile population was increasing at the rate of only 21.4 per 1000. Well before the census of 1897, contemporaries were aware of the remarkable increase of the Jewish communities. A study of the census itself revealed that in the southern Ukraine, the population grew between 1881 and 1897 by 37.8 percent, but the Jews had increased their numbers by 60.9 percent. This enormous growth was the combined result of immigration, high fertility, and low mortality.

In the years immediately preceding the First World War, many Jews emigrated from Odessa and its hinterland. According to the Jewish Statistical Society, by 1904 the percentage of Jews in Odessa had dropped from 35 to 30.5 percent of the total urban population. But many remained. An American reporter who visited Odessa in the first decade of the twentieth century wrote that “all the wealthy classes are Jews.” He gives us this remarkable description of their status:

40 Mark I. Finkel', "Issledovanie o smertnosti v Odessse, v desiateletnii period, s 1851 po 1861 god vkliaichel'no," Trudy Odesskogo statisticheskogo komiteta 1 (1865): 181-82.
41 Odessa 1794-1894: Izdaniia gorodskogo obshchestvennogo upravleniia k stoletiiu goroda (Odessa, 1895) p. 450. There is evidence that mortality rates for Jews in Europe and in the United States were also lower than for the general population, especially among the young. See, for example, Jakob Lestschinsky, Problemen der Bevölkerungsbewegung bei den Juden (Padua, 1926); and H. Seidman, L. Garfinkel, and L. Craig, "Death Rates in New York City by Socio-Economic Class and Religious Groups, 1949-51," The Jewish Journal of Sociology 4, no. 2 (1962): 254-73. I am grateful to Professor Bernard D. Weinryb for the last two citations and for other useful information concerning Jewish mortality rates. For attempted explanations for the low mortality rates among Jews in nineteenth-century Manchester, England, see Hugh T. Ashby, Infant Mortality (Cambridge, 1915), pp. 25-26.
42 Rubinow, Jews in Russia, p. 496.
43 Evreiskoie nasedenie Rossii po dannym perepisi 1897 g. i po noveisim istochnikam (Petrograd, 1917), p. 72.
There are more than 200,000 Jews in Odessa—exceeding one-third of the entire population—and, as everywhere else, they control the banking, the manufacturing, the export trade, the milling, the wholesale and retail mercantile and commercial enterprises. And, naturally, they are hated by the Russians and envied for their success and prosperity. The prejudice against the Jewish population elsewhere as well as here is due to economic rather than religious reasons—simply because they are getting richer and more prosperous, while the Russians are losing ground in all the occupations and professions. They have wasted their capital in bad investments and dissipations and extravagance, and are forced to mortgage their property to the Jews to keep up appearances.

In the meantime the Jews have been securing control of all the profitable enterprises and lines of business in Odessa. Their sons show the same earnestness and zeal in the university that they show in the counting-room. Therefore, they make the best doctors and lawyers and engineers, and their services are in demand, while the Russian members of the profession are all idly waiting for business.44

Jews fared well, but also suffered in Odessa. Shortly after World War I, Isaac Babel, one of the city’s most accomplished writers, expressed these ambivalent feelings about Odessa, which both nutured Jews and rejected them: “Odessa is an awful place. Everyone knows how they murder the Russian language there. All the same, I think there’s a lot to be said for this great city, which has more charm than any other in the Russian Empire.”45

Much fewer than the Jews, but no less intimately connected with Odessa’s commercial development, were the Greeks. For centuries—or millennia—Greeks had sailed the waters of the Black Sea. Well before the time of Christ, they had traded for grain from the Pontine steppes.46 After the Russian conquest of the area, many Greek firms established agencies on the shores of the Sea of Azov and on the western littoral of the Black Sea.

Only three years after the founding of Odessa, 25 Greek merchants arrived with their families.47 Many came from the island of Chios. In 1798 at least 21 more Greek merchants settled in the city, some of them with substantial capital. Famous mercantile names, such as the Mavrocordato, appear in Odessa’s records. In 1824 an English traveler

44 Curtin, Black Sea, p. 4.
46 M. Vol’skii, Ocherk istorii khlebnoi torgovli Novorossiiskogo kraia s drevneishikh vremen do 1852 g. (Odessa, 1854), pp. 11-62. I am indebted to E.I. Berkovich for obtaining this rare book for me. See also A. Jardé, Les céréales dans l’antiquité grecque (Paris, 1929).
47 A. Orlov, Istoricheskii ocherk Odessy s 1794 po 1803 god (Odessa, 1885), pp. 104-22.
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wrote that among the many foreigners in Odessa, the Greeks were the most numerous.48

Among the most prominent commercial firms were the Ralli brothers and the Rodocannachi Company. In 1846 Theodore Rodocannachi was the leading merchant of Odessa. The monetary worth of his transactions totaled three or four million rubles—at least one million more than his closest competitor handled. His commercial operations alone constituted about 10 percent of the total trade of Odessa for that year.49

Members of the Rodocannachi family were already well established in the principal Mediterranean ports before coming to the Russian Empire. By the end of the eighteenth century, Michael Rodocannachi was a prosperous merchant in Livorno, which seems to have served as the center of the family’s commercial network.50 This network of family support enabled the individual branches to survive even in the face of local disasters. The embargo on Russian grain exports during the Crimean War severely taxed the operations of Theodore Rodocannachi in Odessa, but simultaneously his brother George, from his base in Livorno, was importing grain from the Danubian ports of Galatz and Braila. One man’s woe was another man’s profit, but both men were members of the same family enterprise.

The Ralli Brothers Company similarly maintained partners or agents in many ports, not only across the Mediterranean Sea but over the world. They traded in Livorno, New York, London, Calcutta, and Odessa, as well as other cities.51 Their London headquarters operated until 1961. John Ralli, the company’s founder in Odessa, was also the first American consul there, serving until his death in 1860.52 By the end of the century, Odessa’s Ralli family had intermarried with Russians,

48 John Moore, A Journey from London to Odessa with Notices of New Russia, etc. (Paris, 1833), p. 149.
49 Journal d’Odesssa, 28 January 1847.
50 M. Baruchello, Livorno e il suo porto: Origini, caratteristiche e vicende dei traffici livornesi (Livorno, 1932), pp. 380-81, 563. Much material on the Rodocannachi family in Tuscany may be found in the Archivio di Stato, Firenze (hereafter ASF), Affari Esteri.
51 Chr. Moulaakis, Oikos Adelphon Ralli (Athens, 1964).
52 For information on John Ralli and his son Stephen, see NA, Consular Reports, 20 May 1845; 14 October 1849; 1 January 1854; 29 October 1854; 5 December 1856; 25 June 1860; and 19 July 1861. I am grateful to Marfa Viktorovna Tsomakion, great-niece of Stephen Ralli and niece of Paul Ralli, for granting me an interview in Odessa in September 1974. The interview provided me with valuable information on the later history of the Ralli family in Odessa.
so that they no longer appear in the 1897 census among the foreign population.

Indeed, by 1897 native-speaking Greeks represented only 1.3 percent of Odessa’s population, and even this represented a decline from the 1.6 percent registered only five years earlier.\textsuperscript{53} Although few in number, the Greeks in Odessa were found in almost all occupations. The majority of them, however, were connected with trade. The next largest group worked in the processing of food and animal products and in the manufacture of clothes. Some of the Greek residents of Odessa in 1897 were wealthy: more than 100 of their small group lived from interest and dividends. But many Greeks were in Odessa only temporarily—a fact which seems reflected in the small number of Greek women. Only 58.6 Greek women could be found in Odessa for every 100 males. Clearly, when the young Greek merchant achieved success, he returned home to marry.

Among the more exotic residents of Odessa were the Tatars, who numbered 1835 in 1897. More than 300 were serving in the military, and about 100 worked in making foods of various types—macaroni, coffee, oil, baked goods, flour, and the like. A substantial number of Tatars appear in the ranks of unskilled laborers and domestics, and some were traders on a small scale. Among the Tatars, men outnumbered women by more than 2.5 to 1; males came to the city to work primarily in unskilled trades, and those who wished to marry usually returned home.

Many nationalities of Western Europe are represented in Odessa in the census of 1897, but none of them in great numbers. The French early recognized the commercial importance of the new port and of the cereal export which soon flowed through it. Even before the foundation of Odessa, French merchants were trading in Kherson, and they were among the first participants in Odessa’s early growth. Antoine de Saint-Joseph Anthoine and Charles Sicard, both merchants, have given us two of the oldest and best depictions of the city.\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Pervaia vseobshchaia perepis’... 1897 g.}, vol. 47: \textit{Gorod Odessa}, pp. vi-vii, in which the redactor notes that Greeks, Germans, and Rumanians were fewer in Odessa in 1897 than in 1892.

NEWSPAPERS IN THE FRENCH LANGUAGE—THE SHORT-LIVED TROUBADOUR D’ODESSA AND THE MESSAGER—WERE THE FIRST TO BE PUBLISHED IN ODESSA; THE LONG-SURVIVING JOURNAL D’ODESSA, WHICH FIRST APPEARED IN 1824, HAD A RUSSIAN COUNTERPART ONLY FROM 1827.\(^5\) The Duke de Richelieu, an émigré who served as the first governor-general of Novorossia from 1803 until 1814, laid out the large boulevards, regular streets, trees, parks and public buildings which made Odessa so attractive.\(^6\) His successor, another Frenchman, Count Langeron, who served from 1814 to 1822, did not acquire the same brilliant reputation, but added further to the French influence on the city. French immigrants came to Odessa in small but not insignificant numbers. They occupied themselves in viticulture, small manufactures such as soap-making, and in the wool industry (the duke introduced merino sheep to the steppe). In 1858 at least 30 French families belonged to the second and third guilds of Odessa.\(^5\) French influence on the city’s culture was manifest. The theater was called the Palais Royal, and the plays performed there were often in French. The language was commonly spoken in the elegant clubs and salons of the city. By 1869 the balls given by the French Benevolent Society were among the social highlights of the season.\(^5\)

French technical assistance was also of considerable importance in the growth and design of the city. The dirt streets of Odessa seemed always covered with mud or dust, depending on the season, and French engineers designed projects for paving them.\(^5\) The building

*Sicard aîné, négociant établi dans cette ville* (St. Petersburg, 1812); and his *Lettres sur la Crimée, Odessa et la Mer d’Azov* (Moscow, 1810).


AMAE, Odessa, vol. 10, 12 February 1870. In 1843 the French consul claimed that “Odessa has borrowed from France more than from any other country: of all the foreign languages ours is the most widespread. It is spoken not only in salons, but also in all the stores, in most of the shops and workshops. Our customs, our habits, our tastes have become those of the area and everything which comes from France, from Paris especially, is well received.” AMAE, Odessa, vol. 6, f. 293, 4 March 1843.

AMAE, Odessa, vol. 6, f. 293, 23 March 1843.
of the railroad in the southern Ukraine brought a wave of engineers and construction workers. Substantial French and Belgian investments in the 1890s in the economy of the southern Ukraine led to a renewed influx of Gallican visitors.\(^6^0\)

Still, the French population of Odessa remained largely transient. In 1897 there were only 319 employed Frenchmen in the city. Most of them worked in the metal-processing industry. The high esteem accorded French culture is, however, evident in the numerous governesses—some 208 among the 383 working Frenchwomen in the city. Frenchmen came and departed, but their influence abided.

The same judgment would apply to the Italians in Odessa. In 1897 there were only 286 working Italian males in the city. Most were merchants dealing primarily in luxury commodities, or skilled artisans such as, for example, ceramists. Italians were also prominent as proprietors of hotels and restaurants. Like the Greeks, the Italians had first come to the city as merchants trading in grain and in other agricultural commodities, but they had abandoned such interests by the end of the century. While Italy itself remained a principal consumer of Russian wheat, the large commercial firms in Odessa were no longer Italian.\(^6^1\)

Italian culture exerted a continuing influence on the city. The Italian language was the commercial lingua franca of the region. Street signs were given originally in both Italian and Russian, and notarial documents were redacted in Italian, as were passports, lists of current grain prices, and even theater notices.\(^6^2\) The first publication by a local press was a sonnet in Italian. The architectural style of the growing city showed many Italian influences. Most operatic productions were of Italian works. Upon hearing Rossini’s *Barber of Seville* and other

---

\(^6^0\) Some 60 to 80 French families accompanied the 120 to 150 railroad engineers and workers who came to Odessa in the 1850s. See AMAE, Odessa, vol. 8, f. 177, 20 August 1859. For French and Belgian investments and participation in industry in the southern Ukraine, see John McKay, *Pioneers for Profit: Foreign Entrepreneurship and Russian Industrialization, 1885-1913* (Chicago and London, 1970).

\(^6^1\) For grain purchases by Italy, see Vincenzo Cacciapuoti, *Relazioni commerciali tra l'Italia e la Russia* (Naples, 1928); and Jean Gorrini, *La Russie moderne et les rapports italo-russes* (Turin, 1918). Vincenzo Giura, *Russia, Stati Uniti d'America e Regno di Napoli nell'età del Risorgimento* (Naples, 1967), gives much material on the earlier period.

\(^6^2\) *Odessa, 1794-1894*, p. 585. There is a theater notice published in Italian in the Historical Museum in Odessa. For passports, see PRO, FO 65, vol. 257, 4 September 1821. For the street signs, see Edward Morton, *Travels in Russia and a Residence at St. Petersburg and Odessa in the Years 1827-1829* (London, 1830), p. 198.
The works by Italian masters, Pushkin proclaimed them to be "representatives of heavenly paradise." Even the great hero of the Italian Risorgimento, Giuseppe Garibaldi, lived briefly in Odessa. And Odessa was involved, although in a minimal degree, in the growing hostility which Italians felt against Austria. Tuscan merchants vociferously complained that the Austrian consul, who supposedly represented their interests in Odessa, was more concerned with developing the rival Austrian port of Trieste than their own Livorno.

The style of the city, its distinctive combination of climate, culture and cuisine, prompted one visitor to remark in 1835: "I was almost tempted to believe that, by some hocus-pocus, we had tumbled on an Italian town.... There was little or nothing Russian about it. Its inhabitants were chiefly Italian or Greek, with a sprinkling of French, German and English."

If Odessa impressed some visitors by its old-world charm, it appeared to Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) as almost an American city:

I have not felt so much at home for a long time as I did when I "raised the hill" and stood in Odessa for the first time. It looked just like an American city; fine, broad streets, and straight as well; low houses (two or three stories), wide, neat, and free from any quaintness of architectural ornamentation; locust trees bordering the sidewalks (they call them acacias); a stirring business—look among the streets and stores; fast walkers, a familiar new look about the houses and everything; Look up the street or down the street, this way or that way, we saw only America. There was not one thing to remind us that we were in Russia. We walked for some little distance, reveling in this home vision, and then we came upon a church and a hack-driver, and presto: the illusion vanished.

If Odessa looked like an American city to Mark Twain, it never contained many Americans—or Englishmen either. The American government had an early interest in the city, and appointed a permanent consul as early as 1832. But the two countries sold to the world many of the same products, and a vigorous trade never developed between them. An American traveling to Odessa in the 1830s was

---

64 de-Ribas, Staraia Odessa, p. 322.
65 ASF, Affari Esteri, protocol 207, no. 7, 24 December 1830, in which the Tuscan Council of State wrote to the Grand Duke of Tuscany: "Se è evidentemente preso a promuovere i vantaggi di Trieste contrariando Livorno."
amazed to find an émigré from Philadelphia, General Sontag, who
had lived in Odessa twenty years. He married a Russian noblewoman,
raised grain on a vast estate outside the city, and had adapted well
to his new environment. His daughter played “Hail, Columbia!” and
“Yankee Doodle” on the piano for the visitor. But the 1897 census
tells us that there were only 36 American citizens living in Odessa.
We cannot determine what they were doing there, as they are treated
with Englishmen in a single category in regard to occupations.

The English themselves maintained close diplomatic and commercial
ties with Odessa, but sent few immigrants. The British consuls at
Odessa regularly filed informative reports at the Foreign Office, and
English firms were among the principal purchasers of Russian grain.

More numerous and more diverse were the German speakers of
Odessa. Many retained their foreign citizenship; in 1897 some 3435
were citizens of Austria and 2790 of the German Empire. But
German-speaking subjects of the tsar were also numerous. From the
time of Catherine II German colonists had come to Novorossiia, chiefly
as farmers, although some drifted to the city. Among the German
speakers in 1897 there were substantial numbers of rentiers—perhaps
retired peasants—and many skilled workers in metal products, food-
processing, carpentry, and in the making of clothes. But the German
contribution to the development of the region seems to have been
more in agriculture than in the urban trades.

We shall not examine the still smaller ethnic groups—Armenians,
Turks, Georgians and so forth—even though their presence added
further to the cosmopolitan flavor of the city. And we must recognize
that our analysis is incomplete for other reasons. While we have said
something about the composition and characteristics of the separate
ethnic groups, we have not considered, and cannot here consider,
how these groups interacted, clashed, and cooperated, and how they
formed a living city. We hope to do this in the future. Odessa,
remarkable for its nineteenth-century expansion, remarkable, too, for

---


69 James Yeames was a merchant and consul at Odessa as early as 1819. At the same
time William Yeames was vice-consul at Taganrog. See PRO, FO 65, vol. 257, 7 June
1819; and vol. 258, no. 3, 22 September 1823.

70 See Herlihy, “Odessa,” p. 189, n. 27, for a bibliography on the German colonists.
the many cultural communities which contributed to it, eminently deserves much further study.
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**APPENDIX**

The following tables are based on data from the city alone, exclusive of its suburbs.

**TABLE 1**

*The Ten Largest Groups by Native Language in the City of Odessa, 1897*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage Total Pop.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Russian</td>
<td>104,172</td>
<td>89,081</td>
<td>193,253</td>
<td>50.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Yiddish</td>
<td>61,156</td>
<td>62,530</td>
<td>123,686</td>
<td>32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ukrainian</td>
<td>13,224</td>
<td>8,302</td>
<td>21,526</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Polish</td>
<td>11,174</td>
<td>5,864</td>
<td>17,038</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. German</td>
<td>5,253</td>
<td>4,680</td>
<td>9,933</td>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Greek</td>
<td>3,166</td>
<td>1,847</td>
<td>5,013</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Tatar</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>1,429</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Armenian</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>1,399</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. French</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Belorussian</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>1,095</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Pervaiia vseobshchaia perepis'...1897 g., vol. 47.*
# Table 2

*Women and Children in the City of Odessa, 1897*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Russians</th>
<th>Ukrainians</th>
<th>Poles</th>
<th>Jews</th>
<th>Germans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infants, to One Year</td>
<td>4,246</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>3,466</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children, Age 1-9</td>
<td>30,715</td>
<td>2,376</td>
<td>1,382</td>
<td>25,398</td>
<td>1,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women, Age 20-39</td>
<td>31,811</td>
<td>3,146</td>
<td>2,514</td>
<td>20,548</td>
<td>1,868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratios:</th>
<th>Russians</th>
<th>Ukrainians</th>
<th>Poles</th>
<th>Jews</th>
<th>Germans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infants/100 Women</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>16.87</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index (Jews = 100)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children/100 Women</td>
<td>96.56</td>
<td>75.52</td>
<td>54.97</td>
<td>124.33</td>
<td>62.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index (Jews = 100)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: *Pervaia vseobshchaia perepis'... 1897 g., vol. 47.*
TYČYNA'S ČERNIHIV

GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

ЧЕРНИГІВ

Павло Тицина

МІЙ ДРУГ РОБІТНИК ВОДИТЬ
МЕНЕ ПО МІСТУ Й ХВАЛИТЬСЯ

Василені Еллану

Доганяємо їх доганяєм
як коня що вітрати перена
ти й бачиш сам ростем щодня
ростем ми туди так як жолудь
а все ж держотній сміх
та хіба ж не завше молодь
молодіша од усіх

Де хилилась вербичка у полі
tам тепер паротягове депо
Проходять рейки через по
летять історію історять
Учора ще ж « раби »
сьогодні глянь як твердо творять
філософію доби

Через річку лініву і сійну
що мутні ж та розслаблена уся
нова вже мисль явилася
Мережо — пружна стекла й стисла
мись напориста
перекинулась повисла
в формі дужнього моста

Прокладаємо ріжем ламаєм
ні жалю ані жалошів нема
бо це ж сплянованість сама
Ану ж оклепуйте окианям
щоб сила жицяна
влила прийдешнім поколінням
вина

Забудовуєм високо й гордо
аж глухим донкунулася луна
Нехай ще вище йде вона
Знанням Загостренням Сталиним
щоб сила жицяна
влила прийдешнім поколінням
вина

Ще ж лежать під землею багатства
ще ж енергія річки охляна
Черпнім достаньмо аж до дна
Ану ж оклепуйте окианям
щоб сила жицяна
влила прийдешнім поколінням
вина вина

КУПУЄМО ГАЗЕТУ

В Берліні й Ессені
у Рурі й Вестфалі
стривожені піднесені
do найвищої фалі

Робітничі райони
за поліцайських часів
dали
чотири мільйони
шістсот тисяч голосів
Освоне
класове чверті
непримиренна «сресня»
німецька компартія
14-го вересня

Тремтіть соціаль — цервібель
глина ж ви проти робітников
глина
Бійтесь як своєї загібели
металістів Берліна

Кричіть що найвище це нація
ах
може поможеться ах
Капіталістична стабілізація
вже хрунула на зубах

В Берліні й Ессені
у Рурі й Вестфалі
стрижени піднесені
до найвищої фалі

ЗУСТРИЧАЄМО КОМСОМОЛЦІВ ОБУРЕНИХ
УКРАЇ І ЗНОВУ ШКІДНИЦТВО ВИКРИТО

Прихітренєс фігове
ще йде на нас як вой
Яремле рабське ігове
і на тобі Чернігове
і на тобі ой-ой

Воно ще скрізь Негадано
проходить як «своє»
То проспано то вкрадено
то ладаном проладано
й нема його і є

Окрієм кріпко плянами
рости ушир увесь
злети aeropliannami
Заливами Елланами
в майбутнь колосись

Ми славимо ми хвалимо
ми дійдем до мети
Чи облавом чи звалами
а Захід все ж обвалимо
щоб далі знов іти

Незборено залізяно
пройти без кахтя
не спать голубосизяно
наукою пропианано
щоб все було життя

Ми славимо ми хвалимо
ми дійдем до мети
Чи облавом чи звалами
а Захід все ж обвалимо
щоб далі знов іти

А ЧИ НЕ ЄСТЬ ЦЕ САМІ НАХВАЛКИ
АБОЖ ЗАПАМОРОЧЕННЯ ВІД УСПІХІВ

О ні ми ясно кажемо
з заводом школу зв'яжемо
у всі знання узуміємо
врізаємося шлюзуємося
політехнізуємось

Штурмуєм панські устрої
у нас доба індустрії
в нас темп і тлум понтовові
труди і дні двотонові
залізобетонові

Нехай Європа хумає
а в нас одна лиш думка є
одна одна турбція
Традицій підрізачів
колективізації

Не батькова не непіна
дочка і маці Леніна
ця мисль усім звідомлена
незаломлена незломлена
переусвідомлена

Гей бідняки-безхлібники
і ви одноосібники
за хемію за звільнення
електрику допильнення
фондоуспільнення

Нехай ми ізольовані
хай дні в нас мозольовані
були ми єсть і будемо
весь світ ми перебудимо
пере-перебудимо

«ПІСЛЯ ЦЬОГО ЗРОЗУМІЛО» РОБІТНИК
КАЖЕ «ЧОГО УКР-ВАРШАВСЬКОМУ
СМІТТЮ ТАК ЗАРАЗ ВЕСЕЛО»

Пани мої рідненькі собаки сучині
tанцюйте не танцюйте до танц-терору зучени
не витанцюється

Оберніся порося на карася
Чоботу чоботу чоботу піседуні
поклонітеся

Такі ви кроткі пани мої оєропєесні
dо шляхта польської задком наліплені наклеєні
ну просто ж не намілуватися

Оберніся порося на карася
Чоботу чоботу чоботу пса-кровини
поклонітеся

Не спити́ся щось панам тим більше генералові
Безробіття Повстання Підпал на підпалові
тильки вітре подми

Світ настав пін не свистав
а заборгованість зарокдоному капіталові
а і з податками

Хвалися колись хвалко а зараз знов гнівеється
що Україну й Білорусь по праву польпівствується
в ім’я орла тюрми чи ви чуєте в ім’я хреста

Світ настав пін не свистав
Фантазується вельможеству ох і фантазується
від убожества

Хлібний ринок усих Експорту як наплакано
Тріє ж тебе всю Гроцьано зарізякано
Це не Польща а трисця сама

<Гонки рікса> а в ріжкої й духу нема
Не одним її фашизмом пожмаюно
кільканацятома

Та й що ждать од буржуазії крім покорщини
від буржуазії що з розпадом Австро-Угорщини
ще бач на ліється

Будуть пани дуться поки полопаються
А кордони чоботом поморщені
коли й не зникнуть до кінця
переміняться

ДУЛИСЬ ПАНИ Й 25 ЛІТ ТОМУ РОБІТНИК
ЗГАДУЄ 1905 РІК НА ЧЕРНІГІВЩИНІ

Що за шум із Катлавана
Чи тнуть пана дрібапана
чи то черні хвалба
Чому хвалба чому ще й черні
Тож Конотопські майстерні
залізничні майстерні
між болот між сіл між ям
розбурхалися полум’ям

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Корюківські заводи</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Кролевець Підліпне</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Попівка Батури</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Загребелля</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Бурхали та все ще мало
ой шумило ж шумувало
як те п’яне вино
Чому вино чому ще й п’яне
Тож із Віхвостова селяни
найбідніші селяни
б’ють поміщик у скон
не беззаконство а закон
“Fata morgana”
Коцюбицького

Били їх та все ще мало
робітництву б сили стало
так не вспіло село
Чому село чому не вспіло
Бо дрібновласництво не звалило
власництво не звалило
бач « здобришав » пан і піп
і маніфестом цар прилип

Хай би краще не добрішав
Хай би п о т і м менше віщав
бо на черзі ж ізнов
Чому ізнов чому на черзі
Це ж не бургерство в Нюрнберзі
цехівство в Нюрнберзі
Не Ліонський бунго-човг
і не Хмельницький-Пугачов

Човгала й рука « владичня »
клонула Дев’ятим Січня
гульк аж рибка й бере
Чому бере чому ще й рибка
Глянь Тюремна повна глибка
ремна набита глибка
« що ж попався годуй шур’я
це вам вся й агарія »

Іхня іронія
звичайно

Рух притух Село вже снуло
Враз Потьомкіном струснуло
аж на много ясніш
Чому ясніш чому на много
Бо вже ж вісниками нового
вісниками нового
й Ради і Кронштадт і Шміт
профспілки як динаміт

А все це зробила
ідея збройного
повстання

ТУТ САМЕ ДЕМОНСТРАЦІЯ ПРОХОДИТЬ
ГЕТЬ ШКІДНИКІВ СМЕРТЬ ІНТЕРВЕНЦІЇ

ЛЕНІН

Одно тільки слово
а ми вже як бури
Готово
Напружим в один бік направим в другий
і крещем і кришним і крушим як стій

ЛЕНІН

Всього лиш п’ять літер
а скільки енергій
Так рвіте ж
Царям не можуть ні брехні ні жест
Шумуй вишумовий залізний протест

І от він вмер І кажуть різно
то се то та Непманючє
Клянемся клатвою залізно
що ворог жоден не втече

І от він вмер І кажуть з сміхом
« тепер державам спокійніш
dихнем хоч раз колишиим дихом
грошем свободоньку за гріш »

Нехай же знають « патріоти »
нехай повідомлять « міщан »
не заспокоїмось ми доти
аж поки з поля весь бур’ян

не вирвемо А вирвем грізно
Багнетом Критики мечем
Клянемся клятвою залізно
що ворог жоден не втече.

СТАРА УКРАЇНА ЗМІНИТИСЬ МУСИТЬ

Перекочовуючи насичуючись
кількісно якісно перехлопуючись
проймаючи взаємно протилежності
запереченням старого вибухаючи
прямує за законом діяlecticи
до незміреного майбутнього

Отже перепони всі досліджено
отже глибини всі розгадано
отже з'ясовано всі недомудрення
Розженімось ціокнім по історії
може одкритись нам війломок
од незвичайного майбутнього

Як часто з дрібного незадоволені
ми зневіріємось хилюється падаєм
ми спотикаємося глухнемо
і нам уже не чути як піршими
ходить двігот по всесвіту
від непосидючого майбутнього

Загоряйся палай заокрилойся
включайся та не млявістю байдужого
не божевіллям і не одчаєм сп'янілого
а пристрасною силою свідомості
щоб ми були чіткіші й непокійніші
від непокійного майбутнього

Виділяй не повторюйся ув'язуйся
Одяли а вже далеко від берега
Над глибинах суховійно негодюно
Корабель здригається поршнями
Ходить двігот такий же по всесвіту
від нестиражого майбутнього
Перекочовуючи насичуючись
кількісно якісно переклюповуючись
проймаючи взаємо протилежності
запереченням старого вибуваючи
прямуюєм за законом діалектики
до незміренно го майбутнього
TYČYNA'S ČERNIHIIV

After Zamist' sonetiv i oktav, Černihiv is Tyčyna's most heavily censored collection of poetry. The former, since its first appearance in a separate edition in 1920, and, subsequently, in the "collection of collections," Zolotyj homin (1922), has not been reprinted even in part, and only recently have excerpts from it been cited in the better Soviet studies on Tyčyna. Černihiv, first published in 1931, and included in full in the third (1932) edition of Tyčyna's poetry, has in all subsequent editions been reduced to only two poems: the first, "Mij druh robitnyk vodyt' mene po mistu j xvalyt'sja," and "Lenin" (i.e., "Tut same demonstracija proxodyt'..."). Most recently, two more poems have been "rehabilitated," making precisely one half of the collection accessible to the general reader. The fate of both collections is yet another monument to the Soviet approach to literature, but while the pattern of censorship—or, indeed, self-censorship—as applied even to the "bard of the Revolution" is all too familiar, the history of Černihiv has its peculiar ironies. Thus, though it deals with eminently sanctioned themes—industrialization, revolutionary ardor, the transformation of society, Lenin himself—and treats them with ostensibly orthodoxy, it still suffered the same fortune as the "ideologically vacillating" and "idealistically humanist" Zamist' sonetiv i oktav. Despite a few initial positive reactions, notably the enthusiastic reviews by the poet Nikolaj Aseev and the critic A. Lejtes, negative opinions came to hold sway.

1 See S. Tel'njuk, Pavlo Tyčina (Moscow, 1974); there are also more guarded references to it in Leonid Novyčenko's Poezija i revolucija (Kiev, 1959).
2 Cf. Pavlo Tyčyna, Vybrani tvory, 2 vols. (Kiev, 1971). The poems are "Kupujemo hazetu" and "Stara Ukrajina zminytys' musyt.''
3 Thus Semen Šaxov's'kyj (V majsterni poetyčnoho slova [Kiev, 1958], p. 100) states with Stalinist impudence that Tyčyna himself freely concurred in the suppression of his own work. Functionally, of course, it matters little whether the censorial principle is external or internalized. As far as the creative personality is concerned, however, the latter is by far more pernicious—and, sadly, quite typical for the Soviet sphere.
4 Cf. Šaxov's'kyj, Pavlo Tyčyna (Kiev, 1968), pp. 132-33, and Tel'njuk, Pavlo Tyčina, p. 155.
The reasons for the disfavor are rather obvious, and the more official the critic the more frankly he was wont to state them as nothing other than the poet's "formalism" and his "inability to correlate form and content." Typical of the categorical and unabashedly simplistic judgments on Černihiv is this by Arsen Įščuk:

The deep ideas, the great historical meaning of Černihiv, a work constructed out of rich and vital material, were not conveyed by the poet to the reader because the form he chose did not correspond to the content. Here the poetry loses much as a result of a crying contradiction between content and form.

A striking example of this is the poem entitled "A čy ne jest' ce samy naxvalky abo 7 zapomoročennja vid uspixiv." The theme of the poem is the year of the great leap. It is a complex, responsible, historically significant theme. It requires means of artistic treatment that would assure an emotional contact of the reader with the ideas embodied in the given image. One should speak in an elevated and solemn voice about the national events which are the basis of this work. The poet, however, chose the form of a "častuška"...5

To be sure, since that time such critics as O. Bilec'kyj (in his introduction to the 1957 and the 1961 editions of Tyčyna's poetry) and particularly S. Tel'nnjuk in a recent study have sought to defend Černihiv.6 But however much they try to explain and mitigate, they make quite clear both the vehemance of the initial hostility and the tenacity of the views that hold this work and this phase as "xvoroba rostu."7 The same kind of retrograde poetics (coupled, of course, with different ideological premises) motivated the émigré poet and critic Jevhen Malanjuk as he pronounced Černihiv a "psychopathic collection of autoparodies."8 The literary dogmatism of both camps notwithstanding, however, Černihiv, far from being a detour, is in the very mainstream of Tyčyna's poetic development; rather than an aberration, it is, from both a synchronic and a diachronic perspective, a centerpiece of his œuvre.

In a real sense Černihiv is nothing less than a "missing link" in the complex evolution of the poet; it is a key to understanding the road (which for some is a precipitous slide)9 from Sonjašni kljarnety

---

6 Cf. Tel'nnjuk, Pavlo Tyčyna, pp. 148-60.
7 Cf. Šaškov'kyj, V majsterni; Įščuk, Pavlo Tyčyna; and O. Hubar, Pavlo Tyčyna: Literaturnijyj porišet (Kiev, 1958), p. 60. In the introduction to the three-volume 1946 edition, Leonid Noyčenko also felt obliged to say that Černihiv was excessively "experimental," indeed "destructive," and thus justifiably forgotten (Pavlo Tyčyna, Vybrani tvory, 3 vols. [Kiev, 1946], 1 : 9).
and Pluh to Partija vede and the later poetry. Černihiv, in short, highlights the various changes that occur in Tyčyna’s poetry—of thematic focus, of prosodic and linguistic devices, of the poet’s ideology and his stance with respect to the represented world. It does this by virtue of an artistry that is unique in both its condensation and the brevity of its flowering. As with all the previous collections, the style and Weltanschauung of Černihiv is peculiarly its own, but this is also the last collection to express the range of poetic complexity that is associated with Tyčyna’s earlier poetry; the later poetry, i.e., that which remained unimpaired by the official desideratum of a leveling to the lowest common denominator, achieved its aesthetic effects by different, “simpler,” and more traditional means. Bileč’kyj is undoubtedly correct in considering Černihiv to be, by reason of its manifest content, the beginning of a new period in Tyčyna’s work.\footnote{Pavlo Tyčyna, Tvory, 6 vols. (Kiev, 1961-62), 1:28.} After the highly engagé and tribunicial moments of Viter z Ukrajiny (1924) (cf. “Vidpovid’ zemljjakam,” “Za vaix skažu,” “Velykyym brexunam”), the later 20s saw a greatly decreased tempo of creativity and self-expression, primarily in the meditative, inward-turning poetry of the “Kryms’kyj cykl” (1925) and the pained and no less reflective, in fact, almost mystical “Čystyla maty kartoplju” (1926), for which Tyčyna was accused by People’s Comissar Čubar of “peddling a nationalist opiate under the banner of proletarian art.”\footnote{For a discussion of this attack and of Tyčyna’s reply, see George S.N. Luckyj, Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1934 (New York, 1956), p. 122.} To be sure, meditative and introspective elements and a mystical sense of oneness with the cosmos, with nature and with the community of man is also quite pronounced in Viter z Ukrajiny. In its unqualified turning to the social and communal, however, Černihiv marks a sharp departure from the poetry preceding it. It is as if Tyčyna were finally fulfilling a deeply felt imperative, an imperative which in one poem he stresses by having it voiced by nature herself:

\begin{quote}
Весна встає, весна встає,
весна до мене промовляє,
дитя моє!
Зеленими листочками,
голубими очками:
чом не гориш огнем-співом,
\end{quote}
Černihiv, in a word, actualizes the "kolektyv" and thus sets the tone for much of Tyčyna's later poetry. It does so, however, with the full range of his poetic resources, and without breaking the threads of motifs and themes from his previous collections.

Černihiv, which Tyčyna himself called a "poetic sketch" (narys v poezijax), has been compared to a form of literary reportage. According to Bilec'kyj, its hero is "that very city in which the poet spent his childhood and partially the years of his early manhood, the city that was returned its youth by Soviet rule." "The time of the action of this collection," he continues, "comprises one day which is typical not only for the life of the new Černihiv, but for all the Soviet Ukraine." While there is an element of truth in them, these observations require deeper scrutiny. This is particularly so because the manifest content of the collection (which Bilec'kyj considers simple and straightforward) is subtly qualified by the very mode and manner of presentation. This is not only a question of what the early critics saw as a tension between the "form" and the "content" of the poetry. Here, even the "content"—the subject matter—is more complex than it seems on the surface. The conventional argument that this collection simply depicts the new "socialist" achievements and that, further, "the poet's main intent is to recreate the pathos and the heroicism of people at work, to recreate the high tempos with which the people realized the task of socialist reconstruction, the activity, energy, and effectiveness of the masses that is the basic feature of the new age," does nothing other than reduce a complex structure to a narrow ideological reading.

The key to this structure may perhaps best be found in the dramatic principles of this work. For Černihiv is above all a dramatization of the present day—a dramatization, however, that in its stylization, its formal features, in its telescoping of the ethos of the whole society and in its presentation of a highly charged, monochromatic ideology, is very

---

13 Iluk, Pavlo Tyčyna, p. 83.
14 Tyčyna, Tvory, 1:28.
15 Tyčyna, Tvory, 1:28-29.
16 Iluk, Pavlo Tyčyna, pp. 82-83.
much like a modern equivalent of the mystery play. The dramatic tendency is, of course, quite pronounced throughout Tyčyna’s work. In Sonjašni klijarneti it appears as dramatic vignette (e.g., “Po xlib jšla dytyna,” “Odčynjajte dveri”), as dramatized narrative (“Skorbna maty,” “Vijna,” and especially “Zolotyj homin”), and in virtually all the other poems as dramatization of lyrical perception. In the early period it is expressed most fully in the “fæerija-drama” Dzvinkoblakynye (1915-17) and the psychodrama Rozkol poetiv (1919). Subsequently, Zamist’ sonetiv i oktav relies on a unique montage of reflection and dramatic vignette. While the straightforward and conventional drama (or “dramatic poem,” as Tyčyna calls it) Ševčenko i Černyševs’kyj (1939) is not altogether successful, his two other long works, the heroic-epic “Šablja Kotovš’koh” (1938) and the “symphony” Skovoroda (1920-40), show the dramatic principle at a highly effective and masterful level. Tyčyna’s ability to evoke a “transcendent” dramatism is revealed in his superb (and still censored) poem “Čystyla maty kartoplju.” The entrance of the crazed father who believes himself to be God projects a total, mystical dramatic tension that enfolds all of reality—the inanimate and the human, the mundane and the sublime:

Навстіж з розгону розкрилися двері, і звідти кричало:
Падайте долу: явився Христос! Зустрічайте, співайте,
Бойте в кімнах, тимпани: явився Христос-бог і цар ваш!
Тиша настала. Чавун зашпів. Грізно-синя — тиша — у
вікнах —

Благословляючи направо й наліво, увіходив
до хати бог: у сорочці під поясок,
босий, лоб узенький у два пальці.
Бог: Утомився я! Саду, посіжу. А що там ти вариш?
Знаєш, сьогодні возносився на небо і так було жалько,
Так же вас жалько.

For the most part, Černihiv is far removed from such mystical overtones. As we shall see, however, it embodies Tyčyna’s dramatic drive on various levels of its structure, ranging from the overall construction where the central issues appear like players on a stage and are given “stage directions,” through the device of a dialogue between the poet’s persona and an archetypal worker, to the dramatic content

of individual poems, and, finally, to the smallest semantic and poetic units, all of which throb with movement and energy.

The essential, determining feature of the dramatic portrait that is Černihiv is its focus on the people, the narod, and the concomitant utilization of the forms and devices of popular literature. Setting aside closer analysis for later, we can now note several outstanding moments in this development. First, Černihiv marks the beginning of Tyčyna’s turning in the 1930s to popular burlesque and vulgarian forms; this culminates, and is most successful, in the already mentioned Homeric-Gogolian poem “Šabļja Kotovs’koio”, but it also plays a major role in the collections Partija vede (1934) and Čutja jedynojo rodyny (1938). Tyčyna’s recourse to the tradition of the Ukrainian vertep and the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century intermedia and the achievement of various, largely comic effects through a characteristic juxtaposition of low and buffonic with elevated and bookish styles has been noticed (though not with reference to Černihiv). What has not been noted is that these forms had attained currency on the Ukrainian literary scene. Specifically, this was in the spirit of the Literaturnyj jararok, the almanac of the officially disbanded VAPLITE. In slightly more than a year of existence and in the face of increasingly ominous official disfavor, it proceeded to publish a number of works of lasting literary merit by various “oppositionist” writers. The almanac was indeed run as a fair, with a melange of very heterogeneous contributions and with a given (anonymous) writer—a self-styled “Jamarkom,” representing a fictitious editorial board of 697 members—serving as a master of ceremonies for each issue. His running commentary or guided tour through the almanac (replete with many sly Aesopian allusions) was explicitly called an intermedium. In the course of this, various objects of discourse—be they people from a conjured-up crowd, or writers like Bažan or Hoffmann, or herrings in a barrel—would materialize and add their voices to the polyphony of the fair. Dynamism, vitality and an irrepressible sense of the comic are projected as the basic characteristics of the Ukrainian tradition and the present “young Ukraine,” and this portrayal is given historico-literary credence not only by references to the intermedia but to Gogol’s all-Ukrainian

18 VAPLITE (Vil’na akademija proletar’s’koio literatury) was a major unofficial literary organization of the late 20s uniting some of the most outstanding Ukrainian writers of the day, including Tyčyna. Cf. Luckyj, Literary Politics, p. 122.
20 Cf. Literaturnyj jararok 1 (December 1928): 246-47.
Fair, as well.21 These same characteristics, and the central notion of a bustling microcosm of the Ukraine, are also at the heart of Tyçyna’s Ćernihiv.

Ćernihiv is also quite obviously constructed as a cycle of statements coming directly from the people. This projection of the vox populi, as one variant of the above-noted use of popular forms, characterizes Tyçyna’s poetry of the 30s—primarily in Partija vede, but also in the war poetry of Peremahat’ i žyt’. (In one sense, this can be seen as a transitional stage between the early impressionist, symbolist and predominantly “subjective” phase, and the late “objective” phase, where he overtly assumes the stance of a quasi-official spokesman for the nation, as epitomized by the war poem “Ja utverždajus.”) The difficulty with such a periodization, however, is that it can be clearly shown that the intimate and the tribunicial elements have coexisted from the beginning—cf., for example his pre-Sonjašni kljarnety poetry or “Za vsix skažu” from Viter z Ukrajiny. The determining difference is, rather, the degree to which one or the other tendency predominates, as well as the total acceptance of the official line in the late “public” poetry.) In Ćernihiv there is a two-fold effect to the projection of the people’s voice. One is thematic and ideological: as their feelings and words are made the stuff of poetry, the narod, the working people are apotheized, and their values become the new aesthetic, precisely as Tyçyna had foreseen in Rozkol poetiv.22 The other effect is more subtle. By reason of the dramatic structure of the poetry and in consequence of the direct addresses by the “players,” the persona of the poet disappears—he becomes a mere spectator whose presence is mentioned or implied only in the “stage directions,” i.e., the titles of the poems. Essentially, however, this is an illusion, for what is in fact established is a form of aesthetic distance: the persona of the poet is

---

21 Literaturnyj jarmarok 1:6. There are subtle layers of irony in these references to Gogol (“naš trahičnyj zemljak”) and to the “jarmarok” as his “soročyn’ska’ vyhadka.”

22 Cf., for example, the words of the Worker:

Я буду й сесть, як був повік,
пост-голота, робітник.
Всепроletарська сім’я —
ідеологія моя.

or those of the Communist:

Червоний вплав aerolit:
естетика компромісова —
за вітром полетіла...
distanced, “hidden,” yet he is clearly discernible, not through subjective or lyrical signals, but through the formal properties of the poetry itself. Significantly, tensions and ironies spring up between the thematic and formal spheres, and orthodox ideology is counterbalanced by subjective nuances.

* * *

The first poem, “Mij druh robityn'k vodyt' mene po mistu j xvaly't'sja,” introduces the fundamental theme of Černihiv—the dynamism of great social changes, or, as Soviet critics would say, the “pathos” of industrialization and the five-year plan. In three descriptive and three exhortatory stanzas, it sets a boldly militant tone for the whole work and also sounds the specific motifs that will subsequently be elaborated: the transformation of former “slaves” into worker-architects of the future (“'učora šče ž raby...”), the imperative of total, indeed ruthless, commitment (“ni žalju ani žaloščiv nema...”), the measureless vistas of construction and energy (“Zabudovujem wysoko i hordo... Šče Ž ležat' pid zemleju bahatstva...”). But while the tone and totality is new, the poem’s statement still draws upon and modulates motifs from Tyčyna’s earlier poetry. Such, for example, is the welcoming of a new urban Ukraine, which had been expressed (to be sure, with more qualms and nuances) a decade earlier in the cycles “Vulycja Kuznečna” and “Xarkiv” in Viter z Ukrajiny. Still more striking is the elaboration of the theme of youth and of youthful energy. An immediate precursor in the militant, exhortatory key was “Pisnja komsomol’čiv,” a direct prefiguring of the songs of Partija vede.23 For example:

То не вітер з двох боків
з нашого і з того, —
то завихрилося скрізь
буряно і много. —
Молодого, молодого,
молодистого!

The boundless optimism, the inebriation of youth (“Ta xiba ne zavšě molod’/ molodiša od usix”) is also central to Sonjašnі kljarnetnі, and the refrain of the last three stanzas, “Ščob syla žyznjana/ vlyla pryjdešnim

23 It is dated 1921 and became part of Viter z Ukrajiny. Though included in the 1946 edition of Tyčyna’s poetry, it has been deleted from the subsequent ones.
pokolinnjam/ vyna," distinctly echoes "Zolotyj homin," the poem of elemental, national rebirth, where the poet, quintessentially identified with the nation, exclaims:

I всi сміються як вино:
I всi співають як вино:
Я — дужий народ.
Я молодий!

But the structure that animates this poem and proceeds to become a conceptual axis of the whole cycle is the interrelation of idea and reality. Again it can be established that in his earlier poetry Tyčyna had juxtaposed the concrete manifestation of a "hard reality" with the idea or even the "metaphysical nature" of a phenomenon. The prime example of this can be the extended meditation on the idea and the reality of the Revolution in Zamist' sonetiv i oktav, but one can also find it expressed in such miniatures as "Ođęnjajte dveri." In Černihiv idea and reality are yoked explicitly. On the one hand, this is the notion of the idea made flesh—as expressed most succinctly in the third stanza:

Через річку лініву і сійну
що мутнá ж та розслаблена уся
нова вже мисль явилася
Мережно — пружна стекла й стисла
мисль напориста
перекинулась повисла
в формі дужного моста.

Similarly, in the following stanza, it is the galvanization of great effort ("Prokladajemo rižem lamajem") solely by the idea ("bo ce ž spljano-

vanist' sama"). On the other hand, this is the metamorphosis of concrete facts and events into ideas or an abstract reality, as when, in the second stanza, steel rails create history,

Проходять рейки через по
летять історію історять

or when the fruits of construction and industrialization become the "philosophy of an age." Thus, from the beginning, the process of change is total, involving both the physical and the spiritual spheres.
The second poem, “Kupujemo hazetu,” immediately immerses us in this new world through its most pervasive features—mass media and official ideology. In counterpoint to the preceding, the focus of this poem is “international,” and the mode satiric. We find here the topicality that one expects of a newspaper—and this is projected not only by the account of German elections, but also by the abuse heaped upon the socialists, which the Comintern then considered more vile than the fascists (“Tremtit’ socijal’-cergibeli…”). However, this intellectual and political primitivism, so typical for the Soviet reality being depicted, is doubly distanced. The statements are clearly those of the newspaper, not the poet’s persona; moreover, as a corollary to this and as counterbalance to the impoverishment of thought, they are maximally stylized. As we shall see below, the lexical and prosodic features of this poem clearly associate Tyëyna with avant garde tendencies in Russian and Ukrainian poetry.

The following poem, “Zustriajemo komsomol’civ oburenyx ukray i znovu škidnyctvo vykryto,” reinforces our perception of the organic and polyphonous nature of Černihiv. The outraged komsomol youths denouncing some “sabotage” could be encountered either in the street or in the columns of the newspaper, it matters little where—the phenomenon is typical for the society and essential for its dramatic portrayal. The most striking aspect of their statement is the way in which semantic structures seem to collapse. Incomplete sentences predominate, and there is a general feverish piling up of phrases, a nervous repetition and adumbration of words and notions that forcefully projects overheated emotions and overflowing dedication, precisely as signaled in the title.

Beneath the surface turbulence, however, there again appear ideas rooted in Tyëyna’s earlier poetry. The first, expressed in the opening stanza, is the pained awareness that whatever his progress, there is a dark side to man. It can, of course, be dismissed ideologically as political sabotage (and the title invites such a simple reading), but the very formulation, “Jaremne rabs’ke ihove,” recalls the refrain from “Pljaż” in the “Kryms’kyj cykl”—“Jaki šče raby my, jaki šče raby!”—and clearly refers to deep human flaws that cannot be gauged or explained by political criteria. As the son said in “Vijna”:

Немає... ворога
Тай не було.
Тільки й єсть у нас ворог —
Наше серце.
Благословіть, мамо, шукати зілля,
Шукати зілля на людське божевілля.

In turn, the reference to “svoje” in the second stanza echoes the concluding antistrophe of Zamist' sonet i oktav:

орел, тризубець, серп і молот... І кожне виступає
як своє...
Своєю рушицю в нас убила.
Своє на дні душі лежить.

The optimistic counterthrust, the hope for a new life expressed in the third stanza,

рости ушир увись
злети аероплянами
Заливчиими Еллами
в майбутнє колосись

also has a deeper core. For the line “Заливчиым Еллами,” with its evocation of “flowing grainfields” (i.e., “заливні лани”), names two writers closely connected with the Revolution and the Ukrainian literary renascence,24 and shows that here for all the Stakhanovite loudness a Ukrainian historical perspective is also involved. The last line, “v majbutnje kolosys’,” reveals the belief that the nation—for it is the implicit object of address—will bloom with the fruit, the legacy of its sons repossessed by the soil. Here there is a direct continuation of the imagery of the masterful “Hnatovi Myxajlyenko” (a poem now censored, and Myxajlyenko, like Zalyvchyj, officially forgotten);25 the identification of the revolutionary poet with his nation,

24 Andrij Zalyvchyj (1894-1918), a founder of the Borot'biist party and a budding prose writer, died in Cernihiv in the uprising against the hetman. Vasyli Ellan-Blakytnyj (1892-1925), to whom the first poem of Cernihiv is dedicated, was a poet and journalist, leader of the Borot'biist party, founder of the literary group Hart, and personal friend of Tyçyna’s; before his early death he was a major presence on the Ukrainian literary scene. For their membership in the Borot'biists (Ukrainian communists not dominated by Russians) both became non-persons. In 1956 Ellan-Blakytnyj was rehabilitated but is now again officially forgotten.

25 Hnat Myxajlyenko—writer, critic, and Borot'biist—was executed by the Denikinists in 1919.
the absorption of his martyrdom into the nation's destiny, is quite explicit:

Не уявляєм, як ти тліеш,
як у землі сирій лежиш, —
бо завше ти живеш, гориш,
бо вічно духом пломенієш.

Ще ти воскреснеш, зазорієш,
в мільйонах встанеш, закипиш:
чого, чого, народе, спиш,
чом не дерзаеш ти, не сміеш?

(And, one may add, Tyčyna also projects for himself this same absorption into and immortality in the hearts of the narod in his testament—"Ще не раз колис’ rozkvitnu.")

In Černihiv, however, the idea of a national legacy remains in the subtext, not only so as to escape the charge of bourgeois nationalism (of which Tyčyna, like virtually every other Ukrainian writer, was accused), but primarily because of the different focus of his poetry. "Zustrīcājemo komsomol’civ," in fact, voices loud assertiveness and confident prognostication. This flows over into the following poem, where it reaches still greater intensity. The title itself, "A чy ne jest’ ce sami naxvalky abož zapamoročennja vid uspixiv," echoes Stalin’s well-known speech enjoining constant vigilance against overconfidence, while the poem paraphrases the goals of the newly inaugurated five-year plan. In the already established pattern, the minimal semantic load, where thought is reduced to slogans, is matched by highly inventive linguistic and formal devices. In the preceding poem one saw how reason was sacrificed to hyperbole and verbal exuberance, as, for example, in the refrain, "Čy oblavom čy zvalamy/ a Zaxid vse ž obvalymo/ ščob dali znov ity." Now, it is pushed to the limit:

Нехай Європа кумкає
а в нас одна лиш думка є
одна одна турбація
традицій підрізання
колективізація

27 See Tyčyna’s own reference to this in the poem “26-Π (11-III),” part 2 in Pluh; cf. also Tel’njuk, Pavlo Tyčina, pp. 172-73.
Here again the verbal hyperbolism ("pereusvidomlena," "pere-pere-budemo") echoes Tyčyna’s earlier motifs, particularly of the "plakat" poems in Pluh (e.g., "Perezorjujut’ zori"). The major effect, however, is one of comic, buffo exaggeration. Such lines as "tradycij pidrizacija/ kolektyvizacija" (a singularly appropriate characterization), or the designation of the great new idea (be it "politeixinacija," "kolektyvizacija," or "fondoususpiľnennja") as the daughter of the masses and Lenin, can indeed be perceived as being parodic, as the scandalized Šaxovs’kyj notes. The effect is surely intended. For example, the description of the idea in the fourth stanza as "zvidomlena/ nezlomlena/ pereusvidomlena" conveys nothing so much as a metamorphosis of that idea into mumbling; one need only add "zamamljana." In short, the slogan-mongering of the day is duly portrayed, and the verbal devices themselves become a form of Aesopian commentary. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the verbalism and the incantations also have a deeper, non-comic significance.

The following two poems continue with the dramatization of the attitudes and the ethos of his society as the worker, functionally a master of ceremonies or stage director, signals a new theme—the role of the class enemy, first as embodied by the Ukrainian émigrés in Warsaw, and subsequently, in a historical reflection on the 1905 Revolution. The involved title of the first poem—"Píslja c’oho zrozumilo’ robinyk kaže ‘c’oho Ukr-Varšavs’komu smittju tak zaraz veselo’"—again stresses Tyčyna’s characteristic elliptical and telescoped construction. The reason for the gloating of the Poles and the Ukrainian émigrés (the "Ukr-Varšavs’ke smittja") can be deduced from the concluding stanza of the preceding poem, where the Soviet Union’s political isolation and general economic difficulties were explicitly noted:

Нехай ми ізольовані
хай дні в нас мозольовані...

29 Šaxovs’kyj, Pavlo Tyčyna, p. 136.
This poem, therefore, is intended to be a crushing rejoinder to their Schadenfreude. Along with the various topical references (to the economic and political problems of Piłsudski's Poland in stanzas three and five, to its imperialist ambitions in stanza four, to the alleged toadyism of the Ukrainian émigrés) this poem, more than any other, reveals the intermedial and burlesque elements of Černihiv. They range from bawdy vulgarity ("do šljaxty pol's'koi zadkom nalipleni naklejeni"), to mock sympathy ("Pany moji ridnesen'ki..."), to such folk devices as diminutives, synonymy ("sobaky sučyni"), the metrics themselves, and, most overtly, the folk saying in the fourth line of each stanza.

Where "‘Pisla c’oho zrozumilo’" is a political lampoon, the following poem, "Dulys’ pany j 25 lit tomu robitnyk zhaduje 1905 rik na Černihivščyni," exemplifies popular history. Though there is no intent to mock, the dition, images, and devices are no less burlesque than in the preceding poem. The masterful development here, however, is the way in which Tyčyna establishes nuances and polyphony even within the confines of an account that is stylized to be "simple." Echoes of folk narrative, for example, are found in the series of three rhetorical questions in the opening of the first stanza, as well as in the repetition, with but slight variation, of the opening lines of stanzas two and three: "Burxaly ta vse šče malo... Byly jix ta vse šče malo...." But what is most effective for projecting a setting of oral narrative are the questions that occur in the fourth line of each stanza. They are precisely like the interruptions of some naive listener, and the narrator, interestingly enough, sometimes answers them explicitly (stanzas three and six) and sometimes seems to ignore them. The context of the narrative is further amplified as the worker makes an aside in each stanza. This favorite device of Tyčyna’s has a possible dual purpose. It may be seen as an aside directed to the persona of the poet, since he (more than, say, the naive interlocutor) would understand the reference to Kocjubyns'kyj's Fata morgana, for example, or to the first (not the second!) Lyon uprising. (In the latter case the word "rozumijet’sja" stresses the privy nature of this communication.) At the same time these asides can be seen as an oral equivalent—for their diction is indeed that of informal speech—of the footnotes or glosses that every "proper" history should have. In either case, they increase the dramatism of the poem.

The next poem leads us to the conclusion of Černihiv, although not,
as some have argued, to its culmination. For long one of the two poems of Černihiv to remain uncensored (along with “Mij druh...”), it was always entitled “Lenin.” But as we see from the full title, “Tut same demonstracija proxodyt' het' škidnykiv smert' intervencij”, it is fully a part of the dramatic structure and not at all intended to be distinct by reason of ideological weightiness. As throughout, the title is essential, for it puts the poem in the context of the whole, like the scene of a play' thus revealing its structure and elucidating the operant associations. Here a demonstration passes, as we are told, and the second part of the title is nothing other than the signs being carried, or, more likely, the slogans that are shouted: “Het' škidnykiv!” “Smert' intervencij!” The opening “Lenin”—which is capitalized precisely like the title—is one of them; it is the slogan of slogans, the most galvinizing watchword of all. (It is rather less likely that it would be a sign or portrait of Lenin, for the entire emphasis is on the verbal dimensions. If Černihiv were to be staged, however, a portrait of Lenin would certainly be appropriate here.) The text of the poem is the reaction, the resonance elicited by this potent name. Even more, it is a reassertion of the principle expressed at the very beginning—the power of the incarnate idea. In fact, this was already stated quite explicitly at the end of the preceding poem, where references to the Revolution of 1917 in action (“Rady i Kronštadt i Šmit/ profspilky jak dynamit”) are given this explanation in the “gloss”: “A vse ce zrobyla ideja zbrojnoho povstannja.” Now, the architect of that Revolution and the reality that is Černihiv is apotheized. His name is the catalyst-idea for great upheaval, be it the Revolution (“burja”) or the building of the Socialist Workers’ State:

LENÍH
Одно тільки слово
а ми вже як буря...
LENÍH
Всього лиш п’ять літер
а скільки енергій...

As the poem goes on to show, it, like all great ideas, lives on after his death. The last four stanzas are an oath, sworn by the entire assembly, to

30 Cf. Tel'njuk, Pavlo Tyčina, p. 156; his argument is motivated by the thematic and ideological “weightiness” of Lenin and not by the structure of Černihiv as such.
remain faithful and ruthlessly dedicated to his principles.\textsuperscript{31} In this there is, of course, a strong echo of Stalin’s speech on the death of Lenin.\textsuperscript{32} It is also the core of the official secular religion of Černihiv’s world.

That religion and that world are given culminating expression in the last poem, “Stara Ukrajina zmintys’ musyt’.” The situation can well be visualized as a final mise-en-scène, where the peripatetic poet and the worker, the marchers (“demonstracija”) from the preceding scene-poem, the komsomol youth, indeed, all the players, join in a final statement synthesizing the whole work. Whether one sees the dramatism of Černihiv in analogy to a cantata (with its narrative interspersing single “arias” with recitatives and choruses) or whether one sees it as a libretto for a historico-ideological folk opera in the spirit of “The East is Red,” this last poem is the crescendo. The fact that it is recited or sung by the entire company is again clearly indicated by the title, which, in contrast to the others, is general and all-encompassing. But whereas the setting is unambiguous, the poem itself is complex.

In one sense, “Stara Ukrajina” can be taken as a catalogue of current Marxist-Leninist formulas: it has even been suggested that here Tyčyna was consciously attempting to incorporate into poetic form the Marxist “philosophy” that he, like other writers (“engineers of human souls”), was being taught at “special seminars.”\textsuperscript{33} This Soviet reading of the motivation (and thus of the poetics) of the work is predictably trite. On the contrary, rather than the poet subordinating himself so such philosophy, it is the latter that is absorbed and transformed into a higher poetic vision. Characteristically, the elements of this vision are typical and orthodox, and yet peculiarly qualified. Thus we have the “law of dialectics,” the transformation of quantity into quality, the teleology of inexorable History with which each stanza culminates; we have also the crass hyperbole of Soviet (particularly Stalinist) rhetoric:

Отже перепони всi дослiджено
отже глибини всi розгадано
отже з’ясовано всi недомудрення...

\textsuperscript{31} As Tel’njuk points out, the last four stanzas were written much earlier, in 1924, on the occasion of Lenin’s death, and only the first two were written concurrently with Černihiv, i.e., sometime in 1929-30; cf. Tel’njuk, \textit{Pavlo Tyčina}, p. 157.
\textsuperscript{33} Cf. Šaxov’s’kyj, \textit{Pavlo Tyčina}, p. 134.
We have typical self-criticism (stanza three), then self-exhortation (stanzas four and five), and finally the archetypical metaphor of the ship of state on its sublime but perilous journey. The manifest semantic plane, however, is subjected to far-reaching qualifications (and this term hardly captures the essential shifts that are involved). The first “filter” seems to be that of irony. The opening line (“Perkočovujučy nasyčujucys’”), which can be taken as a concrete reference to demographic shifts from village to city and to improvements in agriculture, already presents the phenomenon in an unflattering or “naturalistic” light. The following three lines, especially “kil’kisno jakisno perexljujučus’,” seem to simplify abstract ideas to the point of parody. Similarly, the optimism of the above-cited lines of the next stanza is simplistic to the point of silliness. Yet, while the possibility of irony is not to be denied, because it inheres in the aesthetic distance that Tyčyna maintains throughout the cycle, it is not a determining mode. The reason for this is not because certain elements—such as nomadic wandering, the “sloshing over” of quantity into quality, the “exploding” of the old—become appropriate in terms of the metaphor of a ship passing through stormy seas. Rather, it is because a different and insistent tone becomes dominant. This is a tone, or aura, that seeks to reflect what, for want of a better term, can be called a quasi-mystical experience of man faced with transcendent, eternal powers. In one sense these are the cosmic forces (“poršnjamy/ xodyt' dvoyhot po vsesvitu”) that Tyčyna had apotheized earlier in “V kosmičnomu orkestri.” This is also the inexorable flow of life and the need to accept and grow with it that he later epitomized in “Poxoron druha.” Here, this transcendency is above all the Idea or the Power of History, perceived most simply as the future. It is not the rationalist absolute of Marx and Hegel, but something as sublime as the Divinity, and “Stara Ukrajina” is nothing less than a hymn to it. The poem’s hymnal properties are established not only on the semantic level, that is, in the striving for the future and the desire to possess at least a fragment of it:

Роженимось цъкним по історїї
може докривиться нам виломок
од незвичайного майбутнього

or in the confession of weakness and unworthiness in the face

---

34 Arthur Koestler in *Darkness at Noon* speaks of the pervasiveness of this metaphor in Comintern (and not only Soviet) pronouncements.
of it (stanza three), or, finally, in the fervent exhortation to become more perfect and more like it (stanza four). The full sense of this experience, structurally so similar to a religious one, must also be conveyed by non-semantic elements. The poem has a remarkably resonant instrumentation, with rich alliteration and internal rhymes and a general sonorousness that is particularly emphasized by its tonic meter. The lines, as one critic has noted, have the inexorable drive of breakers striking a ship. The regularity, the repetitions, the flow of long syntactic units give the whole a strong sense of incantation, which is climaxxed by the build-up to and then the falling cadence in the last line of each stanza. Here there is a most effective fusion of meaning, sound, and rhythm. The invocations to the future—"do nezmirennoho... od nezvyčajnoho... vid neposydučoho... vid nespo-
kijnoho... vid nestarijučoho... do nezmirennoho majbutn'oho"—seem to echo the synonyms for the Deity that one encounters in Christian liturgy (as in the refrain, "Svjatyj Bože, Svjatyj Kripkyj, Svjatyj Bezsmertnyj pomyluj nas"). While there is no doubt that Tyčyna rejected Christian dogma quite early in his life, it is also rather evident that the deep structure of an emotional openness to and resonance with the infinite remained with him.

This indeed leads us to a crucial point. The sense of partaking in great, transcendent forces—the Revolution, the nation, the cosmic orchestra—has been a manifest feature of Tyčyna's previous poetry. It was expressed at its "purest"—that is, least topical and most "mystical" and emotional—in the poem-manifesto "Sonjašni kljarnety":

Я був — не Я. Лиш мрія, сон.
Навколо — дзвоні звуки,
І пітьми творчої хитон,
І благовісні руки.

Прокинувся я — і я вже Ти:
Над мною, під мою
Горять світи, біжать світи
Музичною рікою.

І стежив я, і я веснів:
Акордисься плянети.
Навік я взнав, що Ти не Гнів, —
Лиш Соняшні Кларнети.

35 Teł'njuk, Pavlo Tyčina, p. 158.
In “Stara Ukrajina,” the feeling of being part of a cosmic rhythm (in “Sonjašni klarnety”: “U tanci ja, rytmičnyj rux, V bezsmertnim vsi planety”) is given in a different key: the poem is colored by a peculiar dread or angst, which can be taken as a uniquely Tyčynian form of timor Dei. (It is understood that on this deeper level the poem is no longer defined solely by the mise-en-scène and the vox populi; it clearly differs from the others in its complexity, and here the voice of the poet is most discernible.

The perception of an angry God, of sinister forces, of the antipode to the feeling expressed in “Sonjašni klarnety” (“Navik ja vznaw, šco Ty ne Hniv...”) is not new for Tyčyna. It animates Zamist’ sonetiv i oktav and is epitomized in the apocalyptic notes of such poems as “Mesija.” Its most pithy formulation is contained in “Viter” in the fearful question of those who flee the Revolution: “Ščo ty za sylo jesy?” In Černihiv’s culminating poem, the undercurrent of dread is given subtly and on more than one plane. In the opening (and closing) stanza there are no “negative” elements, except perhaps for the general indication of setting out on uncharted waters (and this restlessness is then amplified by every epithet for the future). By the second stanza, however, there is already a discordant note. The insistent assertion of achievement with the anaphoric “otże” culminates with a subdued “može odkryšysťja nam vylomok/ od nezvyčajnoho majbut-ňoho.” In the next stanza, the notion of this mere fragment is elaborated into an extended depiction of failure and inadequacy:

Як часто з дрібного незадоволені
ми зневіряємося хилімося падаєм
ми спотикаємося глухнемо
і нам уже не чути як піршнями
ходить дійот по всесвіту
від непосидючого майбутнього

The exhortation of the following stanza shows the ever-present pitfalls, even in acceptance:

включайесь та не мяявістю байдужого
не божевіллям і не одуаем сп’янілого...
Finally, when the image of the ship is introduced, the setting is quite somber, and the journey is defined solely by dangers and the absence of any firm bearings:

Одпили а вже далеко від берега
Над глибинами суховійно негідяно
Корабель здригається поршнями
Ходить двигун такий же по всесвіту
від неста́рі́ючого майбутнього

When the opening stanza is now repeated, we see that its assertions are made in the face of unknown perils; it seems to intuit (analogously to the prescience of the last line of *Zamist' sonetiv i oktav*) that the course ahead—in actuality, the Stalinist 1930s—is unlike any traveled before. Along with this circular construction and the absence of any clear resolution, there are non-semantic elements that contribute to a sense of unease. Primarily, this is the insistent, inexorable rhythm, which, in contrast to the preceding poems, shows no irregularities, no exclamations, no intimation of individuality. Instead there is a heightened sense of impersonality. Man, the passenger on the Ship of State, is in no position to affect its course; all he can do, as we see from the exhortation in stanza four, is to become part of the process and to become conscious of it.

**

To speak of the formal properties of Černihiv is to speak of its meaning. This is so not only by reason of the generally accepted idea that form and content are inseparable in poetry, but also because of the programmatic nature of the work itself. Černihiv expresses the essence of the new life in various ways, but above all by capturing its sounds and rhythms. To a degree unmatched in his total ōuvre Tyčyna makes use of the language of newspapers, of party slogans and exhortations, of everyday expressions, broad popular humor, and the “agit-prop” idiom. This is epitomized by his weavin in of well-known moments from Stalin’s speeches—the above-noted echo of the “dizzy from success” speech, as well as the eulogy for Lenin, with its drumbeat of “kljanëmsja tebe tovarišč Lenin....”\(^\text{36}\) (Tyčyna, in fact, makes a rather clear allusion to Stalin in the term “zalizno”—i.e., “Kljanemja kljatvoju zalizno.”) Characteristically, he is quite ready

\(^{36}\) See fn. 32. It is interesting to note that the device of a thematic refrain in a eulogy was later used with great mastery in “Poxoron druha.”
to bare the device, as, for example, in “Kupujemo hazetu,” which is replete with newspaper jargon and which delights in rhyming, with the help of neologisms if need be, exotic, “impossible” words: čvarčjakompartija, jeresnja-veresnja, etc.

Indeed, neologisms are the center of gravity of the formal searchings in this work. They can be of various kinds, based, for example, on proper names (“Stalinnja,” “Zalyvč Ellany,” “Nepmanjuče,” “pol’scyzujet’sja,” etc.) or on foreign words (“ihove,” “psja-krevyna,” “cergibelı”);37 they can be neutral (“oklynnja,” “Spljanovaniat’,” “proladano,” “holubosyzjano,” “pokorščyna”) or comic and vulgar (“zarizjakano,” “oevropejeni,” “drypanana,” etc.).38 The latter category, especially, is used to establish ironic counterpoint and distance between the poet and the represented masses. It is most condensed in “A čy ne jest ce naxvalky....” the “answer” to Stalin’s injunction. The mockery here is inescapable—a mockery not so much of a given phenomenon or goal (e.g., collectivization) as of the frenzy of its propagation. Hence the inimitable “Nexaj Evropa kumkaże....,” etc. The foil, or “model,” here is the pseudo-sociological jargon of journalism and propaganda, the coining of words for “processes” (“pidrizacija”) or “states of consciousness” (“pereusvidomleniа,” “pere-perebudemo,” “nedomudrennja,” etc.). The neologisms of Černihiv constitute an extraordinarily high percent of the total lexical stock—undoubtedly the highest in Tyčyna’s poetry, and most probably the highest in any longer work in modern Ukrainian. And this is true, one may add, without counting the “logical” neologisms—namely, such unexpected but very telling (and ironic) expressions as “u vsi znanja uzujemos’,” “ne odnym jiji fašyznom požmakano,” “kii'snso jakisno perexljupujučys’,” etc.

In sum, the word is the focus of attention. But it is brought to center-stage not only by the various forms of “building up” or “slovovorenjenja.” The same effect is also attained by “breaking down” the word, by creating enjambments within the word itself. This is used much more rarely—in fact, only twice, both times in the first poem, “Mij druh....” Thus, in the first stanza it is a play on “perenjatyj”:

Доганяємо їх доганяєм
як коня що вітрами переня

37 To be sure, iho is now accepted as a Ukrainian word, equivalent to the Russian iglo; cergibelı is most probably a variation on the Polish cercele.
38 The last is not as opaque as Šaxova’s kaj assumes (Pavlo Tyčyna, p. 135) and is most probably a conflation of zaubrepanj and pan.
and in the second, on “pole”:

Де хилилась вербичка у полі
там тепер паротягове депо
Прояходять рейки через по
летять історію історять.

(Tyćyna is fond of this device, which nicely imitates the flow and ellision of natural speech. In “Pisnja traktorstky,” for example, one stanza ends with “ta j pojdem, ta j poji...” and the next begins with “Dym dymok od maśyn....” Unfortunately, this is also where the heavy hand of the censor, ever wont to dot the i’s, makes itself felt: in all the later editions of Černihiv the offending “gaps” are filled in.) The third stanza of “Mij druh...,” however, shows the direction in which this device evolves. As Tyćyna rhymes “sjajnu” with “usja” (which is typical of the oblique rhymes in this poem) and then begins the next line with “nova,” we see that the truncation of words is effectively continued into a masterful gamut of internal rhymes. Clearly, these and other aspects of the virtuosic instrumentation of Černihiv require a separate study.

The dominance of the spoken word and living speech is strongly reflected in the meters and rhythms of Černihiv, and, not least, in the total absence of punctuation. It has already been observed that some of the poems, particularly “Kupujemo hazetu,” “A čy ne jest’ ce naxvalky,” and “Zustričajemo komsomol’civ,” approximate the complex tonic and syllabotonic principles of the častuška.39 Apart from these, and the regular amphibrachic and iambic “Tut same demonstracija proxodyt’,” the prevailing meter of Černihiv is tonic. Thus in “Stara Ukrajina” there are two phrase accents in each line (in the opening line this also corresponds to the word stress). In the first poem, “Mij druh,” there are three accents per line, with the exception of the last two lines, the “refrain,” which has two (and in the last line of the fourth and fifth stanza, only one). The shifting accentual meter is more complex in “Pislja c’oho zrozumilo” and in “Dulys’ pany.” The effect of a dynamic, restless, natural rhythm and of new tempos and energies is

achieved throughout, however. For Tyčyna this is the only appropriate means for presenting the new “content,” one that is defined by “the people” themselves:

у нас доба індустрії
в нас темп і тлум понтона
труди і дні двотонові
залізобетонові

Finally, the word, or human speech, is also an innermost theme of Černihiv. Every poem, without exception, portrays or makes specific reference to boasts, threats, vows, curses, or shouts. Apart from the very title of the first poem these are, for example:

Ми славимо ми хвалимо...
Оні ми ясно кажемо...
Нехай Європа кумкає...
Хвались колись хвалько а зараз знов хизуєся...

chi to черні хвальба
Чому хвальба чому ще й черні...
Кричить що найвище це нація...
Клянемся клятвою залізно...

This explosion of noise ("zaperečennjam staroho vybuxajuć") is countered by the theme of deafness, which has already been introduced in "Mij druh" ("аž hluxym dohuknulasja luna"), but which is stated fully in "Stara Ukrajina": “my spotykajemosja hluxnemo/ i nam uže ne čuty jak poršnjamy/xodyt’ dvyhot po vsesvitu....” This deafness is, on the one hand, the inability to perceive the new reality, something reminiscent of "I bude tak" from Pluh:

І буде так —
Сліпі: джег те небо — я не бачу?
Глухі: мені здається, правду яб почув!
Каліки: плачу,
Од болю кричу!
On the other, as stressed by the imperfective aspect of the verb ("hluxnemo"), it is an inevitable human reaction to the ever-present noise. In keeping with the introspective nature of this poem and in true dialectical fashion, we are shown that assertiveness is inevitably accompanied by doubt.

* * *

Even a brief summation of the thematic interests and formal premises of Černihiv indicates a close correspondence to the poetics of constructivism. The reasons that this has not drawn critical attention may be several: that Tyćyna, as far as we know, never espoused the loudly proclaimed doctrines of the constructivists; that Černihiv was a passing phase in Tyćyna's poetry so that discussion of it never went much beyond polemics; and, finally, that without accompanying theoretical pronouncements, constructivist poetry (as witnessed by the work of the foremost Ukrainian constructivist, Valerijan Poliščuk) was not as easily distinguishable as its proponents believed. The similarities, nevertheless, are quite compelling. Apart from the obvious thematic desideratum of contemporaneity and immediate experience — and, indeed, the identification of constructivism with socialism — the constructivists also placed maximal theoretical stress on the word. For Kornelij Zelinskij said, "the word is the arena, the battleplace of poetry with meaning."41 From this flowed such elaborations as the "loading-down" of the word ("gruzifikacija slova") with the goal of maximalizing the expressiveness of the smallest units, as "v malom mnogoe, v točke—vsà";42 from this also came the "local principle," that is, the construction of a theme from its most typical components (e.g., words or sounds), the replacement of the voice of the author by that of his personages, and the use of jargon and argot.43 Thus, Il'ja Sel'vinskij's "Vor" (1922) is composed largely of thieves' jargon, and "Raport" (1923) of the telegraphic style of military reports, the gypsy poems of the sounds of Romany and of gypsy music. Formal and acoustic experimentation impinged on "zaum," as, for example, in Sel'vinskij's "Cyganskij val's na gitare":

---

40 See Kornelij Zelinskij, Poezija kak smysl: Kniga o konstruktivizme (Moscow, 1929).
41 Zelinskij, Poezija kak smysl, p. 129.
42 Cf. the constructivist collection Mena vsex (1924) cited by A.A. Morozov in Bol'saja sovetskaja enciklopedija, 3rd ed., s.v. "Konstruktivizm."
43 Cf. Zelinskij, Poezija kak smysl, p. 140 and passim; and Morozov, "Konstruktivizm."
The tendency to irony and comic effects that is so pronounced in this poet’s early work is also reflected in A. Čičerin’s variations (or parodies) on the častuška, for example, in his “D’ve instruëmy”:

Ka пуськы мая
Мелыкарубильная,
Атайдити, лбуда,
Я нану! дрьная.45

While Černihiv does not approach such “zaum,” the parallels with constructivist theory and practice extend to all the essential points. If there is a major divergence or differing premise, it is that for Tyčyna constructivist principles are not taken as a defining credo on the nature of poetry, but are utilized with other heterogeneous elements (e.g., the old Ukrainian intermedial tradition) to produce a characteristic polyphony. Without considering these parallels, however, neither a picture of the poetics of Černihiv nor of constructivist elements in Ukrainian poetry is complete.

Returning now to our opening question on the genre of Černihiv, it seems clear that it is not a reportage, nor even so much a veristic dramatic portrait, as it is a vision, a distillation of the popular Ukraine in transition, presented through the verbal analogue of a musical composition—not a “symphony” like Skovoroda, but a cantata. It is a polyphony of voices and rhythms and moods, captured with manifold artistry and with subtly modulated control. It is yet another instance of Tyčyna’s restless creativity discovering new forms.

44 Il’ja Sel’vinskij, Izbromnye proizvedenija (Leningrad, 1972), p. 65.
OBSErvations on UKrainian Erotic Folk Songs

Krystyna Pomorska

Why do folk songs please our ear not only by their music but also by their lyrics? Why do they puzzle us although they offer a steady core of imagery and repetitive “lyrical plots”? The feeling of a puzzle seems to come from the impression of a non-sequitur, of some strange dissociation between the two sequences of phenomena a song presents. Indeed, what is the connection between “digging a well” and “loving a girl” or that between a “vegetable garden” and “boys” in this popular couplet:

Чи в вас, як і в нас, на городі буряки,
Чи в вас, як і в нас, усі хлопці дураки!

It is a particular kind of parallelism consisting of two types of activity that on the surface lack any tertium comparisonis (or oppositionis), whereas parallelism in literature is usually based on a more explicit similarity or contrast. The seeming dissociation between paralleling sequences endows folk songs with a surrealistic touch, comparable to occurrences in written literature where effects are devoid of causes—as, for example, in Gogol’s “The Nose.”

However, one must bear in mind that the basic parallelism in folklore represents a fixed inner symbolic pattern. Although not perceived by the general participant, this pattern is nevertheless very old and universal in the Slavic folk heritage, recognized and investigated by ethnographers, folklorists, and linguists. The same symbolism has also been widely used beyond the scope of folklore. Today it can be observed even in the most modern forms of art—e.g., the cinema. The pattern present in the songs selected here can be reduced to the following symbols:

1 Cf. the Russian film The Cranes are Flying, or the recent film, based on Ukrainian folklore tradition, The White Bird with a Black Mark, which came out in the school of Dovženko.
drinking water  
giving water to a horse  

digging a well  

= a sexual act

= an incomplete sexual act (courtship, flirtation, etc.)

Due to the symbolic nucleus of the parallelism, all elements in both sequences mentioned above acquire a figurative tinge—in other words, they become polysemantic. But along with these established, nuclear pairs of symbols, all other juxtaposed elements build strong and striking correspondences. Examining these correspondences is the task of the present paper. In so doing, we will disclose the figurative meaning of each variation and reconstruct all the interconnections between the songs. Thus, the richness of the parallelism and consequently the poetic quality of the texts will become apparent.

The three lyrical songs presented here are built around the symbolic pattern described above, except for the heroic verses on Sahajdačnyj, which illustrate some more general and related phenomena.

In the first song the corresponding elements begin on both the phonic and grammatical levels:

I

Копав, копав кірниченьку неділеньки дві,
Любив, кохав дівчиноньку людям, не собі.
Ой жаль, жаль, непомалу,
Любив дівчину з малу,
Любив дівчину з малу,
Любив, та й не взяв!

Ой, жаль, жаль мені буде
Візьмуть її люди,
Візьмуть її люди,
Моя й не буде!

Ой жаль, жаль!

II

А вже ж тая кірниченька засорилася,
А вже ж тая дівчинонька зажурилася.
Ой жаль, жаль... (refrain)
III

A вже ж з тої кірниченькі орли воду п'ють,
A вже ж тую дівчиньку до вінця ведуть!
Ой жаль, жаль... (refrain)

IV

Один веде за рученьку, другий за рукав,
Третій стоїть, гірко плаче, любив, та й не взяв!
Ой жаль, жаль... (refrain)

In the pair:

Кохав кірниченьку
Кохав дівчиньку

the two juxtaposed verbs, referring to two different activities, are nearly identical in sound and morphology (only one phoneme differentiates them). Their paronomastic closeness results in a semantic relationship according to the principle of so-called poetic etymology. Similarly, the two objects of action—

кірниченька/дівчинька —

become close due to their morphological identity (stanzas I, II, III). It is noteworthy that whenever the parallel in question is absent, the non-diminutive form of “girl” — дівчина — appears (cf. refrain). The full phrase-parallelism, especially of stanzas II and III, supports the whole set of similarities between the two activities presented.

On the referential level the two activities are comparable because of their negative results. The Cossack loved a girl for himself, but “the others” took her; he dug the well for people, but “eagles” used it instead. Not only are the results of the actions similar, but so are both acting subjects which either replace the unfortunate protagonist or unjustly appropriate the result of his work: in stanza III the “others” taking the girl to the altar are juxtaposed with the “eagles.” In stanza IV their behavior is described as truly ferocious, each one pulling the girl to his own side: Один веде за рученьку, другий за рукав...

Thus, humans acquire a complete similarity with rapacious birds — орли — especially because of the symbolism of the image: in folklore a sexual act is frequently represented as the killing of a
love object by a predatory bird, if the male happens to belong to a hostile side, as is the case in this song.\(^2\)

Regardless of the basic symbolic tie between the two sequences, one can also see their relative independence and, therefore, still another relationship. One sequence in the song refers to an everyday enterprise whereas the other concerns an activity of higher meaning (love). Any number of songs, humorous verses, proverbs, and sayings are built on such binarism, as, for example, the popular humorous verse:

“Гришо, Гришо — до теляти!”
— Мене ножки болят!
“Гришо, Гришо — до корови!”
— Гришо ножки поколят!
“Гришо, Гришо — до Маруси!”
— Я сей час же проберусь!

Other examples are the Polish proverb “Niedobry do roboty—dobry do ochoty,” and the saying “Lucky at cards—unlucky in love,” or vice versa. These instances reflect the belief that between certain attitudes, behaviors, or activities there exists a basic relationship in human life. The analyzed song apparently belongs to this repertory. It thus confirms the theory that there is a connection between such forms of folklore as proverbs and bywords and the higher, more developed folk phenomena.\(^3\)

The famous “heroic” song on Sahajdačnyj discloses a similar relationship, which, indeed, constitutes its leading theme:\(^4\)

I

Ой на горі та женці жнуть, (bis)
А попід горою,
Яром-долиною
Козаки йдуть,
Гей, долиною,
Гей, широкою,
Козаки йдуть.

\(^2\) Cf. Puškin’s Poltava, where in his “inner monologue” Marija’s father, Kočubej, threatens Mazepa by referring to “noče, kogda golubku našu, / ty, staryj koršun, zakleval.”

\(^3\) Cf., for example, G. L. Permjakov, Ot pogovorki do skazki (Moscow, 1970).

\(^4\) I. Bunin observed this in his autobiographical novel Zizn’ Arsen’jeva (New York, 1952).
II
Попереду Дорошенко, (bis)
Веде своє військо,
Військо запорізьке,
Козаченько.
Гей, долиною,
Гей, широкою,
Козаченько.

III
А позаду Сагайдачний, (bis)
Що проміняв жінку
На тютон та люльку,
Необачний.
Гей, долиною,
Гей, широкою,
Необачний.

IV
"Гей, вернися, Сагайдачний, (bis)
Візьми свою жінку,
Віддай тютон-люльку,
Необачний!
Гей, долиною,
Гей, широкою,
Необачний!"

V
"Мені з жінкою не возиться, (bis)
А тютон та люлька
Козаку в дорозі
Знадобиться!
Гей, долиною,
Гей, широкою,
Знадобиться!

The core of the song is a dialogue between the harvesters — жени — and Sahajdačnyj, the famous leader of the Cossacks, “who exchanged
his wife for a pipe and tobacco." For this he is called (apparently by
the harvesters) "unreasonable"—необачний—and is asked to turn
back and re-exchange the trifles of tobacco and pipe for his wife.
In the last stanza, however, the ataman explains that marriage is
incompatible with the Cossack way of life—an existence of wanderings
and danger. So the wife—жінка—belongs to the sphere of harvesters
—жінці—and the two wards accordingly approximate in quality by
paronomasia. Sahajdačnyj's act, which is seemingly a joke, proves to
be a serious matter: by his "unreasonable" act he has settled his
accounts properly, renouncing his private, "everyday" life for the
higher activity of Cossackdom. What seems unreasonable to the
harvesters, who are common folk, is perfectly reasonable to the
Cossacks' famous leader. Accordingly, two corresponding pairs of
words are used: the rhyme Сагайдачний/необачний and the paro-
nomasia необачний—знакодібний.

The items that seem to be props—тютюн та люлька—are not
at all mere accessories, but meaningful elements within this context.
As the jocular Russian proverb says:

Кабак да баба,
Табак да баня—
Одна забава.

Thus "жінка" ("баба") and "тютюн" ("табак") become mutual sub-
stitutes: both function as instruments and entertainments.

Through the use of so many binary oppositions and juxtapositions,
some of which intersect, the main contrasting parallelism is firmly
established. Yet, the two sequences are simultaneously entangled by
so many different ties that the general tonality (or "dialogue") of the song
becomes extremely variegated: a joke becomes a serious matter and,
in general, value judgements fluctuate. This makes the folk song both
humorous and heroic—features very typical of Ukrainian folk art.

The landscape, too, is not mere background, but plays an important
role in the contrasting parallelism of the whole. Properly simplified
tо "гора" and "долина," as is traditional in Slavic folklore, it is
then distinctly divided between the harvesters and the Cossacks and
thereby given a symbolic role. The mountain—гора—is connected
with an established pattern of life, that is, with the harvesters—жінці—
and stands for immobility and the static, closed aspects of life. By
contrast, the valley—яр—доля —represents an open road, a place of
movement and action. A similar situation exists in many Ukrainian
lyrical songs, among which the best known is “Стой гора висока...” where the whole symbolism of life is embodied in a valley while a mountain stands as an immobile witness to the life passing by at its foot. One also finds the same role ascribed to mountains in Medieval iconography, where they are a static decoration, cutting off vision and barring the perspective. It is important to note that in Ukrainian folklore this role for mountains has a geographic motivation, since the Ukraine is a country of steppes and open spaces. By contrast, Polish folk songs ascribe a quite different symbolism to the mountain/valley opposition.5

The next song offers the basic device “laid bare”: due to the peculiarities of its structure, both the requisite and symbolic characters of a Cossack and his horse are disclosed. Also, the nature of the Cossack-horse relationship becomes clear.

I

Розпрацайте, хлопці, коні
Та лягайте спочивати,
А я піду в сад зелений,
В сад криниченьку копати.

II

Копав, копав криниченьку
У зеленому саду...
Чи не вийде дівчинька
Рано-ранці по воду?

III

Вийшла, вийшла дівчинька
В сад зелений воду брать,
А за нею козаченько
Веде коня напуват.

IV

Просив, просив відеречко —
Вона йому не дала,

5 Cf. “Ty pójdziesz góra / a ja doliną, // Ty zakwitniesz róża, / a ja kaliną,” where the mountain symbolizes a high social position, and the valley, poverty and sadness.
Дарив, дарив з рук колечко,
Вона його не взяла.

V

"Знаю, знаю, дівчинонько,
Чим я тебе розгнівив:
Що я вчора ізвечора
Із другою говорив.

VI

Вона ростом невеличка,
Ще й літами молода,
Руса коса до пояса,
В косі лента голуба."

The leading voice orders the ordinary workers—хлопці—to terminate their work (= unharness their horses) and take a well-deserved rest after work, whereas he himself turns to a higher activity—courtship and love:

А я піду в сад зелений,
В сад криничені копать...
...Чи не вийде дівчинонька
Рано-ранці по воду?

In the third stanza, however, the first person shifts to the third, and the Cossack who at the beginning of the song appeared as its main hero ("А я піду в сад зелений...") disappears from the scene; consequently, stanzas III and IV are built on the third person. In stanza V a Cossack in the first person is introduced once again ("Знаю, знаю, дівчинонько, чим я тебе розгнівив..."). However, it is unclear to whom this voice belongs: to the Cossack from the first stanza, or to an entirely new personage, particularly because the latter's function and spatial position have changed. Apparently, this is a bifurcation of the Cossack, quite frequent in folk songs, which underscores the conventionality of this personage—a steady prop in the lyrical "plot." Similarly, there appears a bifurcation of the horse, another steady dramatis persona in folk songs. The two appearances of the Cossack are connected with two functionally different types of horses. The
first type, which belongs to the working boys, is a genuine workhorse.\(^6\) This horse (or horses) belongs to the frame pertaining to the motif of everyday life, which has not been developed into a full sequence, as it was in the first song, and has therefore not acquired any symbolic significance. The second type of horse is a symbolic one: it is the Cossack’s substitute in courtship (his metaphor), and at the same time the Cossack’s indispensable part (his metonymy). It is this horse that plays a role in courtship: the Cossack asks for a pail, (“просить ведеречко”) to give water to this animal. Because the parallelism of two realms is incomplete, although some instances of it are present, the non-symbolic casts light on the symbolic, allowing the song to be viewed as a self-explanatory text.

The sound patterns of this song contain some very interesting characteristics. Among its rich sound repetitions is a particular reiteration of the last identical syllables in a neighboring position that creates a kind of internal quasi-rhyme: руся коза до повеса; or вчора ізвенора. This phenomenon is made possible by Ukrainian prosody, which has no vowel reduction. Ukrainian folk songs share this phenomenon with Polish folk songs.\(^7\) Together, they are in polar opposition to those in Russian, whose vowels are strongly reduced and whose folk songs can thus offer only paronomasia or alliteration.

Another pattern of sound repetition in the song being discussed deserves special attention. A close analysis of the dense sound reiteration discloses the following anagrammatical structure:

```
КО
Л
Д
КО
КО
ЛЕ
С
ЛЕ
КО
КО
КО
ЛЕ
КО
```

\(^6\) Another variant of the song reads “Vyprjahajte xlopci voly,” which confirms our point.

\(^7\) Cf. the Polish Christmas carol “A wczora z wieczora....”
The result is the word ko — me — co, the keyword to the erotic symbolism of the song.

The last song presented here contains the same basic referential core—an unsuccessful courtship—as well as the same symbolic repertory of accessories (water, well, horse) as did the first two songs.

I
Закуваля зозуленка на хаті — на розі, гей!
Приніхали до дівчини три козаки в гості, гей! (bis)

II
Один коня випрягає, другий коня вяже, гей!
Третій стоїть під віконцем, добрий вечір каже, гей! (bis)

III
“Добрий вечір, стара мати, дай води напиться, гей!
Кажуть люде — дівка гарна, дозволь подивитися, гей!”
(bis)

IV
“Вода в сінях у діжочці — іди та й напийся, гей!
Дівка в хаті на кроваті — іди, подивися, гей!” (bis)

V
“Вода в тебе не холодна, піду до кірниці, гей!
Дівка в тебе не красива, піду до вдовиці, гей!” (bis)

Yet, this text offers still another variation of the traditional erotic parallelism. The song opens with the device of graduation: the image, or, rather, the functions of a Cossack are given three different realizations: 8

8 In this case, the essential role of the gradation is to underscore the conventional character of the Cossack as a personage. Another variant of the song presents it even
The "main" Cossack has been separated from his metaphoric-metonymic horse: it is now he himself who needs water, whereas his horse has only a decorative role. The symbolic character of the horse is thus laid bare. Furthermore, in the request of a third Cossack (as the main function) water and a girl are immediately juxtaposed: they are objects that will be tested at the same time. The similarity and exchangeability of both is further underscored as each comes in its proper "container": "

This chiasmic structure indicates once again the above-mentioned set of the text toward a "play with devices."

The samples analyzed here testify to the richness and refinement of Ukrainian folklore. This has made it a particularly rewarding area of study for philologists, ethnographers, linguists, folklorists, and anthropologists from the early Romantic period to our own day. The
special attraction of Ukrainian folklore was responsible for the creation of a “Ukrainian school” in Polish Romanticism that included poets such as Bohdan Zaleski and Antoni Malczewski.

The field has been enhanced by the great interest and care for folklore among Ukrainian scholars. Myxajlo Maksymovyč, the brilliant scientist and philologist, collected and published the first volume of Ukrainian songs as early as 1827; in the introduction to this work he offered both sociological and philological analyses of its contents. The achievements of Oleksandr Potebnja as linguist and literary theoretician are well known; however, one should remember that he was also one of the world’s greatest folklorists and ethnologists. His study, today a bibliographical rarity, "Объяснения малороссийских и сродных народных песен," remains a model for the structural analysis of folklore and serves as a methodological paradigm to the present day. During the twentieth century such individuals as the devoted collector of Hucul folklore Jurij Fed’kovyč, Oleksandr Rubec’, Filaret Kolessa, and Klyment Kvitka produced interesting collections and studies on various forms of Ukrainian folklore. The contemporary collections and studies of the Canadian linguist Jaroslav Rudnyc’kyj show that even displaced from its native land, Ukrainian folk art can develop and grow.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Translations of the songs analyzed

I dug, I dug a well one week, two weeks,
I liked, I loved a girl—but for the others, not for myself.

O, sad, very sad will I be,
I loved a girl since childhood,
I loved a girl since childhood,
I loved—but did not take her.

O sad, sad, will I be,
The other people will take her,
The other people will take her,
She won’t be mine!
O, sad, sad!

9 At the time Maksymovyč was twenty-three years old.
10 The songs analyzed in the text were recorded by the author in the Poltava region of the Ukraine. The translations are also by the author.
II
And that well has now been littered,
And that girl has now been grieved.
(Refrain)

III
And from that well eagles now drink water,
And that girl is now being led to the altar.
(Refrain)

IV
One is leading her by the hand, the other—by the sleeve,
The third one is standing by and crying bitterly: he loved her, but didn’t take her.
(Refrain)

I
There, on the mountain, the harvesters are harvesting, (bis)
And by the mountain,
By a ravine, by a valley,
The Cossacks are going.
There, by a valley,
There, by a wide one,
The Cossacks are going.

II
In front of them there is Doroshenko, (bis)
He is leading his forces,
The army of Zaporože,
The good Cossack.
There, by a valley,
There, by a wide one,
The good Cossack.

III
And in the back there is Sahajdačnyj, (bis)
Who exchanged his wife
For a pipe and tobacco,
The unreasonable one.
There, by a valley,
There, by a wide one,
The unreasonable one.

IV
"Hey, come back, Sahajdačnyj, (bis)
Take your wife,
Return the pipe and tobacco,
You unreasonable one!"
There by a valley,  
There, by a wide one,  
You unreasonable one.

"I won't bother with a wife, (his)  
And a pipe and tobacco  
For a Cossack on the road  
Will be useful."

There, by a valley,  
There, by a wide one,  
Will be useful!

Unharness your horses, boys,  
And lie down for a rest,  
And I will go to a green orchard,  
To an orchard, to dig a well.

I dug, I dug a well  
In a green orchard,  
Will a girl come out,  
Early in the morning, for water?

There came, there came a girl  
Early in the morning to take water,  
And after her there comes a Cossack  
To give water to his horse.

He asked her, and asked her for a bucket,  
But she didn't give it to him,  
He tried and tried to give her a ring,  
But she didn't take it from him.

"I know, I know, my girl,  
With what I angered you:  
Because last evening  
I talked with another.

She is not very tall,  
She is young in age,  
Her blond braid is long and down to her waist,  
In her braid there is a blue ribbon."
A cuckoo cried out on the hut—on the corner,
There came three Cossacks to visit a girl.

One is unharnessing a horse, the other is tying up a horse,
The third one is standing by a window—he says, "Good-evening."

"Good-evening, old mother, give me some water to drink,
People say your girl is pretty, let me take a look."

"Water is in the hallway, in a pot, go and take a drink.
The girl is in the room, on her bed, go and take a look."

"Your water is not cold, I'll go to a well.
Your girl is not pretty, I'll go to a widow."

In his “Literature of the Crimean Tatars,” published in 1930, Ahatanhel Kryms’kyj mentions that “the history of Khan Islâm Girây for the years 1644-1650 was written by Ḥāḡī Meḥmed Ṣeňā’î”. Kryms’kyj based his information on Charles Rieu’s Catalogue of the Turkish Manuscripts in the British Museum (London, 1888), pp. 250b-251a (no. add. 7870, 1).

In the late 1930s, the Polish historian Olgerd Górka rediscovered (on the basis of Rieu’s description) this Tatar chronicle from the Xmel’nyc’kyj epoch. He obtained a photocopy and decided to persuade a Polish orientalist to prepare a translation, which he would provide with a historical commentary. But due to World War II and postwar events, it was not until 1954 that Górka found in Zygmunt Abrahamowicz a competent co-worker. Abrahamowicz prepared a draft translation which was immediately seized by the impatient discoverer for his essay. Two months later, Górka died. The project was postponed for several years, until revived by Abrahamowicz, who reworked his translation and sought the help of Zbigniew Wójcik, the competent

3 Olgerd Górka, “Nieznana kronika tatarska lat 1644-50,” Kwartałnik Historyczny 62, no. 3 (1955); 107-124.
historian of the Ukraine, in preparing an edition for publication. The result is the book under review.

This excellent piece of cooperative scholarship begins with a general historiographical introduction by Wójcik (pp. 7-8) and three sets of introductory essays by Abrahamowicz. These deal with the author and his sources, the work’s structure and time of composition, the toponymy and topography of the three Tatar expeditions in 1648-1649 as reflected in Şenâ‘î’s work (pp. 22-61), and with the Polish and Cossack affair presented there (pp. 61-77); included is Abrahamowicz’s general appraisal of the chronicle (pp. 78-85). Thereafter follow Abrahamowicz’s Polish translation of Şenâ‘î’s work (pp. 89-137), his extensive notes written in cooperation with Wójcik (pp. 138-198), a bibliography (pp. 199-203), the edition of the Turkish text (pp. i-lxiii), and fac-similes of some selected pages (pp. lxiv-lxxi).

The only source of information about Şenâ‘î and his history available to us is the work itself. There we learn that sometime around 1650 (i.e., after the victories over the Poles won by the Tatars in cooperation with Bohdan Xmel’nyc’kyi), the former secretary (münšî) of the khan’s chancery, al-Hâqîq Mehmed, with the epithet Şenâ‘î (“Eulogist”), then the retired judge of a secondary township, was invited by the khan’s minister (ağâ), Sefer Gâzi (1644-1645; 1647-1664), to write a history (şâh nâmê) of the glorious reign of his master, the khan İslâm Girây III (1644-1654). Şenâ‘î undertook this honorific task and on 15 ša’bân 1061 A.H. (1 August 1651) he finished his work. It has come down to us in the unique copy now in the British Museum, completed in September 1681 by one Qara Yazîği Muṣṭaﬁ b. ‘Omer in the village Ḥan Eli in the Crimea. The patron was a non-ruling member of the Girây dynasty named Ahmed Girây Sulṭân.

Apparently Şenâ‘î did not know any Tatar language, for he wrote his chronicle in a correct, “learned” Ottoman Turkish, with many Persian and Arabic “poetic” or religious insertions. He was familiar with the laudatory literature (this could be the reason Sefer Ağa chose him for the task) but, unfortunately, he had no knowledge of the Ottoman or general Islamic historiography of his time. His history begins with the arrival from Constantinople of İslâm Girây III and his ascent to the Ĉinggisid khan’s throne on 6 July 1644 (without, however, any information about the circumstances involved), goes on to relate the nomination of the new khan’s brother, Qirim Girây, to the position of his qalga (heir-apparent), and some brief information about the Tatar campaigns against the Circassians and Muscovite-held Azov
(fols. 1r-13r). The main part of the work then discusses the three campaigns undertaken by the Tatars while they were allies of Bohdan Xmel'nyc'kyj (fols. 13r-48r). Unfortunately, the author concentrated on topography in his account and did not consider it necessary to explain how this unusual alliance between two unequal partners came into being. The campaigns themselves are presented without any causal context or interrelations; also, there is no discourse on the goals of the new allies.

The final part opens with a genealogical tree of the khan. Here the author is clearly incompetent, for he makes several unusual errors in the lineage of the royal ancestors, the first of which is the attribution of an incorrect grandfather to the ruling khan (fol. 48 v). This is followed by a panegyrical description of the renewal of the fortress Ferah-Kerman and two insignificant accounts of humanitarian works completed by the khan (the digging of a well in Gözleve in 1651) and his minister, Sefer Ağa (the construction of a bridge over a rivulet). However, two important matters are mentioned, although just in passing. These are: (1) the arrival of many West European (e.g., Imperial and Swedish) emissaries to the court of the victorious khan (fol. 51r; similar events occurred concurrently in Xmel'nyc'kyj’s Čyhyryn); (2) the formulation of new principles for Tatar foreign policy—i.e., the reconquest, with Polish assistance, of Kazan’ and Astraxan’ (fol. 51r-v). Şenâ’l ends with a brief description of Qirim Girây’s punitive expedition in 1650 against Jassy in Moldavia (fols. 51v-52r).

The only written sources Şenâ’l used for his šah-nâme were the itineraries of three campaigns led by the Tatars (11 May 1648-4 July 1648, the first campaign of İslâm Girây III against the Poles; 28 August 1648-31 January 1649, the campaign of his qalga Qirim Girây; 26 May 1649-24 September 1649, the second campaign of İslam Girây III) and some court calendars. It seems that he either had no access to the original documents, or did not know how to use them and so based his story on hearsay. For example, while describing the conditions the Tatars set at the peace negotiations in Zboriv, he says nothing about the text of the relevant official letter from the khan to the Polish king (which, fortunately, has been preserved).

To a historian of the Xmel'nyc'kyj epoch, this new Tatar source is a great disappointment. True, some new data are to be found there, especially on topography (brilliantly researched by Abrahamowicz), as well as several interesting details (e.g., in the account of the first
meeting of Xmel’nyk’kyj with the khan in Bila Cerkva on the 2 or 3 June 1648. However, the work contains none of the “inside information” about the three years of Tatar-Cossack cooperation that one might expect from a contemporary historical work. The text edition is exact and correct, as is the Polish translation, and the comments and notes are elaborate and meticulous. Only in a few cases can one disagree with Abrahamowicz: for instance, on his interpretation of the term Rüs (p. 74) in the story of Grand Vezir Ahmed’s demarche of May 1648.4 A few additions may be made to the commentary: -don, the river name in Salgir-don (fn. 99), is an appellative meaning “river”; sawgat ‘gift from the booty’ (fn. 329) is attested in pre-Mongolian Polovcian steppes in the variant sajgat, especially in the Hypatian Chronicle, s.a. 1174, 1193 etc.; the original meaning of Turkish nemçe ‘Germans’ (fn. 416) was “Austrian” (< “Bavarian”), as it was in Old Church Slavonic and in the Byzantine, Hebrew, and Arabic texts of the tenth century; one of the qara-tribes, the Mansūr (fn. 477), were originally a subdivision of the Noghais. There are few typographical errors, only one of which is somewhat misleading: in note 301 the term Rümeli is explained as “zima Rumu” (the winter of Rum) whereas it should be “ziemia” (the land of Rum). Even with these minor flaws, Şenat’s edition by Abrahamowicz-Wójcik could be considered a model work if a general index were included.

Omeljan Pritsak

Harvard University


The works of three Ottoman historians are of great importance to Ukrainian historians of the Cossack period: Muṣṭafā Na‘īm, called Na‘imā (1655-1716), who began the official history of the second Muslim millenium, 1000 A.H./1591 A.D. to 1070 A.H./1659 A.D.; his successor as official historian (weqā‘ī’-nīwīs), Meḥmed Rāṣid (d. 1735),

4 Here he does not consider the study on the first Ukrainian-Turkish treaty published in Oriens 6:2 [1953]: 266-298.
Reviews

responsible for the period 1071 A.H./1660 A.D. to 1134 A.H./1721 A.D.; and the private historian Findiqli Miḥmed Ağa (1658-1724), who described the years 1065 A.H./1654 to 1134 A.H./1721. The first of these, Naʿimā, earned the reputation of being not only the foremost Ottoman historian, but also the unsurpassed master of Turkish prose.

The late Lewis V. Thomas (d. 1965), professor of Ottoman studies at Princeton University, wrote his Ph.D. thesis about Naʿimā some twenty-five years ago under the direction of the eminent scholar, Paul Wittek of the University of Brussels. The work remained unpublished during Professor Thomas’s lifetime, due to his insistence upon scholarly perfection. Now, we must be grateful to his former student and successor, Norman Itzkowitz, for publishing his brilliant work.

Remarkably, the quarter-century that has passed since the dissertation was completed has not antiquated the work. This reflects the tragic state of pre-nineteenth-century Ottoman historical studies, which remain in somnolent inactivity. One might note that not even the works of Ottoman official historians have been published in critical editions with indexes, commentaries, etc.

Thomas divided his work into three parts, dealing with Naʿimā’s life, his ideas, and his work. Each part contains translations of relevant passages from Naʿimā’s history, particularly from his two prefaces. The author not only analyzes the structure of Naʿimā’s chronicle and his historical theory, but makes the first attempt to identify his sources. Finally, he evaluates Naʿimā’s accomplishments as a historian. The result is a pathbreaking study indispensable for scholars of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Ottoman history and historiography.

Omeljan Pritsak
Harvard University


This source volume has appeared as a jubilee publication celebrating the fourth centenary of printing in the Ukraine. In addition to two
major monographs about Fedorov in the Ukraine—E. L. Nemirovskij’s *Načalo knigopecatanija na Ukraine: Ivan Fedorov* (Moscow, 1974) and Ja. D. Isajevyč’s *Peršodrukar Ivan Fedorov i vynknennja drukarstva na Ukrajini* (L’viv, 1975)—we now have a collection of all known archival sources for Fedorov’s Ukrainian period (48 documents) and of many about printing in the Ukraine before 1648 (90 documents). A number of documents are published for the first time; in some previously published, the editors have corrected distortions in the texts.

Compiled by the major Ukrainian historians of bookprinting, the volume contains the extensive scholarly apparatus found all too rarely in Soviet Ukrainian books. The work consists of an introduction by Ja. D. Isajevyč (pp. 5-13); the documents, with information concerning manuscript collections and prior publications and with Ukrainian translations of the Polish and Latin texts (pp. 17-254); nineteen illustrations from early books and sources to their study (p. 254 ff.); Isajevyč’s extensive notes to the text (pp. 259-73) and a list of publishing houses and their workers (pp. 274-76); a chronological table of the most important events in the history of printing, compiled by O. Ja. Macjuk (pp. 277-87); a glossary of rare or archaic Ukrainian words (pp. 288-93); a bibliography (pp. 294-95); name (pp. 286-313) and place (pp. 314-19) indexes; a list of the documents (pp. 320-38); and Russian and English résumés (pp. 339-42).

The handsomely produced collection brings together a considerable body of information about Cyrillic printers and the problems of book publishing in the Ukraine, particularly in L’viv, for which the most extensive documentation is extant. On the post-Fedorov period the editors have provided only a sample of documents, so we must hope that their archival research and publication will continue.

Frank E. Sysyn
*Harvard University*


Soon after its publication this study of Peter I became one of the best-selling historical works in Poland. Written primarily for the general reader, its popular appeal is attributable to the author’s unusually
vivid writing style and the rather surprising fact that it is the first study on Peter I to be written in Polish. Władysław Serczyk, a noted specialist in the history of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Ukraine, has long sought to rouse the interest of his westward-oriented countrymen in the history of their eastern neighbors. With this book he has taken an important step towards his goal.

The study focuses on the person of Peter I and the formulation of his political Weltanschauung (three of eleven chapters), as well as on the military episodes and external aspects—e.g., the tsar’s famous journey to Europe and the question of Russia’s relation to the West—of his reign (five chapters). In dealing with his well-researched topics the author proves to be a capable synthesizer. His presentation reflects familiarity with a vast amount of scholarly literature, which he discusses clearly and concisely, and it is liberally interspersed with little-known but relevant anecdotes. The appealing manner of presentation has some failings, however. Mundane but important aspects of socio-economic development in both Russia and Europe are neglected. For example, the Northern War’s military and political high points are discussed at length, but its economic motivations, deeply rooted in the long-standing Muscovite-Swedish commercial rivalry in the Baltic area, are hardly mentioned. Also, even the general reader would gain a better perspective on the significance of the Petrine era if a summary of the historiographical controversy surrounding it were included.

Serczyk’s work leaves a positive impression on those interested in Peter I as he relates to Ukrainian history. For although the author provides little new information about Ukrainian-Russian relations during this period, he does succeed where his Soviet (and some non-Soviet) colleagues fail—that is, in treating the issue of Mazepa objectively and with an understanding of the hetman’s political predicament.

In accordance with the nature and readership of the book, footnotes and bibliography have been kept to a minimum. Nonetheless, to those who seek a lucid introduction to the person and reign of Peter I and read Polish, this book can be recommended as a valuable study.

Orest Subtelny
Hamilton College